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StrateGems 2004 Twomovers Award 
Judge: Robert Burger 

 

Over the past five years, our editor Miodrag Mladenovic has distinguished 

himself by attracting a strong and varied input of originals. I enjoyed solving 

all 66 of 2004. As it happened, the most challenging entries came in the sec-

ond and third quarters. There were anticipations among the miniatures, 

some outlandish keys and tries, yet a sufficient number of outstanding tradi-

tional and modern problems to merit the following awards.  

w________w
[wdBdwdwd]
[dKdw)wdw]
[wdN0Pdpd]
[dpHk0R0r]
[pdwdwdrd]
[!wdwdwhq]
[wdwdwhwd]
[dw$wdwgw]
w--------w

Special Prize
Joe Youngs†
StrateGems 2004

#2                         (9+13)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[4w0wdwdp]
[wdPdkdwd]
[dNdwdwdQ]
[wdR0q0RG]
[0Kdpdpdw]
[wdwdNdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

1st Prize
Alex Casa
StrateGems 2004

#2* (8+10)

w________w
[wdKdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[w0RdRdpd]
[dwdkdp4n]
[rdN0N0wd]
[dwdpdwdb]
[w)wdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

3rd Prize
Ludovit Lacny
StrateGems 2004

#2 (7+12)

w________w
[wGwdwdwd]
[dpdwdw0w]
[pIw0wdbd]
[dw$Ndwdw]
[wdwindw$]
[dPdpdw!w]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwgwdqdw]
w--------w

2nd Prize
Semion Shifrin & 
Valery Korenev
StrateGems 2004

#2* (7+11) 

Special Prize - (Joe Youngs† - T0442) I would like to honor, posthumously, 

Joe Youngs, with a special prize. This is typical of Joe’s output over the 

years, 1.Sd7 giving two flights but, more importantly, finishing with a pleas-

ing dual avoidance. This breaks no new ground nor sets any records, but 

touches all the reasons why the two-mover rewards solvers and composers 

alike. Solution: 1.Sd7! (2.Sf6#), 1...Sfe4/Sge4/Ke4/Kxe6  2.Qa2/Sb6/Qf3/ 

Sb6#. 

Now to the high marks. I’ve divided the problems here into four general 

types: miniatures, traditional, tries, and patterns, trying to recognize the best 

in each group. Where a problem crosses over into two types, all the better. 

This way of judging penalizes modern types to some extent, as these are 

more complex, and therefore usually more interesting, by their very nature. 

As it has become more difficult to wring something new out of simpler ideas, I 

feel it’s important to pay greater attention to novelty, construction, and clar-

ity. Thus: 

1st Prize - (Alex Casa - T0457) The apparent symmetry of 1.Rxd4? and 

1.Rxf4! is broken by the set play and further tries. It's a constructional tri-

umph to constrain the black Queen from duals. The simplicity of the setting 

belies difficult art. Bravo! Solution: 1...Qd5 2.Sxf4#, 1.Rg7? (2.Re7#), 1...Qe5 

2.Qf7#, 1...Qf5!, 1.Rc5? (2.Qe8#), 1...Qg6,d5+/Qxc6/Qe5 2.Q(x)d5/Qf5/ 

Rxe5#, 1...Ra8!, 1.Rxd4? (2.Rxe4#), 1...Qd5+,Q~/Qf5/Qxc6/Qxd4  2.Q(x)d5/ 

Qe8/Sxf4/S2xd4#, 1...Qe5!; 1.Rxf4! (2.Rxe4#), 1...Qd5/Qf5,Q~/Qg6/Qxf4/ 

Qe5 2.Qe8/Q(x)f5/Sxd4/Sxf4/Qf7#. 

2nd Prize - (Semion Shifrin and Valery Korenev - T0481) Two changes 

from set to try to key might be considered traditional these days, but here an 

additional change, after 1…Pxc5, adds further charm to this economical set-

ting. Solution: 1...d2/Bf7/dxc5 2.Qc3/Qxg7/Qe5#, 1.Qxd6? (2.Qe5/Rc4#) 

d2!, 1.Sc3? (2.Rc4#), 1...d2/Bf7/dxc5 2.Rd5/Rxe4/Be5#, 1...Bf4!; 1.Se3! 

(2.Rc4#), 1...d2/Bf7/dxc5/Bxe3 2.Sc2/Sf5/Be5/Qxd6#. 
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3rd Prize - (Ludovit Lacny - T0472) A clockwork demonstration of parallel 
tries: simple once you see it. The white King finally selects the right square 

after Pawn moves fail. Solution: 1.Kd7? (2.Re5#) fxe4!, 1.Kc7? (2.Re5#) Rxc4!, 
1.f3? (2.Red6#), 1...fxe4 2.fxe4#, 1...Rxc4!, 1.b3? (2.Rcd6#), 1...Rxc4 2.bxc4#, 
1...fxe4!; 1.Kb7! (2.Re5#), 1...fxe4/Rxc4 2.Red6/Rcd6#. 

w________w
[ndRdwdw4]
[dPdw0wdw]
[w$p)kdNH]
[gwdwdw)b]
[w0wdwIwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdw!wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

2nd Honorable Mention
Jeremy Morse
StrateGems 2004

#2 (9+9)

w________w
[wdwdwdRI]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwGr0wd]
[0BdwdkHp]
[w0wdN4wd]
[$wdwdw0P]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdw!wdw]
w--------w

4th Prize
Givi Mosiashvili
StrateGems 2004

#2 (9+10)

w________w
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwdwdk0]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw!]
[dwdwdPHw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

1st Honorable Mention
Eligiusz Zimmer
StrateGems 2004

#2 (4+3)

w________w
[Kdwdndwd]
[dw0wHwdw]
[wdRhw0wd]
[0w0NiP0w]
[wdw4wdwd]
[dwdB)wdw]
[w!wdwdwd]
[dwgwdwdb]
w--------w

3rd Honorable Mention
Kenan Velihanov
ded. to R. Aliovsadzade
StrateGems 2004

#2 (8+11)

4th Prize - (Givi Mosiashvili - T0439) Undoubtedly the most complex of the 

modern problems of the 2004 offerings, this is distinguished by subtle con-

struction. Whereas many pattern themes tend to cancel each other out when 

shown together, here the effects are clear. 1.Qb1? is unfortunately not as 

inviting as the key. It was hard to choose between this and  T0441 by the 

same author. Solution: 1.Bd7[A]? (2.Rxa5[B]#), 1...Rfxe4[a]/bxa3/Bg1 

2.Qxe4/Qxa5/Sxg3[C]#, 1...a4!, 1.Rxa5[B]? (2.Bd7[A]#), 1...Bg1 2.Sxg3[C]#, 

1...Rfxe4[a]!, 1.Qb1? (2.Sxg3[C]#), 1...R6xe4[a]/Rfxe4[b] 2.Bd7[A]/Rf3#, 

1...Rxd6!; 1.Bd3! (2.Sxg3[C]#), 1...R6xe4[a]/Rfxe4[b]/fxg5  2.Rxa5[B]/Qf1/ 

Rxg5#.   

1st Honorable Mention - Eligiusz Zimmer - T0444) I willingly go out on a 

limb with this elemental miniature, though for all the world it seems we have 

seen this before. There are several reasonable tries and a surprising number 

of options for Black: it’s hard to believe that a flight-giving key solves. Solu-

tion: 1.f4? (2.f5#), 1...h5 2.Qg5#, 1...f5!, 1.Se4? (2.Qg4#),  1...Kf5/h5 2.Qf6/ 

Qg5/Qf6#, 1...f5!, 1.Qf4? (2.Qf5#) h5!, 1.Qd4? (2.Qg7#), 1...f6 2.Qg4#, 

1...Kg5!, 1.Qe7? (zz), 1...f~ 2.Qg7#, 1...h5!; 1.Sh5! (2.Qg4#), 1...Kf5/f5  

2.Qf6/Sf4#. 

2nd Honorable Mention - Jeremy Morse - T0436) With such a fluid setting 

the flight-taking key and double threat are easily forgiven (the check is pro-

vided for!). Eight mates by the same white Pawn could only occur over several 

phases, which here happen to be quite modern in style as well as a record. 

Solution: 1.Rbxc6? (2.d7/dxe7#), 1...Bc7/Rd8/Kd7/Rf8+/Rxc8 2.dxc7/d7/ 

dxe7/Sxf8/bxc8Q#, 1...Rxh6!, 1.dxe7? (2.Rbxc6/Rcxc6#), 1...Rd8/Rxh6/ 

Rf8+/Rxc8/B,Sxb6/Sc7 2.exd8S/e8Q/exf8S/bxc8Q/Rcxc6/Rbxc6#, 

1...Bxg6!; 1.d7! (2.Rbxc6/Rcxc6#), 1...Rxc8/Rxh6/Rf8+/B,Sxb6/Sc7 

2.bxc8Q/d8S/Sxf8/Rcxc6/Rbxc6#.   

3rd Honorable Mention - (Kenan Velihanov - T0459) Traditional and proud 

of it! The key is Gamagian, the play sparkling. Solution: 1.e4? (2.Sg6#) Bxe4!; 

1.Sc3! (2.Sg6#), 1...Re4/Se4/Be4,Rxd3/Bxc6+  2.Rxc5/Re6/Qh2/Sxc6#. 

4th Honorable Mention - (Yves Cheylan - T0456) A trifle of black correc-

tion, but a delicious one, with a simple plot and dramatic Queen moves. So-

lution: 1.Qa3! (2.Qxa5#), 1...R~/Rc4/S~/Qa2  2.Sce6/Sxb5/Rc6/Qg3#. 
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w________w
[wdwdKdwd]
[Gwiw)wdw]
[PdwdwdRd]
[hpHwdB0w]
[w4wHwdwd]
[dwdwdwdQ]
[wdw1bdwd]
[dw$wdwdw]
w--------w

4th Honorable Mention
Yves Cheylan
StrateGems 2004

#2                         (10+7)

Some notes about near misses:  

T0479, Ladislav Salai, is a theme heavily worked fifty 

years ago, here in classic form. I did not have the right to 

assume that the stipulation as shown is incomplete: 

there could also be c) bSg1 to e3.  

T0440, Emanuel Navon, is fascinating, but the try 

1.Sxc1? didn’t seem to me to be justified by the pattern.  

T0458, Bernard Delobel, shows three ways to overcome 

black corrections: if only construction were possible 

without the wSc8.  

T0448, Mike Prcic, seems to me to be quite novel, even 

though 1…Kc4 is not a correction. Let’s hope this new 

idea can be fully exploited in the future. 

Congratulations to all composers for once again showing that the two-

mover is alive and well! 

 

All claims to Aaron Hirschenson must be received by December 31, 2005. 

StrateGems 2004 Threemovers Award 
Judge: Zuleyka Eyvazova 

 
Thirty-four threemovers were published in 2004. The quality of the com-

petition was sufficiently high and the “cast” quite representative. First off, 
here is my criteria in evaluating the threemover: 
1) A theme chosen should correspond to the volume of a threemover; 
2) Borrowing from the twomover arsenal has to be justified. Using a two-

mover idea in a threemover, that has underloaded third moves, may result 
in a twomover with a plus, while just stuffing a threemover with a two-
mover complex is a threemover with a minus; 

3) I treat a threat not as a phase but rather as a stage in a phase; 

4) I have nothing against algebra but I prefer beauty, geometry and logic; 
5) The accent must be on the White's 2nd  move. 
 
My judgment is as follows: 

w________w
[wdwdwdBd]
[dRdwdrdr]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dbdNdwdw]
[pdw0K)wd]
[)kdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw!wdwdw]
w--------w

3rd Prize
Leonid Makaronez & 
Leonid Lyubashevsky
StrateGems 2004

#3*                          (7+7)

w________w
[w$wdwdwd]
[GwdpHwdw]
[wdwdpdPd]
[dpdp$p0w]
[wdwhqdbd]
[dwdpip!w]
[wdwHwdPh]
[dwdKdwdw]
w--------w

2nd Prize 
Vladimir Golubenko 
StrateGems 2004

#3* (9+13)

w________w
[wgwdNdwd]
[dwdw$BHp]
[wdpdwdwd]
[4wdP)wdK]
[pGPiP0pd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdPdwdPd]
[dw!wdwdw]
w--------w

1st Prize
Valentin Rudenko & 
Viktor Melnichenko
StrateGems 2004

#3                         (13+9)

w________w
[wdbdwdNd]
[dwdw0Bhw]
[wIR0wdw4]
[dwdwipdp]
[w0PdwdwH]
[0PdwGPdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdwdw$w]
w--------w

1st Honorable Mention
Leonid Makaronez &
Leonid Lyubashevsky
StrateGems 2004

#3                       (11+10)

1st Prize - (Valentin Rudenko/Viktor Melnichenko - M0356) An excellent 
composition showing the right interpretation of a twomover theme in a three- 

mover--the Schiffmann defense. The self-pinning here happens not in one 
move (like in twomovers), but is done gradually. Transparent and clear-cut 
pins!  
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This also can be done another way, with the black King moving to the future 
pin-line first. Solution: 1.Ba3! (2.Se6+ Kxc4/Kxe4/Kxe5 3.Qf1/ Qxf4/Qxf4#), 

1...Rxd5 2.Qg1+! (2.Se6+? Kxc4!) Kxc4/Kxe4 3.Qc5/Sf6#, 1...Bxe5 2.Sf5+! 
(2.Se6+? Kxe4!) Kxe4/Kxc4 3.Sed6/Qf1#, (1...Kxc4/Kxe4 2.Qf1+/Sf6+.) 
2nd Prize - (Vladimir Golubenko - M0340) A beautiful key fourth-pinning the 
bPe6. Good geometry. Tactically a very rich problem. Solution: 1...Qxe5 

2.Qe1+ Kf4 3.g3#, 1.Rxd5? B~!, 1.Rxf5? Bxf5!, 1.Rxe6? dxe6!, 1.Rxb5? 
(2.Rbxd5) d6!, 1.Rf8? (zz), 1...Bh5 2.Rfxf5, 1...Bh3 2.Sf1+, 1...b4 2.Rxe4+, 
1...d6!; 1.Re8! (zz), 1...d6 2.Rxe6 ~ 3.Sxd5#, 1...Bh5 2.Rxf5 ~ 3.Qe1#; 
2...Qh4/Qxf5 3.Sxd5/Sxf5#, 1...b4 2.Rxd5 ~ 3.Sc4#; 2...Qxd5/Qe5/Qf4 

3.Sxd5/Rxe5/ Qe1#. 
3rd Prize - (Leonid Makaronez/Leonid Lyubashevsky - M0336) Total 
change of play that is not easy to implement. Pleasing construction but com-
promised by a rather rude play. Solution: 1...Rxf4+ 2.Sxf4+, 1...Rc7/Re7/Rf6 

2.Sxc7+/Sxe7+/Sxf6+, 1...a5 2.Rxb5+; 1.Sb4! (2.Qb1+ Kxa3/Kc3 3.Sc2/ 
Qc2#), 1...Bd3+ 2.Sxd3+ Ka2 3.Qb2#, 1...d3 2.Kd4! ~ 3.Qc3#, 1...Bc6+ 
2.Sxc6+. 
1st Honorable Mention - (Leonid Makaronez/Leonid Lyubashevsky - 

M0391) A very nice problem with black interception on e6. Repetition of 
2.Bd2+ is a pity. Solution: 1.Re1! (2.f4+ Ke4 3.Bd5#), 1...Re6 2.Rd1 ~ 
3.Rd5#, 1...Se6 2.Bd2+ Kd4 3.Sxf5#, 1...Be6 2.Bxh6+ Kd4 3.Bxg7#, 1...e6 
2.Bd2+ Kd4 3.Rxd6#. 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdp]
[Kdw)w0wd]
[dBdk)Qdw]
[p)wdwdpd]
[hpdwdwgw]
[wdw)NdPd]
[1wdwdwdr]
w--------w

2nd Commendation
Leonid Makaronez & 
Leonid Lyubashevsky
StrateGems 2004

#3*                       (9+11)

w________w
[wdb$wdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[w)Bdw1w0]
[InHwdpdw]
[wdNdwiw0]
[0wdw$pdP]
[wdp4w4w)]
[dwGwgw!w]
w--------w

3rd Honorable Mention
Vyacheslav Kopaev
StrateGems 2004

#3** (11+14)

w________w
[B$rdqGwd]
[gw0wdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dpdw!Ndw]
[wdkdp4wd]
[dwdp0wdw]
[nIwdw0wd]
[dwdwHwdw]
w--------w

1st Commendation
Alex Casa 
StrateGems 2004

#3                         (7+13)

w________w
[wdw$wdNd]
[dwdwGwdw]
[wdpdp$Pd]
[dw0wiwdw]
[wdPdbdpd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdpHwdPd]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w

2nd Honorable Mention
Alex Casa
StrateGems 2004 

#3 (9+8)

2nd Honorable Mention - (Alex Casa - M0388) Extraordinary black and 
white Bishops' duel. White’s second moves are well-accentuated. Solution: 

1.Bf8? (zz), 1...Bf5 2.Bh6! ~ 3.Bf4#, 1...Bxg6 2.Rf1! ~ 3.Bg7#, 1...Bd3!; 1.Rf7! 
(zz), 1...Bd3 2.Bh4! (2.Rf1?) ~ 3.Bxg3#, 1...Bxg6 2.Rf1! (2.Bh4?) ~ 3.Bf6#, 
1...Bf3(xg2) 2.Bf8  ~ 3.Bg7#, 1...Bd5 2.Bxc5 ~ 3.Bd4#, 1...Bf5 2.Bg5 ~ 3.Bf4#. 
3rd Honorable Mention - (Vyacheslav Kopaev - M0358) Black battery 

checks in set and wR/bQ geometrical play in the solution are not thematically 
united. Solution: 1...Rde2+ 2.Rc3+, 1...Rxd8+ 2.Rxe1+, 1.Re5? Qxe8!, 1.Re7? 
Qc3+!; 1.Rg8! (2.Qg3+ hxg3 3.hxg3#), 1...Qg5 2.Re7!, 1...Qg6 2.Re6!, 1...Qg7 
2.Re5! and 3.Sd3# each time.  

1st Commendation - (Alex Casa - M0339) The Keller paradox. The white Q's 
differentiated moves aim to release the mating square. Very economical with 
no white Pawns. With some minor changes in the position, as the readers 
pointed out, the bPf2 is not needed. Solution: 1.Sf3! (2.Qc3+ Sxc3 3.Se5#), 

1...c6 2.Qxb5+ cxb5 3.Se5#, 1...c5 2.Qd4+ cxd4 3.Se5#, 1...b4 2.Qc5+ Bxc5 
3.Se5#, 1...Rxf3/Rxf5 2.Qxe4+, 1...exf3 2.Qxf4+, (1...Qc6 2.Bxc6). 
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2nd Commendation - (Leonid Makaronez/Leonid Lyubashevsky - M0354) 
Flight-giving key, change of play in two variations, delicate construction. So-

lution: 1...Qxe5 2.Sc3+ Kxd6 3.Qd7#, 1...Bxe5 2.Sf4+ Kd4 3.Qd3#, (1...Sb1 
2.d7); 1.Bd7! (2.Be6+ Kc6 3.Qe4#), 1...Qxe5 2.Qd3+ Qd4 3.Qxd4#, 1...Bxe5 
2.d3 ~ 3.Qe6#, 1...cxd6/fxe5/Kc4 2.Qd3+/Qf7+/Qe4+. 

w________w
[wdwdQGwd]
[dwdNdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Special Commendation
Alena Kozhakin & 
Vladimir Kozhakin 
StrateGems 2004

#3 b) Sd7→a8   (4+1)

w________w
[KdQdwdwd]
[dwdNdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdk)p4R]
[wdw0pdp1]
[)ndwdwdw]
[whw0RdBd]
[GwgNdwdw]
w--------w

3rd Commendation
Mike Prcic
StrateGems 2004

#3                       (10+12)

w________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdN0wdwd]
[dwiwdwdw]
[wdwHwdw!]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Sp. Honorable Mention
Salman Djavadzade
StrateGems 2004 

#3                           (4+2) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwHwdw]
[wdwdw)Kd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0B0kdwd]
[dwdRdwdb]
[wdndw!wg]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Special Prize
Kevin Begley
StrateGems 2004

#3 (6+6)

3rd Commendation - (Mike Prcic - M0355) Orthogonal/diagonal line open-
ing. Dual avoidance. Solution: 1.a4! (2.Qb7+ Kc4 3.Qb5#), 1...Sxa4 2.Se3+ 

dxe3 3.Sf6# (Sb6?), 1...Rg8 2.Bxe4+ fxe4 3.Sb6# (Sf6?), 1...d3 2.Se3+ Kd4 
3.Qc4#.                                                

There were several lightweights that formed a mini-tourney and I decided 
to award three of them as an acknowledgement to authors who strive to show 

much with meager means:  
Special Prize - (Kevin Begley - M0373) A nice Meredith showing anti-dual 
effects in threats. Solution: 1.Sf5? [2.Rxd4!+(Qxd4+?) Ke5/Sxd4 3.Qxh2/ 
Qe3#], 1...Ke5 2.Qxh2+ Ke4 3.Sd6#, 1...Bg1 2.Sd6+ Ke5 3.Qg3#, 1...Bf4 

2.Qf3+ Ke5 3.Qd5#, 1...Bg2!; 1.Sd5! [2.Qxd4+! (Rxd4+?) Sxd4 3.Re3#], 
1...Ke5 2.Qxh2+ Ke6/Ke4 3.Sb6/Qf4#, 1...Se3 2.Rxe3+ dxe3 3.Qxe3#. 
Special Honorable Mention - (Salman Djavadzade - M0370) A miniature 
with a rich play, interesting content and the unexpected 2.Kg8!!. Solution: 

1.Qh7! (zz), 1...Kc4 2.Qf5 Kc3/d5 3.Qc2/Qc2#, 1...Kd5 2.Qd3 Kc5 3.Qb5#, 
1...d5 2.Kg8!! Kb6/Kd6/Kc4 3.Qa7/Qe7/Qc2#. 
Special Commendation - (Alena Kozhakin/Vladimir Kozhakin - M0350) 
Appearance of another female problemist is always an event! On an almost 

empty chessboard the authors create a whole set of variations. A good baby! 
This applies to both Alena (13 years old!) and the composition! Solutions: a) 
1.Qe2? (zz), 1...Kd4 2.Kb3 Kd5 3.Qc4#, 1...Kc6!; 1.Sc5! (zz), 1...Kd4 2.Kb3 
Kd5 3.Qe4#, 1...Kc4 2.Kb2  Kd4/Kd5/Kb4 3.Qe4/Qe4/Qa4#; b) 1.Ka3? (zz), 

1...Kc4 2.Qe4+ Kb5/Kc3 3.Qa4/Bb4#, 1...Kd4!, 1.Qe2? Kc6!; 1.Sc7+! (zz), 
1...Kd4 2.Qe2 Kc3 3.Sb5#, 1...Kc4 2.Qe4+ Kc3 3.Bb4#. 

In conclusion, I would like to call upon those who, in some way or an-
other, are going to be unhappy with this award (which is inherent in almost 

every competition) to be indulgent. I suppose a female judge can afford to be a 
bit capricious (there is even a theme in chess composition called 'Caprice'!). 
Nevertheless, I tried to be as objective as I could, although I realize that I 
breached one of the Biblical Commandments: 'You shall not judge, and you 

shall not be judged' the responsibility of which (and with my deepest grati-
tude) I lay entirely on Rauf Aliovsadzade who took chances to entrust me with 
such an honorable mission. 
   
All claims to Rauf Aliovsadzade must be received by December 31, 2005. 
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Long helpmates with a white Queen 

by Bernd Gräfrath (Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany) 
 

How can one tame a powerful white Queen in a longmover helpmate? If changing the 

character of the force is not an option, then perhaps one can change the circumstances in a way 

that the only possible outcome coincides with the intended end. A special type of design is 

needed when composing a helpmate (h#n with n>3) with a white Queen in the diagrammed 

position. There are several possible strategies:  
 

 1) White Queen with a black cage. The power of the white Queen can be restricted by a 

black cage either around the white Queen or around the black King.  

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdQ]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdwdwdp]
[p0pdwdwd]
[0k0pdwdw]
[qdp4wdw4]
[dwIwdwdb]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdqdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdndwd]
[dw0wdkdw]
[p4p!wdwd]
[Iw0wdwdb]
[whp0wdpg]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwhwdw0w]
[wdk0wdPd]
[dwdpdw)K]
[wdpdpdP!]
[dwdwdw)B]
[wdPdwdPd]
[hwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.1 Matjas Zigman
& Marko Klasinc
feenschach 1972 w________w

[NdR!BIRG]
[dP)P)P)w]
[N)Pdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------wh#7½                    (2+14)

No.2 Chris. Feather
Mat Plus 1995

h#4   4 solutions    (2+15)

No.3 Aurel Karpati
Die Schwalbe 1955

h#4                       (16+1)

No.4 Matjas Zigman
Problem 1974

h#7½                      (9+8)

 In No.1, the white Queen has to capture many pieces in order to open the path to the black 

King: 1…Qc7 2.h4 Qxh2 3.h3 Qxh1 4.h2 Qc6 5.h1S Qxh6 6.Sf2 Qxd2 7.Sd1 Qxd3 8.Sb2 
Qxc2#. 

 In No.2, captures by the white Queen are motivated in a different way. They open the path 

so that the black King can run from an open field into its corner of doom: 1.c1R Qxd2 2.Ke4 
Qe1+ 3.Kd3 Ka2 4.Kc2 Qe2#, 1.d1B Qxc3 2.Ke4 Qxb2 3.Kd3 Qc1 4.Kc3 Qe3#, 1.Rb5 Qxc4 

2.Ke5 Qxe6+ 3.Kd4 Qxe8 4.Kc4 Qe4#, 1.Rb6 Qxc5+ 2.Ke4 Qg1 3.Kd5 Qxh2 4.Kc5 Qe5#. 
Both problems also feature underpromotions.  

  

 2) White Queen in a white cage. Having a white cage, for stopping a shorter mate by the 

white Queen, is extremely paradoxical.  

 In order to make No.3 sound, the author had to place white pieces into a nearly stalemated 

position. A shuffling of white pieces is necessary to get the Queen out: 1.Kb3 Rb8 2.Kc4 Qc8 

3.Kd5 d8S 4.Kd6 Qe6#. 

 The white Queen, in No.4, cannot move either, but this time it is freed by a black piece, 

which breaks the white wall: 1…c3 2.d4 cxd4 3.Se6 d5+ 4.Kc7 dxe6 5.Sc2 e7 6.Se3 e8B 

7.Sxg4 Qxg4 8.Kd8 Qd7#. 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[ndwdwdwd]
[dpdwdqdw]
[ndwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw!w]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dbdwdwdk]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdBdwd]
[dP0wdPdw]
[pdwdQdwd]
[)w)w)wdw]
[wdw0w)wd]
[dwdP0wdw]
[w0pdpdPd]
[gribIwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdK]
[pdwdwdwd]
[)wdwdw!w]
[niwdwdwd]
[hwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[bdkdwdwd]
[dqdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dwdw0p0w]
[wdwdQ0wd]
[dwdwdKdw]
w--------w

No.5 Reinhardt Fiebig
& Rolf Wiehagen
The Problemist 2003

h#4½                      (2+8)

No.6 Chris. Feather
Broodings 2002

h#5   2 solutions     (2+7)

No.7 Milomir Babić
Schach 1999

h#4                         (3+5)

No.8 Gábor Cseh
The Problemist 1996

h#13*                  (11+11)
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w________w
[wdw!wdw4]
[dw0w!pdr]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dw)wdpdw]
[wdwdp)k$]
[dwdw)w0w]
[wdPdPdPd]
[dwdwgB$K]
w--------w

w________w
[Qdwdwdwd]
[4wdbhp0w]
[wdpiqdwd]
[dwdwhwdw]
[w0wdpdpd]
[dwdw0r0w]
[wdwdwgKd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0w0wdwdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dw)w0wdw]
[pdP0Pdwd]
[!wdKdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0w0wdwdw]
[K0P0wdpd]
[dPdPdw)w]
[wdwdw!wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdkd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.9 F. Abdurahmanović
Mat 1974

h#5*                        (6+6)

No.10 Reinhardt Fiebig
Schach 2003

h#24                     (13+9)

No.11 F. Abdurahmanović
feenschach 1960

h#4                          (5+7)

No.12 V. Chernykh
Shahmatnaya komp. 1999 (v)

h#3½                    (2+16)

5) Going for length.  

 In his book Black to Play (p. 52), Chris. Feather uses the famous problem No.9 as an illus-

tration which shows …that as the number of moves increases so the feasibility using many 

white pieces diminishes rapidly and the thematic possibilities with it. This, of course, not only 

holds for using many white pieces, but also for using powerful white pieces. But still one must 
stress the thematic content of this problem: in a relatively open position, the white Queen 

mates in the set play and is sacrificed in the main play. Set: 1…Qd4 2.Kf3 Qxb6 3.Ke4 Qa5 

4.Kxd5 b6+ 5.Kxc6 Qb5#, Play: 1.Kh3 Qe5 2.dxe5 d6 3.Kg4 d7 4.Kf5 d8Q 5.Ke6 Qd7#. 
  In No.10, the author neglects such aesthetic criteria in favor of realizing a spectacular task: 

a h#24 with two white Queens, both of which have to be actively sacrificed!: 1.Rxh4+ Qxh4+ 

2.Rxh4+ Qxh4+ 3.Kxh4 c3 4.Bf2 c4 5.Bxg1 Kxg1 6.Kh5 Kh1 7.Kg6 Kg1 8.Kf6 Kh1 9.Ke7 
Kg1 10.Kd8 Kh1 11.Kc8 Kg1 12.Kb8 Kh1 13.Ka7 Kg1 14.Ka6 Kh1 15.Ka5 Kg1 16.Kb4 Kh1 

17.Kc3 Kg1 18.Kd2 Kh1 19.Kxe3 Kg1 20.Kxf4 e3+ 21.Ke5 Be2 22.f4 Bg4 23.f3 fxg3 24.f6 

f4#. (However, this problem does not break the length record for helpmates (h#28) set by 

Bernhard Hegermann, The Problemist, Fairy Chess Supplement 1934.) 

 

 6) Queen Rundlauf.  
 In some cases, the length chosen is necessary for a problem’s theme. Queen’s Rundlauf is 

one such case. In No.11, the white Queen performs the shortest possible square Rundlauf: 

1.Kc6 Qxa2 2.Kb5 Qb2+ 3.Ka4 Qb1 4.Ka3 Qa1#. 
 Mike Prcic, in his book Rundlauf in Helpmates, corrected No.12, which is now impressive. 

It shows Queen Rundlauf along all four corners of the board in the shortest possible number of  

3) Building a mating position with a few pieces.  

 In No.5, the black King has to be transported to his mating position, and in the meantime, 
the white Queen marks time with amusing switchbacks: 1…Qd3 2.Qc4 Qe2 3.Kb5 Qd3 4.Ka4 

Qe2 5.Qb3 Qxa6#.  

 No.6 shows repositioning and interaction of both white and black force in a white mini-

mal. Both phases feature surprising moves by Bb1. The purpose of this becomes clear later on: 

1.Qf2+ Kb7 2.Bg6 Qxg6 3.Bg3 Kc6 4.Kg2 Kd5 5.Kf3 Qe4#, 1.Be4 Qd6 2.Kg2 Qxa6 3.Kg3 

Kb8 4.Kf4 Kc7 5.Ke5 Qd6#. 
 

 4) Active sacrifice of the white Queen.  

 The white Queen in No.7 is not necessary, as the problem would still be correct if the 
white Queen were replaced by a white Rook. But the paradoxical nature of the sacrifice is 

emphasized by her presence, because one might expect that in a long helpmate, the white 

Queen, in an open position, would be the mating piece: 1.b6 Qb5+ 2.axb5 a6 3.Ka5 a7 4.Ka6 
a8Q#. 

 The main play in No.8 would be the same if Qe6 were replaced by a white Rook on d6. 

However, the set play requires a Queen. The lack of economy is thus tolerated. Set: 1…Ba4 
2.c6 Bxc2 3.Kxc2 Qc4#, Play: 1.c6 Qd5 2.cxd5 Bb5 3.axb5 f8Q 4.b4 Qf5 5.b3 Qe4 6.dxe4 

b8Q 7.exd3 Qb4 8.d2+ Qxd2+ 9.exd2+ Kf2 10.e1S e6 11.Be2 e7 12.Kd1 e8Q 13.Rc1 Qxe2#. 
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moves. One might object that this could also have been shown with a Rook, but it is a special 

challenge to show it with a Queen, even if this may not be welcomed from the point of view of 

economy: 1…Qh8 2.Kc7 Qh1 3.Kc8 Qa1 4.Rc7 Qa8#. 

w________w
[kdwdwdwd]
[dndwdwdw]
[wdQdpdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdbdw0Pd]
[dwdw0P0K]
[wdwdndPH]
[dwdwdwgw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdp]
[wdwhwdwd]
[dkdpdw0w]
[wdw!wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdwdndw]
w--------w

No.13 Chris. Feather
Broodings 2001

h#4   2 solutions    (6+10)

No.14 Josif Kricheli
Die Schwalbe 1974

h#4½   2 solutions  (2+7)

Alois Johandl Memorial Tourney Announcement 
 
 The well-known Austrian moremove-composer IM Alois Johandl died July 9, 2004, at the 

age of 73 (see Obituary in Die Schwalbe no.210, December 2004). A Schwalbe-member and 

regular contributor for over 30 years, Johandl felt particularly drawn to the New German logi-
cal moremover, a genre in which he achieved his greatest successes. In conjunction with the 

Austrian Chess Problem Society, Die Schwalbe announces an international composing tourney 

in his memory, for orthodox direct-mate problems in logical or strategic style between 5 and 12 
moves in length. The prize-fund of 200 Euros will be distributed in accordance with the award 

of judge IGM Hans-Peter Rehm.  

 Please send entries in readable format on diagrams with pieces printed or stamped, along 
with the full solution and commentary, by post or email to the Tourney Controller IM Dr Klaus 

Wenda, Rasumofskygasse 28, A-1030 Wien, Austria (klaus.wenda@chello.at). The closing 

date is 30.4.2006. The award will be published in Die Schwalbe.  

w________w
[w1wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[gwIwdwdw]
[pdw$w!wd]
[dbiwdwdw]
w--------w

Nicolai Zinovyev
EHMT 2003-2005

=14                          (3+5)

Edgar Holladay-MT Awards Update 
 
 Sadly, Eugene Albert reports a cook in the following, which 
received a Commendation in the original EHMT awards: 1.Rc2+ Kd1 

2.Qf3+ Ke1 3.Re2+ Kd1 4.Rxa2+ Kc1 5.Qe3+ Kd1 6.Rd2+ Kc1 

7.Rb2+ Kd1 8.Rxb8 Ba2 9.Ra8 Bb4+ 10.Kxb4 Bd5 11.Rd8 Kc2 
12.Rxd5 Kb2 13.Qb3+ etc. 

 Hence, this problem is removed from the award, which is now 

officially closed.   

 Finally, No.14 is masterful. The white Queen is the thematic piece of matching Indian 

maneuvers in both phases, in an economical setting. Under these circumstances, the fact that 
the white King is in check has to be excused: 1…Kg2 2.e5 Qg1 3.Kc4 Kf2 4.Kd4 Ke2+ 5.Ke4 

Qg4#, 1…Kh3 2.e6 Qh4 3.Kc5 Kg4 4.Kd4 Kxg5+ 5.Ke5 Qf4#. 

 It is possible that other themes for the white Queen are just waiting to be realized in the 
future, and the progress of computer technology should help composers reach new levels of 

achievement. If this article inspires readers to new compositions, I am looking forward to see-

ing them published in StrateGems! 

7) Zilahi and Indian.  

 Chris Feather’s remarkable No.13  is 
rich in strategic content and also has a great 

surprise value because one would not expect 

a Zilahi with a white Queen in an open 
position. The underpromotion to a Rook is 

an additional bonus: 1.Sd4 Sf1 2.Sxc6 Sxe3 

3.Sb8 Sd5 4.Ba7 Sc7#, 1.gxh2 g3 2.h1R+ 
Kg2 3.Rh8 Qxc4 4.Rb8 Qa6#. 
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Endgame Study Database III 
by Gady Costeff 

 
 The third version of this database, now available from Harold van der 
Heijden, adds about 9,000 new studies, updates another 10,000 older studies 
and provides several technical improvements. This update and the lack of any 

comparable product make this database a must-have for any chess study 
enthusiast. 
 In early 2001 I reviewed the second installment of the Harold van der Hei-
jden Endgame Study Database (HHDB) and wrote: “Endgame Study Database 

2000 … is a watershed event for endgame composition.” I was proven correct, 
as the HHDB quickly became the basic reference source for nearly every stud-
ies research undertaken including originality checking, analytic updates, 
thematic classification and just plain old browsing of this artistic treasure 

trove.  
 Per its author, the 67,691 studies of the new HHDB are about 80% of all 
the studies ever published.  12,427 of the studies are incorrect which leaves 
some 55,000 correct studies. These studies encompass the ongoing work of 

Harold van der Heijden and his contacts in various countries. To appreciate 
the labor involved, consider a study published in an award in truncated form 
for space considerations. A year later a cook is discovered and published in 
some other column and a correction is published yet somewhere else. The 

original’s missing lines, cook, and the correction must all somehow be 
tracked down, correlated and entered into the database. With 800 new stud-
ies per year and a similar number of analytic discoveries regarding older 
studies, updating the database is a Sisyphean undertaking. Given the labor 

involved it is little wonder that no comparable product has emerged. 
 From an historical perspective, the oldest study in the database dates 
from about the year 800 and the last studies are from April 2005.  The infor-
mation about each study includes composer name(s), year of publication, 

tourney honors and publication information. The latter is an improvement on 
the previous version in which publication information required the user to 
consult a separate table. 
 The presentation is minimal, containing moves but rarely any text and 

sometimes no exclamation points. Such a presentation is sufficient for re-
search purposes but for beginners in the field, explanatory commentary 
would be helpful. 
 The HHDB arrives on CD-ROM with a file (readme.pdf) that explains the 

contents. The database itself is in the PGN (Portable Game Notation) format, 
which is supported by just about any chess software. Searching through the 
database can be done using the search facilities of one’s chess software or, for 
advanced users, by using CQL (www.rbnn.com/cql). 

 The database can be purchased from Harold van der Heijden at the cost of 
60 EUR. For purchasing information check van der Heijden’s web site at 
http://home.studieaccess.nl/heijd336/home.html 
 The HHDB is the comprehensive living museum of chess studies. It makes 

possible simple browsing for enjoyment and a host of articles, books, tour-
neys and composer research. There is nothing like it and my considered opin-
ion is that it is the most important and fundamental reference work in the 

field of studies. 

nNnN
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w________w
[wdwGKdwd]
[dwdwdPdk]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw$w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[Rdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdp)wdwd]
[dw)w)wdw]
[wdRGkdwd]
[dBdwdwdQ]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdwIb]
w--------w

w________w
[wdrdwdwd]
[dn$wdwgw]
[wGwdwdwd]
[dw1Ndw!w]
[w0wipdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[Rdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdBIw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdbdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdw!wdp]
[w4Rdp4w0]
[dwdwdkdw]
[wdw)wdRd]
[gwGwdKdw]
w--------w

w________w
[Ndwdndwd]
[dwdBdwdw]
[rhR0wdwd]
[dwdkdwGw]
[wdwdw!wI]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[1Ndwdwdb]
w--------w

w________w
[wdw$wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdB$wI]
[dw)wHwdw]
[wdNdkdwd]
[dndwdpdn]
[wdPdwdwd]
[4wdwdwdw]
w--------w

T0518 Nicolai Zinovyev
in memoriam Edgar Holladay

#2  See text!               (4+1)

T0519 Miroslav Subotić
Bosnia-Herzegovina

#2 (9+5)

T0520 Alex Markevitch
Jackson, NJ

#2                                (7+8)

T0521 Peter Gvozdjak
Slovakia

After Z. Tanić, Front 1970

#2 (7+8)

T0522 Drago Bišćan†
Croatia

#2                               (7+9)

T0523 Mikhail Satanovski
Macedonia, OH

#2… (8+5)

ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS 
  

 Problems published in this section are eligible for the year 2005 competition. Please send 

your originals to the individual editors. All solutions and comments are due by 11/15/2005 and 

should be sent to the Solutions Editor. Solutions and comments are preferred by email, al-
though snail mail solutions and comments will be accepted as always. 

   

TWOMOVERS 
 

Editor: Aaron Hirschenson, Judge: Paz Einat 

 
Welcome to newcomers Nicolai Zinovyev, Mikhail Satanovsky and Islam Kazimov. 

We start with T0518, an interesting miniature with many promotions and several twins: b) 

Rg5→g6, c) Kh7→h6, d) Bd8→e6, e) Kh7→e6, f) then Rg5→c5, g) then Ke8→f4 and h) then 

Bd8→e8.  Look for Dombrovskis in Miroslav’s T0519.  Alex serves us with a classic prob-
lem. Great improvement by Peter over its predecessor. Look for a Fleck in T0522. A couple of 

Pseudo le Grands in T0523 and T0524. Evgeny shows cyclical mates, while my T0526 has 

four Levman defenses. Zagoruiko in Vasyl's T0527. Secondary Levman defenses and  
dual avoidance in T0528 by Yossi. Impressive play between a double threat and mates in four 

phases, with Salazar in one phase, in T0529 by Emanuel. One try becomes a threat in T0530. 

Helmut demonstrates white and black correction with Grimshaw effects. Finally, one more 
Pseudo le Grand in T0532 by Semion. Note: In SG30, T0510, bK on f4. 

New version. Evgeny Bourd sends a new version of his T0469 from SG27. wKh8 Qh6 Rb2 

Ba4-f8 Sa7 Pb6-d3-d4-d7-e7-g4 (12); bKe6 Sf6 Pb7-d6 (4). Solution: 1.Qg5? (2.d8S#[B]) 
d5![a], 1.Rb5? (2.e8Q#[B]) Kf7![b], 1.Qf4? (zz), 1…d5[a] 2.d8S#[A], 1…Kf7[b] 2.e8Q#[B], 

1…Sxg4!; 1.Rb4! (zz), 1…d5[a] 2.e8Q#[B], 1…Kf7[b] 2.d8S#[A], (1…Kd5 2.Bb3) 
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[gwdw)Kdw]
[pdwdw$pd]
[dPdkdwdw]
[w)N0Rdwd]
[dwdPdwdp]
[wdwdN0w1]
[dndwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwgw$wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdPdNd]
[dw)kdPdw]
[RdwhwdN0]
[Gwdpdwdp]
[wdPdwInd]
[dwdwdwdB]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdrdp]
[p$wdw0wd]
[dwdwdkdK]
[w0p$Ndw0]
[gBdr0wdw]
[wdwdNdwG]
[!ndwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwGKdQ]
[RdPdw)wg]
[)wdkdwdr]
[N0wdRdpd]
[dndw0wdw]
[BHw4wdwd]
[dwhwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdQdBG]
[hwhw0pdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dPiwHwdR]
[pdNdPdwd]
[)wdwdPdw]
[w)wdKdwd]
[dwdRdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdRdwd]
[dwdKdwdP]
[wdpGwdwd]
[dwHpHndw]
[RhPiPdwd]
[0wgwdwdw]
[Bdw0b)wd]
[dwdw!wdw]
w--------w

T0524 Rainer Paslack
Germany

#2 (9+9)

T0525 Evgeny Bourd
Israel

#2 (11+8)

T0526 Aaron Hirschenson
Israel

#2… (8+12)

T0527 Vasyl Dyachuk
Ukraine

#2 (11+9)

T0528 Josef Retter
Israel

#2 (13+7)

T0529 Emanuel Navon
Israel

#2 (12+9)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdb$Bdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dw$r)wdw]
[NdwiPdnd]
[GpHwdw!w]
[wdwIw)P0]
[dwhwdwgw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdw4wd]
[dwGwgwdw]
[p4wdwhw0]
[1bdwdw$N]
[w0wiP$nd]
[0wdP0pdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iw!wHwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wGwdRdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[KhR0wHwd]
[!wHpdwdw]
[wdpiw)pd]
[dpdPdw0b]
[w)wdPdwd]
[dw4wdndw]
w--------w

T0530 Islam Kazimov
Azerbaijan

#2 (12+9)

T0531 Helmut Zajic
Austria

#2 (9+14)

T0532 Semion Shifrin
Israel

In memoriam Valery Korenev

#2 (11+12)

SG29 (January-March 2005) Solutions – TWOMOVERS 
 

Comments from: Andrzej Baniak (AB), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Matt Dickey (MD), Dejan 

Glišić (DG), Alex Markevitch (AM), Jeremy Morse (JM) and Paul Steiner (PS) 

 

T0491 (Lincoln) 1.Qb7? (2.Qh7/Qg7#) Rf7!, 1.Qa8? (zz), 1…Rxa8 2.Rxa8#, 1...Rb8 

2.Qb8#, 1...Rc8 2.Qxc8#,  1...Rd8 2.Qxd8#, 1...Re8 2.Qxe8#, 1...Kh8 2.Qxf8#, 1...f5!; 1.Ra8! 

(zz), 1...Rxa8 2.Qxa8#,  1...Rb8 2.Rxb8#, 1…Rc8 2.Rxc8#, 1…Rd8 2.Rxd8#, 1…Re8 
2.Rxe8#, 1...Kh8 2.Rxf8# and 1...f5 2.Qd5#  Excellent rebuilding of  Ž. Zvekić, Š. Glasnik 
1969 (wKg6, Qa1, Ra6, bKg8, Rf8, Pf6 - 3+3) (DG), 13 mates over two phases in a 
miniature is a task achievement (JM).        
T0492 (Steiner/Hirschenson) 1.Qe4? (zz) Bxg7!, 1.Ra7/Ra6/Ra5/Ra4/Ra3? (zz) RxR!, 
1.Bh8/Qh6/Kc5/Kd3/Kd5?   (zz)  Rxa8!,   1.Qg8?   (zz)  Rxh1;    1.Qh8!  (2.Bxb2#),   1...Rxh1  
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2.Qxh1#, 1…Rg1/Rf1/Re1/Rd1/Rc1 2.Rxg1/Rxf1/Rxe1/Rxd1/Rxc1#, 1…Rxa8 2.Qxa8#, 

1..Ra7/Ra6/Ra5/Ra4+/Ra3 2.Rxa7/Rxa6/Rxa5/Rxa4/Rxa3#, 1…Bxg7 2.Qxg7#, 1...Bf6/Be5/ 

Bd4/Bc3 2.Bxf6/Bxe5/Bxd4/Bxc3# Well-known scheme, good construction but no con-
vincing tries because of 1...Rxa8! in set-play (DG),  Obvious key due to the symmetry 
(AB), I am not sure that the tries add anything to this familiar matrix (JM) 
T0493 (Bourd) 1.Sg7?[A] (zz), 1…B~ 2.Sg4#[B], 1..Be6!?[b] 2.Qxe6#, 1..Kxf6!,  1.Qg5? (zz), 
1...B~ 2.Sg7#[B], 1..Be6!?[b] 2.Sg4#[B], 1..Ke4 2.Qf4#, 1..Ke6!;  1.Qd8! (zz), 1...B~ 2.Qd6#, 

1..Be6!?[b] 2.Qd4#, 1..Ke4 2.Qd5#, 1..Ke6 2.Qe7# Nice Bishop pin (AM), Meredith 
Zagoruiko with different motives for the bB’s three correction defenses, but strong 
refutation of the tries (JM). 
T0494 (Zalokotsky) 1.Qa1? (2.Se3#) Ba2!, 1.Rc1? (2.Sd2#) Bb3!, 1.Se3? (2.Qa1#), 1...Ba2 

2.Rc1#, 1…Sa6!; 1.Sd2! (2.Rc1#), 1...Bb3 2.Qa1# Similar threats in all phases (PS), A 
battle to control the bottom rank (JM) 
T0495 (Mosiashvili) 1.Qd4? (2.Re8#[A]), 1...Bxd7[a] 2.Qxd7#, 1...Qxe7[b] 2.Rg8#, 1...Sd5!, 

1.Qe5? (2.Qb8#[B]), 1…Bxd7[a] 2.Re8#[A], 1…Qxe7[b] 2.Qxe7#, 1...Ba6 2.Qxa5#, 1...Bc7 

2.Qxc7#, 1…Qf6!; 1.Rd6! (2.Re8#[A]), 1...Bxd7 2.Qb8#[B], 1…Qxe7[b] 2.Qh8#, 1...Qg8+ 
2.Rg7#  Zagoruiko with threats recurring as mates in other phases (JM) 
T0496 (Kostadinov) 1.Rxb7? (2.Qb6#) Sb4!, 1.Bh7? (2.Qe4#), 1...Sc3 2.Rxc3#, 1...Bf5 

2.Sg2#, 1..f5!, 1.Rh1? (2.Qg1#), 1...Sc1 2.Qxc1#, 1…Bf1!; 1.Bf5! (2.Qe4#), 1...Sc3 2.Rxc3#, 

1...Bxf5 2.Sg2#, 1…exf5 2.Sd5# Which clearance is the right one? Good key and tries! 
(DG), A well constructed #2 with 4 white Bristols. The composer manages to employ 
all white pieces needed for the clearances (LB), The WB must move to bring the wRs 
into play, but to which square? (JM) 
T0497 (Shifrin) 1...exd5[a] 2.Qe8#[A], 1...Kxd5[c] 2.c6#[B], 1.Qd3? (2.Re4/Qe4#), 
1…exd5[a] 2.Re7#, 1...Bxd5![b], 1.Qe8? (2.Qxe6#), 1…Bxd5[b] 2.Qh8#, 1…Kxd5![c], 

1.Qb1? (2.Qe4#), 1…exd5[a] 2.Re7#, 1...Bxd5[b] 2.Qxa1#, 1...Kxd5[c] 2.Qe4#, 1...Bd4![d], 

1.Qc4? (2.Qe4#), 1…Bd4 2.Qxd4#, 1...Bxd5 2.Qxf4#, 1...exd5![a]; 1.Qb4! (2.Qe4#), 
1...Bd4/exd5 2.Qe1#, 1…Bxd5 2.Qxf4# Best try problem. I found the tries easily but al-
most gave up on finding the key (PS), Three tries with mates for different pairs of the 4 
thematic defenses, another with three mates. Each try is answered by a single differ-
ent thematic defense.  Good variety in the mates to the dysfunctional thematic de-
fenses in each try and the key (and in the set play!) (MD), Zagoruiko after captures on 
d5 scattered over 6 phases, including set play and four tries (JM) 

w________w
[wdwdbdNd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Qdw0pdwI]
[dw$n4k)p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dndwdNdP]
[wdwdwdBd]
[dwdw$wdw]
w--------w

A T0498 (v) E. Navon
& A. Hirschenson

#2                       (9+8)

T0498 (Hirschenson) 1.c8Q? (2.Sc1#[A]), 1...Rb4/Ra4 2.Sf4#[B], 

1...Rc4 2.Qh3#[C], 1…Se3/Sc7 2.Qxd4#, 1…Bc2/Bxa2 2.Q(x)c2#, 
1...Rxe4!, 1.Qe5? (2.Qxd4#), 1…Rb4/Ra4 2.Sc1#[A], 1...Rc4!; 

1.h8Q! (2.Qxd4#), 1...Rb4/Ra4/Rxe4 2.Sc1#[A], 1…Rc4 

2.Sf4#[B], 1...Sf6  2.Qxd4# The key is a little harsh (LB), Good 
play, but obvious promotions obscure other tries (JM). The 
authors have provided another version (see diagram A). 
Solution: 1.Qc4? (2.Sh4#[C]), 1…Re4[a] 2.Qxe4#[A], 
1...Re3/Re2/Rxe1 2.Se7#[B], 1…Sd4!; 1.Qxd6! (2.Qxe5#), 
1...Re4[a] 2.Se7#[B], 1…Re3/Re2/Rxe1 2.Sh4#[C)] 

T0499 (Rice) 1.Rh5? (2.Qf6#), 1...Sd5 2.Rxd5#, 1…Se4 2.Rd5#, 1…d5 2.Qe5#, 1…Re8!, 

1.Rxe3? {2.Bxc3# (Qf6?)}, 1…Bxe3 2.Qf6#, 1...Sa2/Sb1/Sd1/Sb5 2.Sxe2#, 1…Se4 2.Rd3#, 
1...Bd3 2.Rxd3#, 1...c4 2.Qa7#, 1..Be4!; 1.Rxc5! {2.Rc4# (Qf6?/ Bxc3?)}, 1…dxc5 2.Qf6#, 

1…d5 2.Bxc3#, 1...Bd3 2.Se6#, 1...Kxc5 Qa7#  Beautiful example of threat correction 
(JM) 
T0500 (Mosiashvili) 1.Rxd6? (2.e8S#[A]), 1…Bf7 2.bxa8S#[B], 1...Sf6 2.Rd7#, 1…Rxd6+ 
2.Bxd6#, 1…Re6 2.Qxc4#, 1…Qe3!; 1.Sxd6! (2.bxa8S#[B]), 1...Qg2 2.e8S#[A], 1…Sb6 

2.Se8#, 1…Rxd6+ 2.Bxd6#, 1...Bd5 2.Rc8#, 1…Qxe7 2.Qxe7#  Threat and variation 
change places (PS), Well-composed (AM), A try and key, which cannot be missed, 
each yield 6 fine mates (JM) 
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T0501 (Stojnić) 1.Bg6? (2.d4#), 1…Rb4 2.Sf7#, 1…Sf5/Se6 2.Q(x)f5#, 1…d4 2.Qe4#, 

1…Qxg5!, 1.Bh7? Rb4!, 1.Bb5? d4!; 1.Rc6! (2.Bd6#), 1…Rb4/Rd7 2.S(x)d7#, 1…Sf5/Se8 

2.Re6#, 1...d4 2.Qc5#, 1…Bxc6 2.Sxc6#  Rich and interesting Bristol (DG), Bristol clear-
ances produce changed mates after three black defenses (JM) 
T0502 (Paslack) 1.Qb1? (2.Bb6#[A]), 1…Bxe6+ 2.Sxe6#, 1...Rb4![a], 1.Qf5? (2.Sd7#[B]) 

Be5!(b), 1.Qg2? (2.Sd7#) Re4!, 1.Qa2? (2.Qxc4#), 1…Rb4 2.Sd7#[B], 1…Be5![b], 1.Qe2? 
(2.Qxc4#), 1…Rb4[a] 2.Bb6#[A], 1…Be5![b]; 1.Qd3! (2.Qxc4#), 1...Rb4[a] 2.Bb6#[A], 

1…Be5[b] 2.Sd7#[B],  1...Bxe6+ 2.Sxe6#  An excellent presentation of the Dombrovskis 
paradox (LB), The extra tries make the Dombrovskis pattern a little untidy (JM) 
T0503 (Bourd) 1.Sc1/Se1? (2.Qd3#[A]), 1...c4[a] 2.Qe3#[B)], 1...e4[b] 2.Qc3#[C], 1…Bb1!, 
1.Sxe5? (2.Qe3#[B]), 1…Re4[c] 2.Qc3#[C], 1…Bxe5[d] 2.Qd3#[A], 1...Sf5 2.Qxd5#, 

1…Kxe5 2.Bxg7#, 1...Bh6!; 1.Sxc5! (2.Qc3#[C]), 1...bxc5[e] 2.Qd3#[A], 1...Rc4[f] 

2.Qe3#[B], 1...Kxc5 2.Qxd5#  Well-made example of white correction, with the 3 wQ 
third rank mates recurring in all three phases (JM) 
T0504 (Shire) 1.Rab3? (2.Sc3/Sf6#) Ra7+ !, 1.Rdb3? (2.Sc3/Sf6#), 1…cxd4 2.Sf6# (set 

2.Rxd4#), 1...Sxc2 2.Bxc2#, 1...f3 2.Rxe3#, 1…Bxd5 2.Qxd5#, 1…e2!; 1.c4! (2.Sf6#),  
1…Sxd3 2.Sc3# (set 2.cxd3#), 1...Sg4 2.Qxg6#, 1...Bxe7 2.Qe5#  Bold new concept (AM), A 
preparatory Barnes try refuted by check leads to a typically elegant Sushkov (JM) 

w________w
[wdwdwdKd]
[)bdpdw)B]
[qdw0wdwd]
[dp0wdRGp]
[wdwdkdrd]
[)w$r)Ndw]
[wdPdwhp!]
[dwgwhwdw]
w--------w

B T0505 (v) 
Alex Casa

#2                      (12+14)

T0505 (Casa) 1…Sxf3 2.Rxc5/Re5#, 1...Rxe3 2.Rxe3#, 1…Rd5 

2.Rf4#, 1...Rf4 2.Qxf4#, 1…Rxg5 2.Qf4#, 1...d5 2.Rf6/Qe5#, 
1…Bd5+ 2.Rf7#, 1.Rxc5? (2.Rf8/Rf7/Rf6#), 1...Rf4 2.Qxf4#, 

1…Rxg5 2.Qf4#, 1…dxc5 2.Qe5#, 1…Rd5!, 1.Sg1? 

(2.Rxc5/Re5#), 1...Rf4 2.Qxf4#, 1...Bd5+ 2.Rf7#, 1...Rxe3!, 1.Qg3? 
(2.Rxc5/Re5#), 1...Bd5+ 2.Rf7#, 1…Rxg3!; 1.Qxh5! (2.Qe8#), 

1...Sxf3 2.Rxc5#, 1...Rd5 2.Rf4#, 1...Rf4 2.Re5#, 1...d5 2.Rf6#, 

1...Bd5+ 2.Rf7#  Good use of B/R battery (PS). Illegal position! 

The only white capture occurred on the a-file. Thus the white Pawn 
(now on g7) never left the g-file. The black Pawns on the d-file ac-

count for 3 captures, another is needed for the black Pawn to reach 

g2, and another for the black Pawn, originally from g7, to leave the g-
file. That's one too many captures.  The editor suggests removing 

bPd2 (see diagram B). Solution remains the same. 

THREEMOVERS 
 

Editor: Rauf Aliovsadzade,  Judge: Victor Lukyanov 

 

It is pleasing to see that the list of contributors keeps growing. Welcome to Nikolai Ar-

gunov, Mikhail Kostilyev, Aleksander Sygurov and James Rynd! 

There are some lightweights to enjoy, with M0447 and M0449 standing out for their beau-

tiful keys. Note that, in M0445, there is a try only in part a). Each twin in Kuligin's original has 
a nice sacrifice. M0455 has at least a couple of Bristols (perhaps more!?). I wouldn’t be sur-

prised to see M0457 and M0459 among this year's award winners. (I didn't mean to give the 

judge a hint!) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0pdwdwdR]
[k0wdwdwd]
[Hwdwdwdw]
[wIwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0445 Vladimir Kozhakin
Russia

#3  b) Pa5→b3, c) -Pb5 (3+4)

w________w
[wdwdw$wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[0kGKdwdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0446 Nikolai Argunov
Russia 

#3    b) Pf4→d4         (5+3)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwGwdwd]
[dwdw$wdB]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dwdwdNhw]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0447 Mikhail Kostilyev
& Aleksander Melnichuk

Russia 

#3√√                          (5+3) 
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[k0w0pdwd]
[dwdwdw$w]
[w)Pdwdwd]
[dwdNdwdw]
w--------w

M0448 Herb Holden
Cheney, WA

#3                                (5+4) 

w________w
[wdwdNdnI]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdw0kdw0]
[dwdwdRdQ]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0449  Alex Markevitch
Jackson, NJ 

#3                               (4+5) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdB]
[wdw0w)wd]
[dKdPdwdw]
[wdwiwHwd]
[0wdNdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwGwdwdw]
w--------w

M0450 Herb Holden
Cheney, WA 

#3                               (7+4) 

w________w
[w!wdwdwd]
[dwdndpdw]
[pgwdwdwd]
[1wdwdwdw]
[wdwdw$wd]
[dkHNdwdw]
[n)RdwdBd]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0451 James Rynd
Champaign, IL 

#3                               (8+7)

w________w
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdwdBdw]
[b0w)wdwd]
[0pdw!pdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[0wdkdw0w]
[NdwdRdwd]
[dwdrdwdw]
w--------w

M0452 Nikolai Kuligin
Ukraine 

#3   b) Pa5→e7       (6+10) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0w0wdw]
[wdPdwdwh]
[)wdwiw)w]
[wdw$wHw0]
[dNdw0wdw]
[w0wdPdwd]
[dBdwGwdK]
w--------w

M0453 Leonid Makaronez
Israel 

#3                             (10+7) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdp)wdw]
[w)wdpdbd]
[dPdk)wdw]
[K0Ndwdw1]
[dNdPdwdw]
[QGwdRdwd]
[dwdwdwgw]
w--------w

M0454 Aaron Hirschenson
Israel 

#3                              (11+7) 

w________w
[wdKdRdwd]
[dwdpdwdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[gw)Ndpdw]
[bHwiwdwd]
[dw0wdwdp]
[wdwdB$w4]
[dw4wGQdw]
w--------w

M0455 Eugene Fomichev
& Alexander Sygurov, Russia

in memoriam Milan R.Vukcevich

#3                             (9+10) 

w________w
[wdN4wdwd]
[IPdwdndb]
[Rdwdwdrd]
[Gpiwdwdw]
[wHpdw0qd]
[dw!w)wdw]
[ndwdwdBd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0456 Bernard Delobel  
France 

#3 (9+10) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[wdKdPGwd]
[dwdw)pdp]
[wHpipdw4]
[$w0P0w$w]
[whPdwdwd]
[dwdNdwdw]
w--------w

M0457 Alex Casa
France 

#3                           (10+10)

w________w
[wdndwhwd]
[dwdNgw0w]
[wHpdpdwd]
[dw0w0wdP]
[wdwdkdBd]
[dw)w)wdP]
[w)Pdwdw)]
[dwGw$wIw]
w--------w

M0458 Živko Janevski
Macedonia 

#3                             (13+9)

w________w
[wHw$wdKh]
[dw0w0wGw]
[wdwdkdpd]
[dp)wdwdw]
[w)rdPdwd]
[dQdndwdw]
[wdw)bdw0]
[dBdwgwdr]
w--------w

M0459 Miodrag Mladenovic
Elk Grove Village, IL

#3                          (10+12)
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SG29 (January-March 2005) Solutions - THREEMOVERS 
 
Comments from:  Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Dejan Glišić (DG), Alex Markevitch (AM) and 

David Moulton (DM) 

 
M0400 (Kozhakin) 1.Bf4! (2.Bd2), 1...Kc3 2.Qe4 a6 3.Sd5#, 1...Kb4 2.Bd2+ Ka4/Kc4 3.Qd7/ 

Qd5#.  A very nice miniature (AM). 
M0401 (Kozhakin) 1.Qg6? (zz), 1...Ke4 2.Qe6+ Kd3/Kf3 3.Sb4/Sh4#, 1...Kxd5!, 1.Sfe3+? 

Kd6!, 1.Sde7? Ke6!, 1.Sde3? Ke4!;  1.Sfe7+! Kd4 2.Qf4+ Kc5/Kd3 3.Qb4/Sb4#, 1...Kd6 
2.Qg4 Ke5/Kc5 3.Bg3/Qb4#, 1...Ke6 2.Qf5+ Kd6 3.Bb4#. Four tries with four different 

refutations in a miniature is quite a feat. This kind of position requires both a quiet key and 
model mates to become a problem (LB), A checking key, but lots of variations in this 
miniature (AM), This was a bit tricky to find, since I wasn't looking for a check (DM) 
M0402 (Melnichuk/Shevchenko) a) 1.Bd7! (zz), 1...Kg2 2.Qg5+ K~ 3.Qe1#, b) 1.Qg8! Kxe1 

2.Qg1+ Kd2 3.Qe1#.  Weak key in part b).  I don't like this problem. Nothing really 
happens (LB), Worthy twin in a miniature (AM) 
M0403 (Markevitch) a) 1.Kc2! (zz), 1...Kb5 2.Sc7+ Ka4/Kxc4 3.Bc6/Bd5#, b) 1.Sf6! (zz), 
1...Kb5 2.Se8 Ka4/Kxa6/Kxc4 3.Bc6/ Sc7/Sd6#.  Change of play. Good mechanism (DG), 
b) is an excellent problem with nice variety. a) nicely complements it (LB). 
M0404 (Borisenko/Shevchenko) 1.Qc5! (2.Bh3+ Ke2 3.Qe3#), 1...Qxd3 2.Qf8+ Qf5/Qf3 

3.Qxf5/Qxf3#, 1...Qc2 2.Rf3+, 1...Qxc5 2.Bh3+. Taking control of a flight key is compensated 
by Queen sacrifice.  It's too bad there wasn't a line with 2. Re1+ Ke1  3. Rd1# (DM) 
M0405 (Blum) 1.Rg3! (2.Se2+ dxe2 3.Bc3#), 1...Sxg3 2.Qc5+ Kxc5/Kxe4 2.Be3/Qe3#, 

1...Sxc6 2.Rxd3+ Kc5/Kxe4 3.Rd5/Bd5#. Changed mates after the same moves by the black 
King. Sacrificial X-ray key and wQ sacrifices. This was a real headache to solve (DG), 
A proud accomplishment for a composer of any age (AM) 
M0406 (Casa) 1.Ba7! (2.Rd6+Kb5 3.Sc7/c4#), 1...Sc6 2.Rb5+Kxb5 3.Sc7#, 1...Sb5 2.Rc6+ 

Kxc6/Kxd5 3.Sxe7/Rc5#, 1...exd5 2.exd4+ Kxd4 3.Re6#, 1..fxe5 2.Ra6+,1...Kxd5 2.c4+ 
Model mates (A). The two main variations are very pretty (LB), I enjoyed this problem 
(AM). The author has sent an improved version (see diagram A). 1.Bb7! (2.Re6+ Kc5 3.Sd3#), 

1...Sd6 2.Rc5+ Kxc5 3.Sd3#, 1...Sc5 2.Rd6+ Kxd6/Kxe5 3.Sf7/Rd5#, 1...gxf5 2.Rxb6+ 

Kc5/Kxe5 3.Sd7/d4#, 1...fxe5 2.fxe4+ Kxe4 3.Rf6#, 1...Kxe5 2.d4+, (1...Sf2 2.Sd7.) 
M0407 (Melnichenko/Rudenko) 1.Rg8! (2.Bd5+ Kf5 3.e4#), 1...Sf3 2.Qe3+ (2.Bd5+? Kf5 
3.e4+ fxe3 e.p.!) fxe3 3.Rxg4#, 1...cxd4 2.Qf3+ ~ 3.Sf2#, 1...exd4 2.Se8 Be5 3.Sc5#, 1...Re1 

2.Sxc5+.  En passant defense (A). Excellent key; destroyed battery and changed variation 
from set-play (DG), Nice key and variations; I'm not left indifferent! (DM) 
M0408 (Hirschenson) 1. Sc6! (2.Scb4+ cxb4 3.Qc4#), 1...Qe7 2.Sf4+ exf4 3.Qc4/Bc4#, 
1...Qc7 2.Sdb4+ cxb4 3.Qc4#, (1...Bxa5 2.Sxa5.) WCCT 7 theme (A). 

M0409 (Janevski) 1.Rh4! (2.Rd4+ cxd4/Kc6 3.Bb3/Sd8#), 1...Re5 2.g8S! ~ 3.Se7#, 1...e5 

2.g8Q+! Kc6 3.Qe6#, 1...Kc6 2.f4+ Re4 3.Qxe4#, 1...Re4 2.fxe4+ Kc6 3.e5#. Mutual R/P 
interference in combination with white promotions and white Pawn’s battery play (A).  

M0410 (Delobel) 1.Ba4! (2.Qd7+ Bxd7 3.Sf7#), 1...d4 2.Sc4+ Bxc4/Kc6 3.Qd7/Bxb5#, 

1...Bxa4 2.Qxf8+ Rxf8 3.Bxc5#,  1...Bxe2 2.Qe7+ Bxe7 3.Sf7#, 1...Sxf5 2.Sc4+ dxc4 3.Qe6#.  

Surprising key and wQ sacrifices (DG) 

w________w
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[B0Rdw0pd]
[dwdkHP0w]
[Pdwdndwd]
[hP0w)Pdw]
[wdP)wdwd]
[dwgwdwdw]
w--------w

A M0406 (v) 

#3                    (11+9)

w________w
[whwdQdbg]
[dwdwdp)w]
[wdN)wdwd]
[4wdwdkdP]
[r$qdN)wd]
[dw)pdwGP]
[Bdw)wdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

B M0411 (v)

#3                     (14+9)

M0411 (Makaronez/Shifrin) 1.Kf2! (2.Sf3+ Kxe4 

3.Qd3#; 2...Ke6 3.Qd7/Bh3#), 1...Qc5 2.Sd7+ 
Kd6 3.e5/Bxc5#, 1...Qxb6  2.Bd6+  exd6 

3.Qxg5#, 1...Qxd4+ 2.Qxd4+. The Somov theme 

(A).  The composers offer an improvement (see 
diagram B). 1.Bh2! (2.Sg3+ Kxf4/Kf6 

3.Qe3/gxh8Q#), 1...Qd5 2.Se7+ Ke6 3.f5#, 

1...Qxc6 2.Be6+ fxe6 3.Qg6#, (1...Bxg7/Qxe4+ 
2.Sg3+/Qxe4+.) 
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Moremovers. We welcome six new contributors: Valery Smirnov, Grigory Popov, Mikhail 

Satanovsky, Victor Zaitsev, Aleksander Melnichuk and Mikhail Kostilyev.   

All of them are from FSU countries except Mikhail Satanovsky, who resides in Macedonia 

(Ohio!).  It is exciting to have all this new talent added to our line up.  Solvers are certain to 

find this latest selection of #n's challenging and satisfying.  
Studies. Three new contributors this time: Alain Pallier, Jim Knob and Siegfried Hornecker. 

We wish them a warm welcome. 

 We start with E0089, where both Kings are chased, but the white monarch himself locks 
the prison cell. Iuri challenges us to find out which white Pawn reaches the magical eighth row 

(and in which order). In E0091, White is behind in material with Pg6 being the only 

compensation. The question is how to move the Pawn. The Grandmaster and composer, Pal 
Benko, claims to be inspired by my article Introductory Play (see SG29). In E0092, he uses the 

idea first shown by the legendary Sarichev brothers. Richard offers an excellent mutual 

Zugzwang with meager material, while Siegfried serves a miniature with classical content. 
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¢¤£¤0¤£¤£¥
¢»3£¤©¤£¤¥
¢¤£X£¤£¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£

M0460 Valery Smirnov
Russia 

#4                                (5+3)
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M0461 Richard Becker
Oregon City, OR

#4                                (8+4)
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M0462 Bernard Delobel
France

#4                               (7+7)
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M0463 Leonid Makaronez 
& Victor Volchek

Israel/Belarus

#4                            (12+11)
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M0464 Grigory Popov
Russia

#5                             (11+7)
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M0465 Mikhail Satanovsky
Macedonia, OH 

#5                             (9+11)
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M0466 Victor Zaitsev
Belarus

#6                               (9+7)
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M0467 Ralf Krätschmer
Germany

#6                             (9+12)
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M0468 Mikhail Kostilyev &
Aleksander Melnichuk, Russia

#6                           (13+14)

MOREMOVERS & STUDIES 
 

Moremovers Editor:  Richard Becker, Studies Editor:  Franjo Vrabec 

Judges:  #n Mike Prcic, Studies:  Gady Costeff 
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w________w
[wdwdKdwd]
[dpdw0w0w]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dw)wdwdP]
[wdpdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdp]
[Pdw)wdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwgwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdK)wd]
[dw)Pdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdrdwiw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdBdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdkdwd]
[dw0wdwdp]
[wdP0w0PI]
[dwdw0wdP]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdbdwdw]
[wdqdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdQ]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dp)Kdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdk)]
[dbdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dBdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdnd]
[0whwdwdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[)wdwdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdw0w]
[w0pdwdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

E0089 Alain Pallier
France

Draw                           (6+7)

E0090 Iuri Akobia
Georgia

Win                             (5+4) Draw                          (5+8)

E0091 Jim Knob
KY

E0092 Pal Benko
Jersey City, NJ

Draw  Black on move  (3+3)

E0093 Richard Becker
Oregon City, OR

Draw                           (2+4)

E0094 Siegfried Hornecker
Germany

Win                             (2+5)

SG29 (January-March 2005) Solutions - MOREMOVERS & STUDIES 

 
Comments from:  Andrzej Baniak (AB), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Dejan Glišić (DG), Romuald 
Lazowski (RL), Alex Markevitch (AM), David Moulton (DM) and Radovan Tomašević (RT) 

 

M0412 (Kakabadze) 1.Qf1? Ke3 2.Qd4 Ke2 3.Qd4 Kf1 4.Qf2#, 1...Kf5!, 1.Ke7? Kd4!, 1.Qb5? 
Kd4!; 1.Kd7! (2.Ke6 Kd4 3.Bf2+ Ke4 4.Qc4/Qe3/Qf3#), 1...Kf5 2.Qe6+ Kg5 3.Qf7 Kh6/Kg4 

4.Bf4/Qg6#, 1...Kd4 2.Bf4 Ke4 3.Be3 Kf5/Ke5 4.Qe6#.  Tanagra with good tries and model 

mates. 
M0413 (Becker) 1.Qe8? g6!; 1.Bg6! (zz), 1...e6 2.Qe8 hxg6 3.Qa8 Kh7 4.Qh1#, 2...h5 3.Bh7 

Kxh7 4.Qh5#, 2...h6 3.Bf7 Kh7 4.Qxg8#, 1...hxg6 2.Qh1+ (2.Qa8? e6! zz) Bh7 3.Ke6 Kg8 

4.Qa8#.  Hard puzzle and good try. Real challenge (DG), Good unity of mates (DM) 
M0414 (Becker) 1.e7! (2.e8Q and 3.f8Q#), 1...bxa6 2.e8B Ke6 3.f8R Kd6 4.Rf6#, 1...bxc6 
2.e8R Kd7 3.f8S+ Kd6 4.Re6#, 1...Kxc6 2.e8Q+ Kb6 3.Qb5+ Ka7 4.Qxb7#, 1...b5 2.e8Q b4+ 

3.Kxa4 b3 4.f8Q#.  AUW and ¾ Pickaninny. Weak key but interesting play (DG), Good 
AUW problem (RT), Two attractive well-matched variations (LB) 
M0415 (Bourd/Grinblat)  1.Qd1! (2.Sf4 and 3.Qf3#), 1...Rh8 2.Sd6+ exd6 3.Sg3+ Bxg3 
4.Qf3#, 1...Qa1 2.Sc5+ bxc5 3.Sxc3+ Rxc3 4.Qf3#. 

M0416 (Nikitin) 1.Be7(d8,f6)? Rg2!, 1.Bg3? Qg2! 2.Bh4 Qg2 3.Be7 Qg7 4.Bb4+ Qc3 

5.Bxc3#, 1...Qg2!; 1.Kc2! (zz), 1...f4 2.Kc1 Qg2 3.Be7 Qg7 4.Bb4+ 5.Bxc3#.  Two tempo 
moves by White force blocking move Qg2.  Tempos and switchbacks are also interesting 
after 1.Bg3? (zz) f4 2.Bh4 Qg2 3.Be7! Qg7 4.Bb4+ Qc3+ 5.Bxc3#, but 1...Qg2! 2.Bf4? 
Qg5! Very good white minimal (DG), First looked simple, but then one discovers 
beautiful subtleties, very elegant indeed (AB), This problem deserves a check for a try 
(AM) 
M0417 (Spirin)  1.Rh5? a1B!; 1.Ra8! (2.Ra5#), 1...g1B 2.Rh5 a1B 3.Sd4 Bgxd4 4.Rxf5+ Be5 

5.Ra4#, 3...Baxd4 4.Ra5+ Bc5 5.Rxf5#, 1...g1Q 2.Ra5+ Qc5 3.Rh5 a1Q 4.Sxa1 Qxa5 5.Rxf5#, 
1...g1B 2.Rh5 a1Q 3.Rxf5+ Qe5 4.Sxg1 Qxf5 5.Ra5#.  Plachutta with promoted Bishops. 
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M0418 (Dulbergs) 1.Kf2? Sd6!, 1. Rd8? Sc3!; 1.Re8! (2.Re1 & 3.Kf2#) Sd4 (1...Sc3? 2.Kf2 

Sd1+ 3.Kg3 Se3 4.Rxe3) 2.Kf2 (2.Re1? Sf3!) Sc2 3.Rd8 (4.Rd1#) Se3 4.Rd3 (5.Rxe3) Sg4+ 
5.Kg3 Se3 6.Rxe3 ~ 7.Re1#, 5...Sf2 6.Kxf2 ~ 7.Rd1#. 

M0419 (Zinovyev) 1.Ke5! Kh5 2.g4+ Kxg4 3.Sg6 Kh5 4.Sf8 Kg4 5.Ke4 Kh5 6.Kf3 g4+ 7.Kf4 

g3 8.Sxg3+ Kh6 (8...Kh4 9.Sg6#) 9.Sf5+ Kh5 10.g4# (ideal mate), (4...g4 5.Kf4 g3 6.Sxg3+ 
Kh6 7.Sf5+ Kh5 8.g4#).  Beautiful miniature (RL) 
M0420 (Dulbergs) 1.Rg5! (zz) Kb4 2.Rc4+ Ka5 3.Rc1 Kb4 4.Rb1+ Ka5 5.Rh1 Kb4 6.Rh4+ 

Ka5 7.Sg4 Kb4 8.Se3+ Ka5 9.Rh1 Kb4 10.Rb1+ Ka5 11.Sc4#.  Nice one-liner with exchange 

of function between white rooks and rook switchback.  A very enjoyable logical problem 
(LB), Long-distance tactics (RL). 
E0079 (Khatiamov) 1.Bf1 Sg5 2.Bg2+ Se4 3.Ba5 K~ 4- 8. Kf1-g1-h2-h3-h4 Kd4 9.Bf3 (9. 

Kh5? Sf6+ and 10…Sd5 =) 9…Ke3 10.Bh1 Kd3 11.Bd8 Kd4 12.Bf3 Ke5 13.Bg2 h5 14.Ba5 

Kd4 15. Bf3 Ke3 16. Bh1 Kd3 17. Bd8 Kd4 18. Bf3 Ke5 19. Bg2 Kf4 20. Kxh5 Kf5 21. Kh6 

K~ 22. Ba5 K~ 23-26. Kg7-f8-e7-d8 Kd4 27. Bh1 Ke3 (27…Ke5 28. Kc8 Sd6+ 29. Kb8 Sc4 

30. Bc3+ +- ) 28. Kd7 Kd4 29. Bd8 Ke5 30. Kc8 Sd6+ 31. Kb8 Sf7 32. Ba5 Sd6 33. Bxa8 +- 

(A). 

E0080 (Delobel) 1.a7! (1.Kxg3? Bxa6 2.f6 Bc4 =) 1…g2 2.a8Q Bd5 3.Qd8 (3.Qa5? Bf3 

14.Qa1+ g1Q 5.Bxg1 hxg1Q 6.Qxg1+ Kxg1 7.Kg5 Kf2 8.f6 Bd5 9.f5 Ke3 10.Kg6 Ke4 -+) 
3…Bc4 [3…Bb7 4.Qe7 Bc6 5.Qe6 Bd5 6.Qe5 Bb7 (6…Bf3 7.Qe3 Bb7 8.Qh3 +-) 7.f6 g1Q 

8.f7 Bf3 9.Bxg1 hxg1Q 10.Qf5 Qf2+ 11.Kg5 Qg2+ 12.Kh6 Qh2+ 13.Kg6 Qc2 14.f8Q Be4 

15.Qh6+ Kg2 16.Qxe4+ Qxe4+ 17.f5 +-; 3…Bc6 4.Qc8! Bd5 (4…Bf3 5.f6 g1Q 6.Bxg1 
hxg1Q 7.Qh3+ +-) 5.Qd7 Bc6 6.Qe6 g1Q 7.Bxg1 hxg1Q 8.Qxc6+ Kh2 9.Qf3 Qe1+ 10.Kg5 +-

] 4.Kh3 Bd5 5.f6 Be6+ 6.Kh4 Bc4 (6…Bf7 7.f5 g1Q 8.Qa8+ Qg2 9.Qa1+ Qg1 10.Bxg1 

hxg1Q 11.Qxg1+ Kxg1 12.Kg5 Kf2 13.Kh6 Ke3 14.Kg7 Bd5 15.f7 Bxf7 16.Kxf7 Kd2 17.f6 
Kc2 18.Ke6 Kxb2 19.f7 Ka2 20.f8Q +-) 7.Qa8 Bd5 8.Qa5! Bc4 (8…g1Q 9.Bxg1 hxg1Q 

10.Qxd5+ Kh2 11.f7 +-; 8…Bf3 9.Qa1+ g1Q 10.Bxg1 hxg1Q 11.Qxg1+ Kxg1 12.f7 +-) 

9.Qxb4 g1Q 10.Bxg1 hxg1Q 11.Qxc4 Qh2+ 12.Kg5 Qxb2 13.Qc6+ Qg2+ 14.Qxg2+ Kxg2 

15.f7 b2 16.f8Q b1Q 17.f5 wins (A). 

E0081 (Becker) 1.Scd6 [1.Sfd6? 2.Rc7+ 2.Kd5 Rh7 -+; 1.Sd4? Ka7 2.Kc5 Ka6 3.Se6 (3.Sc6 

Rb5+ -+) 3…Bh4 4.Kc6 Ka7 5.Sc7 Bg3 6.Sb5+ Ka6 -+] 1…Rb6+ (1…Rh7 2.Sb5 =; 1…Rc7+ 
2.Kd5 Rc1 3.Sd4 Bh4 4.S4b5 =) 2.Kd7 Bg5 [2…Bc7 3.Sc4 Rb1 4.Sfd6 =; 2…Bf6 3.Ne7 Rb1 

(3…Bh4 4.Sc6+ Ka8 5.Sd4/Sa7 =) 4.Sc6+ Ka8 5.Se8 Bh4 6.Kc8 =] 3.Sd4 Bh6 (3…Bf4 

4.S4b5 =) 4.Sc6+ (4.S4b5? Bf8 5.Ke6 Bxd6 6.Sxd6 Kc7 -+) 4…Ka8 5.Sd4 Bf8 6.S4f5 (zz  
6.S4b5? Kb8 -+) 6…Kb8 7.Se7 Bh6 (7…Bg7 8.Sc6+ Ka8 9.Kc7/Se8 =) 8.Sc6+ Ka8 9.Sd4 

Bf8 10.S4f5 Rb1 11.Ke8 Rb8+ 12.Kf7 (zz) Rd8 (12…Ka7 13.Se7 Ka6 14.Sc6 Ra8 15.Se8 =) 

13.Ke6 (zz) Ka7 (13…Kb8 14.Se7 Kc7 15.Sd5+ Kc6 16.Se7+ Kc7 17.Sd5+ Kb8 18.Se7 =) 

14.Se7 Ka6 15.Sdf5 Kb6 16.Sd5+ Kc5 17.Sde7 Kb6 18.Sd5+ Kc6 19.Sde7+ Kc7 20.Sd5+ 

Kc8 21.Sde7+ = (A). 

SELFMATES 
 

                 Editor: Petko A. Petkov, Judge: s#2-3 & s#n Yuri Gordian  

 

A warm welcome to new contributors Milomir Babić and Steven Dowd.  

Recently I have received many longmovers. They are not all computer tested and those 

untested (S0337, S0338 and S0339) have a sign  C-. Sometimes it means (as in the last three 

originals) that the problem is only partially checked. 

An interesting question: Does a flood of moremovers mean the depletion of opportunities 

in shorter problems? In moremovers there are fewer tactical opportunities due to the lack of 

black material. The most “prominent” piece in that respect is the black Rook, which plays a 
main role in S0334, S0338 and S0339.  

Errata. In SG30, S0325, wRa4 not bRa4.   
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwHwdw]
[wdpdN!wd]
[)w)wdwdw]
[KGwdkdPd]
[)Bdwdw$b]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdwdw$w]
w--------w

w________w
[wdNdwdbd]
[$wdw0qdw]
[wdkdwdwd]
[dwdrdwdw]
[P)wdwdwd]
[)K0p0wdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[gwdw$wGQ]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0BdPdNdw]
[rdpdphwd]
[$ndkgw$r]
[w)wdN!w1]
[dwdK0wdw]
[wdPdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[dR)wdwdw]
[RdwdPiwd]
[dwdw4wdB]
[wdw!wdwd]
[dwdPdNdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwHwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[HRdbdkGK]
[wdQdwdw)]
[dwdw)pdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdw$wdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdkdwdwd]
[dRdwdwdw]
[wdBdwdwd]
[dwGwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdw!]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdkd]
[1wdRIRdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdBdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[Kdkdwdwd]
[dwdrdNdR]
[wdwdQdwd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdwdwdp]
[w)wdwdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdkdwI]
[dNdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[4PdwdQdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdRdwdw]
w--------w

s#3                           (13+3)

S0331 Alexandr Feoktistov 
Russia 

S0332 Živko Janevski
Macedonia 

s#3                           (10+9) s#3                         (11+11)

S0333 Živko Janevski
Macedonia 

S0334 Andrey Selivanov 
Russia

s#7                              (9+2)

S0335 Milomir Babić 
Serbia-Montenegro 

s#7*                            (9+3)

S0336 Andrey Dikusarov 
Russia 

s#9                             (5+2)

S0337 Ion Murãrasu
Romania

s#11            C- (5+2)
b) Rd5→b5  s#13

S0338 Steven Dowd 
& Marko Ylijoki, USA/Finland

s#16            C- (7+4)

S0339 Pavlos Moutecidis 
Greece 

s#22            C - (5+2)

SG29 (January-March 2005) Solutions - SELFMATES 

 
Comments from:  Andrzej Baniak (AB), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), C.C. Frankiss (CCF), Dejan 
Glišić (DG), Romuald Lazowski (RL), Alex Markevitch (AM) and Radovan Tomašević (RT) 

 

S0310 (Richter) 1.Rg6?/Rg5? Qb8!, 1.Rg2?/Rg3? Qe7!; 1.Rg1! (2.Qxb4+ Bxb4#), 1…Qe7 
2.Rxe3+ Qxe3#, 1…Qb8 2.Be5+ Qxe5#. Dual-avoidance after anticipatory closing of masked 

lines.  Two nice variations (LB), The only way to allow clearance for black defenses 
(AM) 
S0311 (Kostadinov) 1.Ba8! (2.Sb7+ Rd6 3.Qxe4+ Bxe4#), 1…Rxe7 2.Sc8+ Rd7 3.Se7+ 
Sxe7#, 1…Sxf6 2.Se8+ Sd7+ 3.Sf6+ Rfxf6#. Play of white S/R battery in combination with 

three black self pins. Nice!  Umnov theme; square vacation and pinning of black pieces. 
Very nice (DG),  Nice geometry (AB), Good defenses with attractive play and pin 
mates (CCF) 
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S0312 (Janevski) 1.Qd6! (2.Rxe4+ Bxe4+ 3.Qd5+ Bxd5#), 1…hxg4 2.Rxc5+[A] Sxc5+ 

3.Qd5+[B] Bxd5#, 1…e6 2.Qd5+[B] exd5 3.Se5+[C] Sxe5#, 1…exd6 2.Se5+[C] dxe5 
3.Rxc5+[A] Qxc5#, 1…Qg7 2.Se5+[C] Qxe5 3.Qd5+[B] Qxd5#, (1.Qf5? Qg7!) Cycle AB-

BC-CA with good key and mixed strategy. The key-square is guarded by two black units 
so is not obvious. Good play as always from this composer, but there is a dual after 
1…e5? (CCF) 
S0313 (Janevski) 1.Rg7! (2.Bxf4+[A] Rxf4 3.exd4+[B] Rxd4#), 1…fxg3 2.exd4+[B] Kf4 

3.Qxd6+[C] Sxd6#, 1…dxe3 2.Qxd6+[C] Kxd6 3.Bxf4+[A] Rxf4#, (1.R~? dxe3!) Cycle AB-

BC-CA.  Good play after the two defenses (CCF). 
S0314 (Spirin) 1.Se6?/Sfg6? (2.Qf4+ Sxf4#) c1B!; 1.Sh5! (2.Qf4+ Sxf4#), 1…c1B 2.Qh8 
(3.Qd4+ Sxd4#) hxg1B 3.b8Q! (4.Sf6+ Ke3 5.Qf4+ Sxf4#) Bge3 4.Qf4+ Bxf4  5.Qd4+ Sxd4#; 

3…Bce3 4.Qd4+ Bxd4 5.Qf4+ Sxf4#.  Wurzburg-Plachutta after two black Bishops 

promotions. (3… Bxc5 4.Qbe8+ Be7 5.Qd4+ Sxd4#; 3…Bxg5 4.Qhe8+ Be7 5.Qf4+ Sxf4#).  
Threats met by promotion defenses (CFF) 
S0315 (Gamnitzer) 1. Rh4! (2.Se4+ Kd4 3.Qd6+ Ke3 4.Qc5+ Kxf3 5.Sd2+ Qxc2/cxd2#),   

1…Sf6 2.Sd7+! Sxd7 3.Re4! (4.Sb5+ Kd5 5.Sxc3+ Qxb3/Bxc3#) Kd5 (4.Sb5? c6!) 4.Qe5+!! 

Sxe5  5.Rc4+! Sxf3#.  A difficult problem as always from this composer.  Play is difficult 
to find (CCF) 
S0316 (Jenkner) 1.d8S! Kg6 2.Kd7 Kh7 3.Rc8 Kg6 4.R6c7 Kh7 5.Sc6 Kg6 6.f8S Kf7 7.Bd5  
Rd5#. Four-fold  Platzwechsel (PKRR).  Attractive and amusing sequence of moves with 
two promotions to Knight (CCF) 
S0317 (Bišćan†) 1.Bb8! Kxb8 2.Sc7 Kxc7 3.Rc6+ Kxc6 4.Sd5 Kxd5 5.Be4+ Kxe4 6.Qf3+ 

Kxf3 7.Rg4! e2#. Six consecutives sacrifices of white pieces!  Six sacrifices by White to 
force the bK to f3. Remarkable! (CCF). 
S0318 (Gamnitzer) 1.a6! (2.Qa5+ Kxb3 3.Qa2+ Kc3 4.Qc2+ Bxc2#), 1…d3 2.Bb4+ Kxb3 

3.Bd6+!! (3.Bf8+? Kc3 4.c5 Qxf2!) Kc3 4.c5!! (5.Ba2! d2+ 6.Kb1 ~ 7.Qb3+ Bxb3#) Rh8! 

(5…Rb8! etc) 5.Qb2+ Kc4  6.Se3+! fxe3 (6…Rxe3?!)  7.Ba2+!  Bb3#; 4…Qxf2 5.Be5+!! Qd4 
6.Sxd4! ~ 7.Qb3+ Bxb3#, (1. Bb4+? Kxb3 2.Bd6+?/Be7+?/Bf8+? Kc3 3.Ba2? (4.Qb3+) Kd3 

4.c5+? Ke4!!. Typical of Gamnitzer’s strategy and logic.  Difficult to solve with a large 
number of variants (CCF) 
S0319 (Selivanov) 1.Red2! (zz), 1…Ka3 2.Qa2+ Kb4 3.Qa5+ Kc4 4.Qa4+ Rb4 (4…Kc3 
5.R2d3+ Kc2 6.Se3+ Kc1 7.Rc3+ Rxc3 8.Qa3+ Rxa3#) 5.Se3+ Kc3 6.Qa5! Kb3 7.Rb2+ Kc3 

8.Qa3+ Rb3 9.Rb1! Rxa3#, 1…Kb4 2.R2d4+ Ka3 3.Qc5+ Rb4 4.Sd2! Ka4 5.Qc6+ Ka3 

6.Ra5+ Ra4 7.Qg2! Rxa5 8.Sb1+ Kb3 9.Qa2+ Rxa2#. Two nice variations after different white 
blocks on “b1” in a splendid miniature form.  Masterful problem (RL) with two excellent 
lines of play which were difficult to find (CCF) 
S0320 (Tribovski) 1.g8Q?/B? a1S!; 1.g8R! (zz), 1…a1B 2.f4+ Ke4 3.Qb4+ Bd4 4.Sc7 Kxf4 
5.Sc8 Ke4/Kg4 6.e7 Kf4 7.e8B Ke4/Kg4 8.Ba4 Kf4 9.Bd1 Ke4 10.Rh4+ Ke3 11.Qc3+ Bxc3#, 

1…a1S 2.Qa3+ Sb3 3.f4+ Ke4 4.Qb4+ Sd4 5.Ba7 Kxf4 6.Sa3 Kg4/Ke4 7.Bc8 Kf4 8.Rc1 

Ke4/Kg4 9.Rd1 Kf4 10.Rh4+ Ke3 11.Sc2+ Sxc2#. Very long play after two standard black 
minor promotions. One of the most beautiful selfmates I have seen! Solution with no 
duals, while there are some in tries (RT), Good sequence of play. Not a Valladao as 
there is no e. p. capture (CCF) 
S0321 (Abdurahmanović) 1.e8Q+! Kd5 2.Qb5+ Rc5 3.Ba2+ Sc4 4.Qb7+ Rc6 5.b4 axb3 e. p. 
6.Qb5+ Rc5 7.Qe6+! Kxe6 8.Qe8+ Kd5 9.Sf4+ gxf4 10.e4+ fxe4 e. p. 11.0-0-0+ Sd2#. 

Valadao task with two e. p. captures! 

HELPMATES 

 
Editor: Chris. Feather, Judges: Francesco Simoni (h#2), Dieter Müller & Sven Trommler 

(h#3) and Marko Klasinc (h#n) 

 

This time I think we have a good variety for solving, ranging from very light to the very 
substantial! Once again we have several half-move problems, in which White plays first. Thus 

the sequences in H1036 run WBWBWBW, for example, but normally Black starts and helps 

White to mate him, with an equal number of moves each. 
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Very experienced solvers may suspect that they have seen H1036 before. It is a correction 

of problem no.8908 in Schach-Echo 1976 (PDB P0523451). The Schach-Echo column no 
longer exists, but at that time it had an extremely high standard and problems like this were one 

of the reasons why. In those days there was no computer-testing, though, so it was enormously 

difficult to get such a problem sound. I am very pleased that it was a reminder from me which 
stimulated Fadil to create this new version!  

w________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdwdRdw]
[wdwdwdNd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdN]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdR]
w--------w

H1017 Georgy Evseev
Russia

h#2   b) Sg6Rf7      (5+1)
c) & Rg6Sh3, d) & Sg6Rh1 
e) & Rg6Sf7, f) & Sg6Rh3

w________w
[kdwdwdwd]
[dw4wdwdw]
[wdwdqdwd]
[dwhRhwdw]
[wdwGwgwd]
[dwdrdwdw]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H1018 Jan Golha
Slovakia

h#2   b) Ka8→h4       (3+7)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dw0wgbGw]
[K$rdwdw0]
[dw0wdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwiwdw]
w--------w

H1019 Fadil Abdurahmanović
Bosnia-Herzegovina

h#2   2 solutions         (5+8)

w________w
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdndwdw]
[w0bdwdwd]
[!wdNdpdw]
[wdqiw0wd]
[drHwdKdw]
w--------w

H1020 Živko Janevski
Macedonia

h#2   2 solutions          (4+9)

w________w
[wgwdwdwd]
[dQ0wdwdw]
[wdndwdwd]
[dw0wdpdw]
[w$ndkdwI]
[dwdwdwdR]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdr]
w--------w

H1021 Michael McDowell
England

h#2   b) wSh3             (4+9)

w________w
[wdBdwdrd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdNd]
[dw0kdwdq]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dw0wIwdR]
[wdPdwdw4]
[dwdbdwdw]
w--------w

H1022 Newman Guttman
Evanston, IL 

h#2   2 solutions         (5+9)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[Gw0pdwdw]
[wdwiwdpd]
[Hwdwdw0w]
[p0w0wdwd]
[4wdQdwdK]
w--------w

H1023 Christer Jonsson
Sweden 

h#2   2 solutions       (4+10)

w________w
[wdwdwgwd]
[dwdwGK0b]
[whwdw0Nd]
[dwdpdrdw]
[wdpipdwd]
[dwdw$wdw]
[wdwhwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H1024 Unto Heinonen
Finland

h#2   b) Pe4→c6      (4+11)
c) Sb6→c3

w________w
[wdwdr1wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw)w0]
[$BdNHwiw]
[wdwdw0w0]
[dwdrdwgK]
w--------w

H1025 Jorge Kapros 
& Jorge Lois, Argentina

h#2   b) Bb3→c3        (6+9)

Boško Milošeski-60 JT 
 
Sections: #3, s#3 and h#3. Free theme. Judge: Zlatko Mihajloski. Send all entries to: Boško 

Milošeski, ul. Petar Acev 27/2- 8, MK-1000 Skopje, Macedonia. Closing date: 24.12.2005 

(60th birthday). Email: vratnica64@yahoo.com or bmiloseski@yahoo.co.uk 
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w________w
[wdwdw$wd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[w)bdwdw4]
[dwdwhwdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[!Kdwdwdp]
[ndw4pipd]
[dwgRdwdw]
w--------w

H1026 Mario Parrinello
Italy

h#2   2 solutions        (7+10)

w________w
[wdqdwdwd]
[dwgwdw0w]
[ndbHwdwd]
[iw4wdwdw]
[rdwHwIwG]
[dwdPdwdw]
[w0w0P0wd]
[dwdndwdw]
w--------w

H1027 Misha Shapiro
Israel

h#2   b) Ka5→c3      (6+12)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw!w]
[pdwdBdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[PdPdqdw4]
[0kdPdw$w]
[pdp)ndwd]
[gwdwIwdb]
w--------w

H1028 Paul Vatarescu, 
Yoel Aloni & 

Emanuel Navon, Israel

h#2   2 solutions       (8+11)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dBdKdwdw]
[wdNdwdwd]
[dw0Ndwdw]
[wdkdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H1029 Horst Böttger 
& Mirko Degenkolbe

Germany

h#3   b) bSd5              (4+3)

w________w
[qdkdwdKd]
[)rdwdrdw]
[w0pdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdBGwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w4w0wdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdPdkdwd]
[dwdp)pdw]
[Kdwdw)wd]
[dw1wdwdw]
w--------w

H1030 Steven B.Dowd
Birmingham, AL

h#3   3 solutions         (3+6)

H1031 Stefan Milewski
Poland

h#3   b) Pf2→b3        (6+7)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0pdn]
[wdwdrdRd]
[dwdPinGw]
[wdwdwgwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdw)w4wd]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwh]
[dw0wdw0K]
[rdPdw0wh]
[4w)wdkdN]
[wdpdwdp)]
[dw)w)wdw]
[wdPdwdPd]
[gbdwdwdw]
w--------w

H1032 Živko Janevski
Macedonia

h#3   2 solutions          (5+9)

H1033 János Csák
Hungary

h#3   2 solutions        (9+12)

w________w
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[pdpdwdwd]
[dwdpdkdw]
[wdn0w0wd]
[dwdpdPdw]
[rHwdwdNd]
[dwdwGwdw]
w--------w

H1034 Christer Jonsson, 
Jorge Kapros & Jorge Lois

Sweden/Argentina

h#3  b/c) Sc4→e5/e3 (5+10)

w________w
[ndwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdkdwdwd]
[dNGpdwdw]
[bhp0p)P)]
[4p0r0wdw]
[wdwdwdPI]
[dwHwdwdQ]
w--------w

w________w
[wdrdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwdBdpdw]
[wdP0Rdwd]
[dw4kdw0p]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwhwdwdK]
w--------w

H1035 Gennady Chumakov, 
Eugene Fomichev & 
V. Vladimirov, Russia

h#3   2 solutions        (9+13)

H1036 Fadil Abdurahmanović
Bosnia-Herzegovina

h#3½   2 solutions     (4+10)
See text!

w________w
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dbdw)wdw]
[wdndPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H1037 János Csák
Hungary

h#4   2 solutions         (5+3)
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[iwdpdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[HKdbdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dn)wiwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[0pdwdwdw]
[b4wdpdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H1038 Krzysztof Drazkowski
Poland 

h#4½   2 solutions      (3+3)

H1039 Reinhardt Fiebig
Germany 

h#5                              (2+9)

w________w
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdw)wdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
w--------w

H1040 Robert J. Bales Jr
Broadview, IL 

h#6                             (4+3)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0k]
[bdwdwdw4]
[dwdwdndp]
[pdwdpdwd]
[dw0w1rdw]
[whKdw0wd]
[gBdwdwdw]
w--------w

H1041 Mario Parrinello 
Italy 

h#6½                        (2+14)

w________w
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdr0w]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wGwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dkdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdrdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

H1042 Christopher Jones
England

h#7½   2 solutions      (2+5) 

H1043 Yuri Belokon
Ukraine

dedicated to Yuri Gordian

h#8                             (2+4)

SG29 (January-March 2005) Solutions - HELPMATES 
 

Comments from:  Andrzej Baniak (AB), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Timothy Chow (TC), Matt 

Dickey (MD), C.C. Frankiss (CCF), Dejan Glišić (DG), Romuald Lazowski (RL), Alex 

Markevitch (AM), Jeremy Morse (JM), Dailon Stauvers (DS), Radovan Tomašević (RT) 
 

H0966 (Dragoun/Lörinc) a) 1.Rd5 Qxe3 2.Ka5 Qxa3#, 1.Re4 Qxf5 2.Ka4 Qb5#  b) 1.Rd5 

Qxf5 2.Rh7 Qf8#, 1.Re4 Qxe3 2.Rg8 Qh6#.  An interesting reciprocal change idea (compare 
the first moves in parts a and b!), which was shown by Vilmos Schneider as early as 1968 

(P0535072 in the PDB) but has appeared in only a couple of dozen settings since then. This is 

one of the clearest and tidiest examples.  Reciprocity of black interferences (d5/e4) and 
captures by wQ (e3/f5) between the white-minimal twins (DG), The twinning results in 
a reciprocal change (LB),  Elegant reciprocal exchange of first moves (AB), Unpin via 
pin-line block, capture of mating-square defender by unpinned piece, Luft elimination 
and mate (MD), Good demonstration of this task (CCF) 
H0967 (Kalotay) 1.Rxg6+ Rf6 2.Kxh4 Rxg6#, 1.Rxh4 Bf6 2.Kxf4 Bxh4#.  A familiar theme in 

a remarkably light setting.  Very economical (TC), Nice double Zilahi with model mates 
(AB), Reciprocal mates with R/B and B/R batteries setup on f6.  Not too difficult (CCF) 
H0968 (Molnár) a) 1.g5 Bh2 2.Kd4 e3#,  b) 1.g6 Re6 2.Kd5 e4#.  Pawn one-twos on both 
sides, again very well-known, but perhaps never before so neatly shown?  Elegant and not 
easy to solve, even though the use of the bPg7 as shutoff for the bBs was fairly evi-
dent (MD), Ingenious mates with reciprocal moves by white and black Pawns (CCF) 
H0969 (Shifrin) 1.Kxe6 Rxd4 2.Bf5 Rd6#, 1.Kxe4 Kd2 2.Sd5 Sd6#, 1.Kxc4 Bf7 2.Kd3 Sc5#.  

A cyclic Zilahi in Meredith, with some interesting mates.  Cyclical Zilahi (DG), Very nice 
cyclic Zilahi (TC), Another tough nut to crack, despite the certainty that the bK would 
be removing one of the available white pieces in each solution (MD), Perhaps the 
initial moves of the bK to capture the three white officers are obvious but the rest of 
the play is not (CCF) 
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H0970 (Bišćan†) 1.Qg2 Sa5 2.Rg7 Rxa1#, 1.Qg1 Rxa1 2.Bg7 Sa7#.  A strong thematic com-

bination made up of familiar elements well chosen and set.  BQ´s self pinning, Grimshaw 
and two shut-offs. One of Bišćan's Swansongs (DG), I will miss this great composer 
(AM), Anticipatory self-pin of the bQ, while the bRg8 and bBh8 take turns blocking off 
access to the mating line; the wS shields the mating piece from the bRa6 (MD), An-
ticipating pins of Black combined into Grimshaw shut-offs (CCF) 
H0971 (Muralidharan) 1.Rf4 Sf5+ 2.Kxf5 Sd6#, 1.Bf4 Sxe6+ 2.Kxe6 Bg4#.  Naturally one is 

reluctant to abandon a powerful-looking direct battery for non-battery mates!  Grimshaw and 
two flight-giving sacrifices of wS (DG), Beautiful Grimshaw (LB), The white battery is 
used to let the bK get to the mating square; self-blocks on f4 provide cover for the 
mating piece (MD), Grimshaw type shut-offs on f4 with harmonious play (CCF) 
H0972 (Witztum) a) 1.e5 Bd8 2.Qd4 Rxb6#, b) 1.Bd4 Re8 2.Qc6 Be5#. In a reaction against 

the prevalence of totally matching solutions, a number of composers are currently experiment-
ing with ideas where the match is more impressionistic. In this interesting example the play to 

d4 (and perhaps e5) holds things together enough for a subjective sense of unity which objec-
tive analysis is likely to refute. I enjoy very much helpmates like this one where the rela-
tionship between the phases is tentative (LB), Intricate and amusing pin-line manage-
ment (MD), Two attractive pin-mates (CCF) 
H0973 (Persson/Jonsson)  a) 1.Qxc4 Sd4 2.Qd5 gxf3#, b) 1.Sxc4 d4 2.Se3 Sd6#. Another 
beautifully expressed example of a familiar idea, making an interesting comparison with 

H0970. Younger readers, who will know that Christer is one of the most prolific and successful 

of current helpmate composers, may not be aware that Manne, whose first problem appeared in 
1933 (sic), is one of the great stars of the h#2, with countless successes, especially in the 1970s 

and 1980s. For a real treat, visit the PDB website (http://www.softdecc.com/pdb/index.pdb) 

and input his name!  A lot happens in just four half moves in each phase. And it is per-
fectly matched while the white S and P, as well as black Q and S exchange roles (LB), 
Black uses one of the semi-pinned pieces to clear the wPc4, then after White relieves 
the pin on the 4th rank, the released piece fills a Luft.  Beautiful and difficult (MD), 
Clever use of the half-pin mechanism combined with pins and unpins (CCF) 
H0974 (Gurov) 1.hxg5 Rxf6 2.Kxf6 Sxd5#, 1.Bc6 Sxd5+ 2.Kxd5 Rxd4#, 1.Qxc3 Rxd4 

2.Kxd4 Sxe6#, 1.Bd7 Sxe6+ 2.Kxe6 Rxf6#.  A remarkable double Zilahi (the mating piece of 

each phase is captured in the next); indeed it could be interpreted as a fourfold cyclic Zilahi 
using each of the two thematic pieces twice. The additional fourfold white move cycle helps 

mitigate a slight impression of symmetry. Two systems (simple blocks by bB - wS´s sacri-
fices – wR´s mates / capture-blocks - wR´s sacrifices – wS´s indirect-battery mates) 
are connected in cycle AB-BC-CD-DA. Well done! (DG), A perfect cycle of white's 4 
moves (LB), The white captures switch roles (MD), White captures the self-blocking 
units and is in-turn captured by the bK in each variation.  A very good problem (CCF) 
H0975 (Janevski) a) 1… Sxc3 2.Sb2 Rxe4+ 3.Kxc3 Rc4#,  b) 1… dxe4 2.Bf4 Bxc3+ 3.Kxe4 
Sd2#.  Mate on squares vacated by Black, after clearance sacrifices which are nicely high-

lighted by the wise choice of length. So often we see this kind of theme as a h#3 with colorless 

first moves, but not here!  Pin-mates (DG), Difficult solving, typical of this composer. 
Two very nice model mates (LB) 
H0976 (Kuligin) 1.Rf5 Sf8 2.Rc5 Rf7 3.e5 Rd7#, 1.Rf8 Rf5 2.Rc8 Sf4 3.Rc7 Rd5#  Echoes 

with visually attractive f-file play and perfect economy. A very successful echo (LB), Nicely 
twinned model mates in a very light setting (MD), Fairly straight forward self-blocking 
problem (CCF) 
H0977 (Simoni) 1.Rh7 Bf3 2.Bf7 Se6 3.Kg6 Sh4#, 1.Rd6 Sc6 2.Bd7 Bg6+ 3.Ke6 Sf4#.  And 

this time echoes with unpinning strategy and perfect construction.  A near echo with well 
matched phases (LB), Move order controlled by need to unpin the wSg2 (CCF) 
H0978 (Wiehagen/Jonsson) a) 1.Rf3 c4 2.Bd4 Bxe4+ 3.Kxe4 Sg3#, b) 1.Sd5 Sg1 2.Be5 Rxe4 

3.Kxe4 c3#. Well, yes, the twinning is not ideal, but it is quite something to show such a theme 

in a Meredith!  Sacrifices of black pieces from a battery (DG), Beautiful idea, impecca-
bly executed (LB), Two mates on e4 obtained by sacrifices of white units. Nicely con-
structed (CCF) 
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H0979 (Kopyl/Kozyura) 1.f1B Sd3 2.Kd5 Kxh2 3.Be6 Se3#, 1.f1S Se3 2.Ke5 Kg2 3.Be6 

Sd3#.  This would solve in two with the move order WBBW. The black tempo promotions 
differentiate the white K’s tempo moves, a delightful effect which fully excuses Black’s re-

peated third move.  Black tempo-promotions and wK´s tempo-moves (DG), Everybody 
needs to lose a tempo and to do it carefully. An enjoyable problem (LB), The under 
promotions serve to avoid control of the mating square and force a piquant tempo loss 
by the wK (MD), Waiting moves by both Black and White combined with black promo-
tions which guard either d3 or e3.  Cleverly done (CCF) 
H0980 (Kavnatsky) a) 1.a1Q Rg8 2.Qa8 Re8 3.Qc6 Re5#, b) 1.e1Q Rh2 2.Qh1 Rh6 3.Qe4 
Rd6#. Nice interplay here too, as the Queens determine the wR routes. Splendid use of the 

whole board.  Anticipatory self-pins by White, with movement along the pin-line, allow-
ing the bQ to self-block a Luft (MD), Play along the pinning lines in two directions 
(CCF) 
H0981 (Vecu) 1.Qxc3 Rc8 2.Qh8 Rxc1 3.bxc1S Qxh8#, 1.Qxa3 Qh7 2.Qa8 Qxb1+ 3.axb1R 

Rxa8#. An extension of a very well-known h#2 idea, but spectacular, and making an interest-
ing (though accidental) juxtaposition with the previous problem.  Thematic with under pro-
motions. They don't come any better than this (AM), So much to do!  Gotta clear away 
two Pawns and make sure neither bQ or bB has access to the mating line (MD), For 
me, a relative newcomer to the field of helpmates, this problem is simply amazing! 
(DS), Clearance of obstructions on the a1-h8 diagonal and a-file.  Well composed 
(CCF) 
H0982 (Milewski) 1.Ra4 Sxd3 2.Re4 Rf5 3.Sd4 Rc5#, 1.Sd4 cxd3 2.Sc6 Rf4 3.Rb2 Rc4#.  
Good use of the thematic pieces.  Unpinning and self-block problem harmoniously done 
(CCF) 
H0983 (Gordian/Belokon) a) 1.Kc5 Bb2 2.Qc3 gxf4 3.Kd4 Sb3#, b) 1.Kd6 Bc3 2.Qd4 g5 

3.Ke5 Sxc4#. Such thematic ideas look as though they ought to be easy to show, but I can 
assure you that they are not! To me the “remote twinning” seems most amusing. [April 2005: 

The composers now send a new version: Kd2 Bc3 Sg5 Pc2 / Kc6 Qb2 Rg6 Rh7 Sd5 Pb3 Pe4 

Pe6 Pf5 h#3 b) Pb3→f4. The solution is a) 1.Kc5 Bf6 2.Qe5 cxb3 3.Kd4 Sxe6#, b) 1.Kd6 Bg7 
2.Qf6 c3 3.Ke5 Sf7#] Bristol and echo pin-mates (DG), It’s neat how everything so 
nicely moves up the diagonal (LB), Seems very elaborate for the content (CCF) 
H0984 (Meinking) 1… Rd8 2.Ke3 Bd7 3.Kd4 Kb6 4.Kd5 Be6#, 1… Ba2 2.Kxf5 Rb3 3.Ke6 

Kb6 4.Kd5 Rd3#. What goes around comes around… to d5 in this case. Dan’s lightness of 
touch is prominent as ever. Indian theme and switchbacks of white front pieces (DG), 
Interesting bK circuits combined with white switchbacks in both lines (CCF) 
H0985 (Laborczi) a) 1... Bg8 2.e5 Bxb3 3.Bb1 c4 4.Ke6 c5#, b) 1... Bg6 2.Rd8 Bh5 3.Kf8 Kg6 

4.Ke8 Kg7#.  Remarkable tempo first moves which again show the value of the ½-move form, 
and fully excuse the twinning. To show a single such tempo move is relatively easy, but two 

are much more than twice as hard! WB´s tempo move and Indian theme (DG), Tempo 
loss by White allows battery formation, the cover of which lets the bK get to the mating 
square (MD), I liked the wB waiting moves in both lines (CCF) 
H0986 (Tribowski) 1.Re3 Sf7 2.Kd3 Kb3 3.Ke4+ Kc4 4.Rf3 Sd6#, 1.Rc5 Sf7 2.Kc4 Kc2 

3.Kd5+ Kd3 4.Rc6 Sf4#, 1.Rc7 Se5 2.Kc5 Kc3 3.Kd6+ Kd4 4.Re6 Sf5#. Two exact echoes 
and a close relative. Of course these days such things have to be really good to be good, but 

who can complain with a total of six pieces!? However, for those who find this problem a little 

too symmetrical, the composer offers the following additional version H0986A: Kb7 Sg3 Pe2 
Pf2 Ph3 // Kd5 Rc6 Bd2 Sh7,  h#4, 3 solutions: 1.Re6 e3 2.Kd6 Kb6 3.Ke5+ Kc5 4.Sf6 f4#, 

1.Rg6 Sh5 2.Ke6 Kc6 3.Kf5+ Kd5 4.Bg5 e4#, 1.Rc4 f3 2.Kc5 Kc7 3.Kd4+ Kd6 4.Bc3 Sf5#.  A 
problem to my taste (RT), Aristocratic problem (RL), Well-constructed, but as it is a 
self-blocker, I find it rather uninteresting (CCF) 
H0987 (Gräfrath) 1… Bxe5 2.Sf4 Bc3 3.Sd4 Ka3 4.Ke5 Kb4 5.Bf5 Kc5 6.e6 Bxd4#. Convinc-

ing logic on the long diagonal, pleasing timing and an ideal mate. Very elegant. The wB 
lunges and then waits for the kill (JM), Good strategy with a wB switchback but mainly 
another self-blocker (CCF)                                      
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H0988 (Kuligin/Zalokotsky) 1… Rh5 2.Sf6 g4 3.Kb4 g5 4.Kc5 gxf6+ 5.Kd6 f7 6.c6 fxe8S#. 

Good use of the ½-move again, since the initial move is the most spectacular one.  Is adding a 
wP on a4 worthwhile only to have bR play the longest move? (RT).  An original excel-
sior (I think) with a good key move (CCF)  
H0989 (Shorokhov) 1… Bxd5 2.Qd6 Bg2 3.Be5 f3 4.Kc6 fxg4+ 5.Sf3 gxf5 6.Kd5 Bxf3#. The 

coincidence of three h#5½s in a row is curious enough, but the (accidental) resemblance to 
H0987 adds piquancy. Well-controlled sequence of moves with white switchback (CCF) 
H0990 (Minerva) 1.Ka4 Bb5+ 2.Kxb5 d4 3.Kc6 d5+ 4.Kd7 d6 5.Ke8 d7+ 6.Kf8 d8Q#. Notice 

that 1.b3? fails regardless of whether White tries 1…d3? or 1…d4? Delightful in its simplicity! 

I do hope nobody finds an anticipation.  WB´s sacrifice (DG), Surprisingly subtle for such 
a simple setting; many tries. A gem! (TC), Clever way for the King and Pawn to avoid 
each other (LB), The bK is undeterred by the checks which help him along his way 
(MD), The bK must keep above the wP (JM), Slightly deceptive positing of the bP on 
b4 that makes one think it is going to promote, but otherwise a straight-forward excel-
sior (CCF) 
H0991 (Poissant) 1.g4+ Kxg4 2.g5 Kf5 3.Ke3 Kxe5 4.Kf3 Kf5 5.Kg2 Kg4 6.Kh1 Kh3 7.Bg1 
e5#.  A long switchback by the wK, in one of those positions that just makes you want to solve 

it.  WK´s switchback (DG), A good puzzle where the wK retraces his steps on a bro-
ken line (LB), Beautiful construction (RL), Not enough time for White to promote, or to 
get the bK to d6, but the more distant h1 works as a destination for the bK (MD), Im-
prisoned Bishop shoots the bK (JM), Surprise that the mating square is h1 and the wK 
does most of the work including a switchback to h3 (CCF) 
H0992 (Ylijoki) 1.Kd1 Kg1 2.Bd2 Kh1 3.Bc1 Kg1 4.Ba3 Kh1 5.Bb4 cxb4 6.c3 b5 7.c2 b6 

8.c1R b7 9.Rc2 b8Q 10.Rd2 Qb1#, 1.Kxc3 Kg1 2.Kd4 Kh1 3.c3 Kg1 4.c2 Kh1 5.c1Q Kg1 

6.Qc6 Kh1 7.Qxg2+ Kxg2  8.Bc3 Kxg3 9.Ke4 Kxg4 10.Bd4 Bg2#. Helpmates of this length 

with two solutions are very rare indeed. One cannot reasonably expect closely connected play, 
but to get two lines with interesting play is an achievement in itself.  Excellent problem to 
get two distinct lines in this way, including three promotions. Masterful composition 
(CCF) 

SERIES-MOVERS and STALEMATES 
 

Editor: Marko Ylijoki, Judges: Series-Movers Dan Meinking  Stalemates: Dan Meinking 
 

 It is high summer and our S&S column is ever flourishing. A warm welcome to new arri-

vals: Ladislav Belcsak, Diyan Kostadinov, Lachezar Stanchev, Bernd Gräfrath and Gennady 

Chumakov. 

 Due to certain circumstances, the originally appointed judge, Johan Beije, is not able to 
accomplish the task. However, I am grateful to our former editor, Dan Meinking, who agreed 

to undertake the job. 

 Many originals of good quality should guarantee pleasure to our solvers. Once you have 

worked out 10 series-movers of different kinds, there are 8 stalemates still waiting to be solved. 

The reflex-rule in Bernd’s Q0155 should be noticed, and of course a few C- items will jazz up 

some cook-hunters, too. Ok, have fun and don’t forget your mixes and concoctions! Note: in 
SG30, Q0149, add bPe4 making a count 5+8. 

World Composing Championships for Individuals (WCCI-2) Results 
 

 I had the privilege to direct the second World Composing Championships for Individuals, 

which concluded a couple of months ago. The competition was in eight sections: #2, #3, #n, 

EGs, h#, s#, f# and retros. The preliminary results can be seen on the PCCC internet site. The 
final results are pending verification by the PCCC members. The brochure with detailed results 

will be available, mid September, to all participants and delegates. 
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w________w
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdpdw)P]
[wdwdw0K)]
[dwdwdw)P]
[wdwdwdw1]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw0pgwd]
[dP0kdbdp]
[wdw0w)w)]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[P)wdPdwd]
[4wdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdrdrdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdrdwdw)]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[bdwdKdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdPgwdwd]
[)w0whpdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dpdpdwdp]
[w)p)wdwd]
[dwGRhwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwhrdw]
[wdwdw0w0]
[dwgwdbdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw1wdwdw]
[wdw)pdK)]
[dwdwdrdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdKgwGnd]
[dpdwHw)p]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdBdwdw]
[pdP0wdPd]
[dw4bhwdq]
[w0w0kdwd]
[dwdrdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdbdwdrd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwiBdw]
[wdwdPdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdNdN0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwgrd]
[4wdwdw0k]
[wdwdwdqh]
[dwdbIPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdp)p0]
[dwdwdwHw]
[wdKdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[rdwhwdwd]
[4PdwIw)q]
[wdPdpdwd]
[dwiwdw)w]
[w0wdwdwg]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwHKdwd]
[hBdwdwdw]
[wdRdwdwd]
[dw$wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdw1wd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwdwIwd]
[dwdwdQdw]
[wdwdwGwd]
[dwdwdBdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdkdw]
w--------w

C0155 Robert J. Bales, Jr.
Broadview, IL

for Chris

ser.s#9                       (6+4) 

C0156 Ladislav Belcsak
San Francisco, CA

ser.s#17    C- (7+9)

C0157 Robert J. Bales, Jr.
Broadview, IL

for Chris

ser.s#21                     (2+5)

C0158 Tibor Érsek
Hungary

ser.s#21                    (7+12)

C0159 Steven B. Dowd 
& Marko Ylijoki
USA/Finland

ser.s#30                    (3+10)

C0160 Árpád Molnár
& Marko Ylijoki

Hungary/Finland

ser.h#6 2 solutions    (7+15)

C0161 Diyan Kostadinov 
& Lachezar Stanchev

Bulgaria

ser.h#7 2 solutions      (6+4)

C0162 Daniel Novomesky
Slovakia 

ser.h#9 2 solutions      (2+8)

C0163 Robert J. Bales, Jr.
Broadview, IL

ser.h#17                     (3+4)

C0164 Zoltán Laborczi
Hungary

ser.s=23     C- (5+9)

Q0152 Steven B. Dowd 
& Marko Ylijoki, USA/Finland

dedicated to Danny Dunn 

=2   b) bBa5                (5+2)

Q0153 Nicolai Zinovyev
for Cristina

=11                             (5+3)
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdndwdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[!wdwdKhw]
[wdwdwdRd]
[dkdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwhwdk]
[wdwdw$wd]
[dwdwdw!w]
[wdwdbdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKGkdwdw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdrdw)w]
[wdqdwdPd]
[dwdwdrdw]
w--------w

w________w
[Bdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdKdwh]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdBdrhwd]
[dwdw)Pdw]
[wdkdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwHwdwdw]
[pdwdwdp0]
[dwdwIwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[Qdwdwdwd]
[4pdw4w0p]
[piwdwdp1]
[0wdK0wGw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Q0154 Oleg Paradzinskiy
Ukraine

s=10                            (3+4)

Q0155 Bernd Gräfrath
Germany

r=6                              (3+4)

Q0156 Gennady Chumakov 
& Rauf Aliovsadzade

Russia/USA

h=3    b) Qc2→f2       (5+4)
c) Rf1→h4

Q0157 Bernd Gräfrath
Germany

h=4   b) bSh3→h4       (2+2)

Q0158 Árpád Molnár
Hungary

h=4                            (5+6)

Q0159 Tibor Érsek
Hungary 

h=5                           (4+12)

SG29 (January-March 2005) Solutions - SERIES-MOVERS and 

STALEMATES 
 
Comments from:  Andrzej Baniak (AB), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Matt Dickey (MD), C.C. 

Frankiss (CCF, Dejan Glišić (DG), Romuald Lazowski (RL), Alex Markevitch (AM), Jeremy 

Morse (JM), David Moulton (DM) and Radovan Tomašević (RT) 
 

C0131 (Tzur) 12.Kxa7 13.Kxa8 20.Kxh1 22.Kh3 23.g4#.  It's a long way to h3, it's a long way 

to go.  An enjoyable long King trip (AB), An easy problem to solve (AM), I guess it 
would detract much to have a 3rd black Rook on h8 to force a complete traversal of 
both long diagonals. Cute but relatively easy to solve (MD), A pity that the bK does not 
go to all four corners (JM), Fairly simple solving. Problem might be improved if one 
placed a bR on h8 and a bB on h7 making it a ser.#25.  Then the wK would have to 
visit all four corners of the board, but no doubt objections to two promoted black units 
would arise (CCF) 
C0132 (de Heer) 1.h8B 2.Bd4 3.Qe5 4.Kd5 5.d8S 6.bxc8Q 7.Qe6 8.c8R 9.Rc5 10.Sc6 
Sb6/Sc7#.  A beautiful AUW, Kegel-problem à la de Heer. Excellent! (RT), A pseudo AUW 
creates a prison box (AM), Nicely timed AUW (MD), AUW neatly used to build a white 
box (JM), Well-constructed AUW (CCF) 
C0133 (Tzur) 1.Bf2 3.Kf3 4.Bd4 6.Kd5 7.Ba7 8.Rb6 11.Ka8 12.Rb8+ Rxb8#. Bishop shields 

His Majesty's march to the end.  Waltz time pas-de-deux by the King and Bishop to 
traverse the hostile stretches of the board (MD), WR and wB must not get in each 
other’s way (JM), Simple solving with necessary white shields (CCF) 
C0134 (Bales) 2.fxe4 4.exd6 5.dxc7 6.c8R 7.Rxc3 8.Ra3 12.cxd7 13.d8B 14.Bxb6 15.Bc5+ 

Bxc5#.  Little Pawns. They can do everything Rook and Bishop can do. I like the symmetry 
between White's check and Black's mate (DM), First-class ser.s#, with choices over 
White’s two promotions, and delightful symmetry between black and White’s final 
positions (JM), Well-disguised promotion sequences but perhaps the finale is easily 
seen (CCF) 
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C0135 (Érsek) 16.Kxf1 32.Kxh4 33.Kxg3 34.Kh4 35.g4 38.gxf7 39.f8R 40.Rxf4 41.Rf6 

42.Rg5+ Qxg5#.  WK's horsing around.  A nice long King walk to clear the defenders of 
the bPg3 (MD), The long K-walk is linked to the end-phase by the need to preserve f7, 
but requires added force of its own (JM), A well-disguised mate, a long wK walk to 
capture on f1 and return with promotion to Rook.  Enjoyable problem (CCF) 
C0136 (Ylijoki) 1.Sxd4 2.Kxe6 3.Ke7 4.Bf7 5.Se6 Bf6#, 1.dxe5 2.Kxd4 4.Kf3 5.e4 Rf6#, 
1.dxe6 2.Kxe5 4.Be4 5.Sd5 Sc6#.  Double cyclic Zilahi in series-helpmate.  Cyclical captures 
of white pieces and model mates. Well-done! (DG), A nice cyclic Zilahi (LB), Very nice 
double Zilahi (AB), Well-constructed play with captures of black officers on moves one 
and two in each part (CCF) 
C0137 (Rallo) 1.Ba7 6.b1B 8.Bf7 Sxc7#, 1.Bxc5 7.Ka8 8.Ba7 Sxc7#.  Same mating moves but 

very different pictures. This is neat (LB), Good differentiation between the two lines, with 
the ironic twist of the same mating move (MD), Well-arranged so that there is the 
same mating move in both lines (CCF) 
C0138 (Novomesky) 2.Sc3 3.Rc4 5.Bc5 7.Se3 8.Rd5 9.Bd3 10.Re4 12.Kd4 Kb3#. Very 

skillful and not as easy as it looks. Nice aristocrat and not so easy to solve (DG), Very 
attractive (LB), A neat puzzle (JM), The final position was fairly obvious, but it was not 
so obvious how to get there (CCF) 
C0139 (Molnár) a) 1.f1S 2.Sxh2 4.Sxh6 5.Sf7 10.h1S 13.She7 Sgf6#, b) 1.g1B 2.Bxh2 4.Bxh6 

5.Bf8 10.h1B 13.Bf7 Sdf6#.  Changed mates after changed promotions. Excellent!  I find this 
problem so familiar! (RT), An attractive promotion pattern (LB), Very nice double under 
promotions, elegant problem (AB), Marvelous twinning! (MD), Two promotions to 
Knight followed by two promotions to Bishop with both wSs mating.  Most harmonious 
construction (CCF) 
C0140 (Molnár) 1.Sxf8 2.Sxe6 3.Sxg5 4.Rf6 5.Sxf3 6.Sxd2 7.Sxc4 8.Sxb6 9.Bb5 10.Be8 

11.Sd7 12.Ba7 13.Rc7 14.Bb8 15.Kd8 f8Q=.  Rhapsody of pins. Unfortunately Mike Neumeier 

cooks: 1.Be3 2.Bxd2 3.Rxe6 4.Sb8 5.Kd8 6.Re7 7.Bg2 8.Bxf3 9.Bc6 10.Bd7 11.Bxg5 12.Be3 
13.Bxb6 14.Rxc4 15.Rc7 Bxb6 =.  (DG), (RT), (RL), (JM), (CCF) and (LB) also submitted 
cooks. 
C0141 (Sphicas) 1.exd1R 2.Re1 3.d1R 5.dRb2 7.d1R 9.dRb3 12.d1R 14.dRb4 18.d1R 

20.dRc5 22.Kd4 23.d5 24.Bb1 25.cRc2 26.Kc3  30.d1R 31.dRd2 Bxe1=. Six R-promotions on 
the same square. We hope and believe it's sound this time. There is so much draft in the 
cage that the problem may even be sound this time. Avoiding checks on the 5th rank 
adds extra value (LB), Too bad the last Pawn run is interrupted (DM), Neat timing from 
move 20 to 26.  I hope this is sound, and await a renewed attempt at six promotions 
on one square without an initial capture (JM), The composer’s favorite task at present 
it would seem. Six promotions to Rook, very well-done (CCF) 
Q0144 (Dunn) 1.Qh1? 1.- Sxd5/Sa4/Sa2 2.Qh5/Qa1/Qa1=, but 1.- Sxe2! 1.Qc2! 1.- 

Sxd5/Sa4/Sa2 2.Qf5/Qa2/Kxa2=, 1...Se4/Sb5/Sb1/Sd1/Sxe2 2.Qxe4/Bxb5/Qxb1/Qxd1/Qxe2=. 

A very good direct stalemate miniature.  BS’s wheel (six captures and two pins) in a 
miniature!! (DG), A le Grand in a miniature! (AM), A complete wheel of stalemates! 
(MD), Miniature grab and pin with 7-fold duel between bS and wQ (JM), Mainly grabs 
by the wQ, well-composed through (CCF) 
Q0145 (Zinovyev) 1.Qh6+!  Kg8 2.Bf7+ Kxf7 3.Qh7+ Ke8 4.Qg6+ Kd8 5.Qxf6+  Kc8/Ke8 
6.Qxe6+ Kd8 7.Qf6+  Kc8/Ke8 8.Qf5+/Qg6+ Kd8 9.Qg5+ Kc8/Ke8 10.Qg4+/Qh5+ Kd8 

11.Qxh4+ Kc8/Ke8 12.Qg4+/Qh5+ Kd8 13.Qg5+ Kc8/Ke8 14.Qf5+/Qg6+ Kd8 15.Qf6+ 

Kc8/Ke8  16.Qe6+ Kd8 17.Be7+ Ke8 18.Bc5+  Kd8 19.Qe7+  Kc8 20.Qd7+ Kb8 21.Qc7+ 
Ka8 22.Qa7+ Qxa7 23.bxa7  e3 24.Bxe3=. Olaf Jenkner reports a cook found by Gustav: 

1.Qxf6+ Kh7 2.Qxh4+ Kg8 3.Qg5+ Kh7 4.Bg6+ Kg8 5.Lxe4+ Kh8 6.Qe5+ Kg8 7.Qxe6+ Kg7 

8.Be5+ Kf8 9.Qd6+ Ke8 10.Qd7+ Kf8 11.Qg7+ Ke8 12.Bg6+ Kd8 13.Bf6+ Kc8 14.Bf5+ Kb8 
15.Be5+ Ka8 16.Qg8+ Qc8 17.Bxc8=. Nicolai sends a correction (see diagram A) 1.Qg6+ Kh8 

2.Qxh6+ Kg8 3.Bf7+ Kxf7 4.Qh7+ Ke8 5.Qg6+ Kd8 6.Qxf6+ Kc8/Ke8 7.Qxd6+ Kd8 8.Be7+ 

Ke8 9.Bc5+ Kd8 10.Qe7+ Kc8 11.Qd7+ Kb8 12.Qc7+  Ka8 13.Qa7+ Qxa7 14.bxa7 e3 
15.Bxe3=.   A cook was also found by (DM) and (CCF) 

Q0146 (Zinovyev) 1.Re7+!  Kf8 2.Rd7+ Ke8 3.Rge7+ Kf8 4.Rf7+ Ke8 5.Qf8+ Qxf8 6.Rde7+  

Qxe7+  7.Rxe7+ Kf8 8.Re8+ Kxe8 9.Bd7+ Kf8 10.e7+ Kg8 11.Be6+ Kh8 12.c8R+  Bg8  
13.Rxg8+ Kh7 14.Rh8+ Kxh8 15.e8Q+ Kh7 16.Qxg6+ Kh8 17.Qe8+  Kh7 18.Qg8+ Kh6  

19.Qg5+ Kh7 20.Bf5+ Kh8 21.Qxh4+ Kg8 22.Qh7+  Kf8 23.Qe7+ Kg8 24.Be6+ Kh8  

25.Qf8+ Kh7 26.Bg8+ Kh8 27.Bxd5+  Kh7 28.Bg8+ Kh8 ... 33.Bxa2+ Kh7 34.Bg8+  Kh7 
35.Bd5+ Kh7 36.Qg8+  Kh6 37.Qg5+ Kh7 38.Bxe4+ Kh8 39.Qh6+ Kg8 40.Bh7+  Kh8 ... 

45.Bxb1+  Kg8 46.Bh7+ Kh8 47.Qxh1 e4 48.Qxe4=. Ideal-mate, Phoenix: two times R-R and 

Q-Q, echo windmill theme. (A).  First 46 moves are checks. Outstanding problem (RT)   

FAIRIES 

 
Editor: Petko A. Petkov,  Judge:  Hans Peter Rehm 

 

A warm welcome to newcomers Ladislav Belcsak, Peter Harris, Leonid Chertkov and 

Wilfried Seehofer! 
This time we have twenty-one originals of different genres and styles. The eternal theme, 

promotions, occurs in F0546, F0548, F0549, F0558 and F0559. An interesting Excelsior 

theme is shown in F0556 and F0560 (in Circe this theme often has special effect--a premature 
arrival at the last rank).      

Today, composers frequently combine two or more fairy conditions. There are unlimited 

possibilities. The conditions syntheses in F0543, F0544, F0545 and F0553 are non-standard 
and interesting compared to the relatively simple (but paradoxal!) content. 

The condition Adverse Sentinels is seldom used, although its possibilities are vast and not 

well-explored. I regret that the computer testing for Masand Chess (F0549) is not yet available, 
thus the sign C-. 

In F0559, Black begins and makes one move, then White makes seven consecutive moves 

ending with a mate. In the set-play, White moves first.  
I request all authors to inform me which computer program was used in the case of C+, 

and whether the problem was fully or partially tested.   

I will answer all letters emailed to me. Snail-mail letters will not be answered.  If your 
problem is not published within a year, that means it was rejected.  

 

Definitions of Fairy Conditions and Pieces 

 

Adverse Sentinels - On moving, a piece leaves behind a Pawn of the opposite color on its 
departure square. The rule does not apply to Pawns, or to pieces moving from the 1st or 8th rank, 

nor does it apply if there are 8 Pawns of that color already on the board. If White plays with a 

neutral, halfneutral, etc. piece, it will leave behind an orthodox (not neutral, halfneutral, etc.) 
black Pawn, while Black, playing with a neutral, halfneutral, etc. piece will leave behind a white 

Pawn. 

Anti-Super Circe - See SG29  
Chameleon - On completing a move, a Chameleon changes into another piece, in the sequence 

Q→S→B→R→Q...  

Circe - See SG29 
Circe Rex Inclusive - Like Circe, but Kings can be captured as well; they are reborn (and not in 

check) if their rebirth square is empty. Castling is not permitted with a reborn King. 

Contact chess (Köko) - A move is legal only if at least one of the squares adjacent to the arrival 

square is occupied (i.e. a piece, having moved, must be in contact with another). Kings can be 

attacked only by means of contact moves, i.e. ones using other pieces as contacts, and they may 

move only to squares with contacts. King ‘A’ can  mate King ‘B’ through direct contact if: a) The 
mating move is a legal contact-chess move and, after this move King ‘A’ is not in check, b) After 

the mating move King ‘A’ can legally  capture King ‘B’, but King ‘B’ cannot legally (by means 

of contact) capture King ‘A’ or evades the mate through some other move.      
Double Maximummer  - Like a Maximummer, but the condition applies to White as well. 

Eiffel Chess - See SG30  
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w________w
[wdwdBdwd]
[drdRdwdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[KdwGPdkd]
[dwdw)w0w]
[bgwdwdPd]
[4wdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[qdwdwird]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dbdwdwdw]
[wdwdw4Pd]
[dw$wdw0K]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[iP0pdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

w________w
[wdqiqdwd]
[dwdwdRdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwIw0w0]
[1wdpdw1w]
[wdw!wdw!]
[dqdqdqdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdBIwHwd]
[Gw)pdRdw]
[Pdwdwhw)]
[dwdwdkdw]
[RdwdwdNd]
[dwdw0wdR]
[wdPdr4wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdw1wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w1p1wdwd]
[dbdwdwdk]
[wdQdwhw4]
[dw!wdwdw]
[wdNdwdwd]
[dwdwdKdw]
w--------w

F0547 Tibor Érsek 
Hungary

ser.h=12     Madrasi     (7+8)

F0548 Leonid Chertkov 
Bulgaria

ser.s=16       Circe       (4+8)

F0549 Manfred Rittirsch
Germany 

hs#4            C- (2+3)
Masand Chess 

F0550 Wilfried Seehofer
Austria

#2      qQ Lions      (4+12)
q Grasshoppers

F0551 Juraj Lörinc
Slovakia

#3     r Wazirs       (12+6)
Transmuting Kings 

F0552 Juraj Lörinc
Slovakia

H#3   b) Kh5→a7        (4+8)
qQ Grasshoppers 

w________w
[rdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdkdw]
[wdKdqdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwiwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdQdw]
w--------w

w________w
[rdwdk!wd]
[1n1wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdQd]
[dwdwdw0q]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdQdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[Kdwdwdwd]
[0p!pdwdp]
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwhnd]
[dwdwdw$w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwGwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wgQ!wdwd]
[dwdw!whb]
[wIwdwdwd]
[hQdwdwdQ]
[wdwiwdQd]
[!wdndwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[1wdwdwdb]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[whwdKdwd]
[gpdwdwdw]
[pdw0wdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
w--------w

F0553 Juraj Lörinc
Slovakia

s#10  q Grasshopper (1+3)
Köko + Maximummer 

F0554 Wilfried Seehofer
Austria

h#8      Chameleon      (2+1)
Double Maximummer

F0555 Unto Heinonen
Finland

h=6  Circe Rex Inclusive (4+7)
qQ G’s, qQ Locusts

F0556 Krassimir Gandev
Bulgaria 

ser.h=29  n Zebra     (4+7)

F0557 Georgy Evseev
& Lev Grolman, Russia

h#2   6 solutions    (1+2+14)
Q Grasshoppers, n Mao
14 neutral pieces

F0558 Ladislav Belcsak 
San Francisco, CA

h#3 n Mao          (1+1+5)
5 neutral pieces
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Einstein Chess - Units “grow” when they capture (P-S-B-R-Q-Q) and “shrink” when they 

move without capturing (Q-R-B-S-P-P). 

Grasshopper - See SG29 

Isardam - The moves causing a Madrasi-like paralysis are illegal. This holds right up to the 

capture of the mated King. This is the standard form of Isardam.     
Locust - See SG30                

Mao - the Chinese Knight, which is a Rider, moving along a bent line to the arrival square of a 

normal Knight, first orthogonally then diagonally. The Mao can be interfered with on the inter-

vening square.  

Madrasi - See SG29 

Masand Chess -  A piece, which directly threatens the opposite King, after it moves, changes 
the color of the pieces it controls or attacks, except the Kings. 

Maximummer - See SG29 

Moa  -   As Mao, but moving first diagonally then orthogonally. 
Neutral Pieces - See SG29 

Patrol Chess - See SG29 

Republican Chess - See SG29 
Transmuting Kings - When in check, takes the power(s) of the checking unit(s) in place of its 

own. 

Wazir  - (0+1 Leaper, e.g., a1 to a2; a1 to b1) 
Zebra - 2:3 Leaper.  

w________w
[wdbhwdwd]
[0wdp1pdw]
[r4P0B0Pd]
[0w0Kdkdw]
[PdPdwdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdwdwdRd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdNdpdw]
[wHwiwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[Pdwdw)wd]
[dB)pdwdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwdwdbdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wGwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdqdwdkd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwHwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdQdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdw)]
[dwdw0Pdw]
[wdw)Pdwd]
[dwdwdw0P]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdKdwdp]
[wdwdwdwi]
[dRdRdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwiwdwg]
[IwdwdP)w]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wGwdwdp0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

F0541 Hubert Gockel 
Germany

In memory of my parents

s#2    Eiffel Chess     (8+13)

F0542 Ladislav Belcsak 
San Francisco, CA

#3   N Moa                (8+5)

F0543 Peter Harris 
South Africa 

h#2½ Adverse Sentinels (1+0)
Repubican Chess 

F0544 Peter Harris 
South Africa 

h=2       Isardam          (3+3)
Adverse Sentinels 

F0545 Antonio Garofalo 
Italy 

ser.h#9                      (8+4)
Einstein + Maximummer 

F0546 Radovan Tomašević 
Serbia-Montenegro 

h=4    Patrol Chess     (5+4)
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F0517 (Yamada) 1.Sg4! LOxe5-f5 2.Se5(+bRc6) LOxe6-d7 3.Re6(+bBg6) LOxe6-f5 

4.Sg4(+bRg5) LOxg4-h3(bKh5)#, 1.Bg4! LOxe3-f2 2.Bf3(+bSd2) LOxf3-f4 3.Se4(+bBg5) 
LOxe5-d6 4.Sg3(+bRg4) LOxg3-h2(+bKh4)# Chameleon-echo. Bizarre combination of 
conditions to arrive at Chameleon mates.  Well-thought out and hard to solve (CCF) 
F0518  (Feather) 1.Qf6! LOxf6-f7(Qd8) 2.Qc7! LOxc7-b7(Qd8) 3.Qd7+ LOxd7-e7(Qd8)+ 

4.Qxe7(LOe8) LOxe7-e6(Qd8) 5.Qb6! LOxb6-a6(Qd8) 6.Qg8 Kxa5(LOa1) 7.Kd4 Kb5 
8.LOxa6-a7(LOa8) Kb4 9.Qd5 LOxd5 - e4(Qd8)# Curious play of the black Queen in different 

directions! Difficult to solve, and the problem has only four men! (RT), Very difficult to 
work out (CCF) 
F0519 (Wenda) 1.Kc8? Kc1 2.Kb8+ Kd1 3.Bxd8(Bc1)+ dxc1Q(Qd8)#, 1…Kb1(Kb2)!; 1.Ge8! 
Ke1 2.Gc8+ Kd1 3.Bc7 Kc1 4.Ge8+! Kd1 5.f8Q! Ke1 6.Gh5+ Kd1 7.Kc8 Kc1 8.Kb8+ Kd1 

9.Bxd8(Bc1)+ dxc1Q(Qd8)# Rice logic play combined with  repeated  creation of white Anti-

Circe batteries! This is an excellent problem: strategic, tricky to solve, and with good 
use of fairy elements (DM), Clever. I find Anti-Circe problems hard to solve (CCF) 
F0520 (Murãrasu) 1.Kb3! Kd2 2.Qe5 BId4 3.Qh2+BIg2 4.Qf4+Ke1 5.Qf1+Kd2 6.BIc5+Ke3 

7.Qe2+Kd4 8.Ka3 BIe5 9.BIa2+ Kc3 10.Qd2+ BIxd2#; 2…BIe3 3.Qf4 Ke1(c1) 4.BId4+Kd2 
5.Ka2 Kc3 6.Qc7+ BIc6 7.BIa3 Kb4 8.Qb6+Kc3 9.Qd4+Kc2 10.Qd3+ BIxd3# Chameleon 

echoed mates. Difficult problem to solve, strategy not obvious (CCF) 
F0521 (Feather) a) 1.Gd4! 2.Kg1 3.Kf2 4.Kg3 5.Kh3 6.Gh4 7.Kh2 8.Gh1 9.Kg1 10.Gf2   

Nf3#,  b) 1.Gc2! 2.Kh2 3.Kg3 4.Gg4 5.Kf4 6.Ke4 7.Kd4 8.Gc4  9.Gc5 10.Ge4 Nf3#. Taut co-
operation of the black forces to arrive at the mating position. Regretable there's no 
counterpart to the line block by the bGd4 in the b) variant (MD), The solution in b) is 
particularly difficult to find.  Well-composed as always (CCF) 
F0522 (Yamada)  1.nBf4!  nRxf4 2.Sb8(+nBd5) nRa4(+bKa8)#, 1.Sxf6! nBe5(+nRh4) 2.Sg8 
nRh3(+bKh8)#. As difficult as Super-Circe problems to solve, complex logic (CCF) 
F0523 (Gandev) 1.Kc4 2.nGd4 3.Kd3 4.nGd2 Kxd2(nGd1)#, 1.Kc4! 2.Kb3 3.nGc2 4.Kc3 

Kxc2(nGc1)#, 1.Kd4! 2.nGe4 3.Ke3 4.nGe2 Kxe2(nGe1)# Patented finales with only one 

neutral mating piece! Cute mates with the Kings paralyzed and the neutral Grasshopper 
having only a single move! (MD), Surprising what can be done with three pieces 
(CCF) 
F0524 (Huber) 1.b1=nR c4 2.Kxc4 nRb5(nPc8=nQ)+ 3.Kxb5 Kg7(nRa5)+ 4.Kxa5 nQc5 

(nRa2)#, 1.b1=nQ Kg6! 2.cxb1=nB+ Kf6(nQa1)+ 3.nQa5 nBe4 4.Kxe4 nQd2(nBh1)#  Four 
men with elegant idea!  Not an AUW as at first one might expect, but complex play to 
arrive at mating positions (CCF) 
F0525 (Gandev)  a) 1.nCg4+ Ke4 2.Ke2 Kf5 3.Kf3 Kg6 4.Kxg4(nCg8) nCh5 5.Ke2 
Kxh5(nCh1)#, b) 1.Rd2! nCe2 2.Ke2 nCb3 3.Kxb3(nCb8) nCa5 4.Kb4 Kxa5(nCa1)# As  

F0523 but with neutral Camel which is blocked of the black Rook.  The twinning is a little 
strained, but the problem is very enjoyable (LB), Another interesting use of Circe rules 
for neutral pieces (MD), Good strategy to force mate by the neutral Camel (CCF) 

RETROS and PROOF GAMES 

 
Editor: Ryan McCracken 

Judges: Retros Bernd Gräfrath, Proof Games Rustam Ubaidullaev 

 

StrateGems welcomes composer Zoran Sibinović to our pages! 
 This issue boasts a real retro revival. The two Andrei's deal with promotional considera-

tions. René's Monochrome retractor reminded me of Smullyan's masterwork, Chess Mysteries 

of Sherlock Holmes, which has several intriguing examples of such problems. In this form of 
chess, each piece is bound to the squares of the same color as their starting square. 

 Anti-Circe experts Wenda and Dittmann continue to show an astonishing array of ideas. 

R0122's white Queen must surely find a way into the action. White needs a good foreplan in 

R0123. The threefold repetition rule plays an important part in R0124. 

 The Serbian duo effortlessly spread several nice thematic effects over two solutions in 

P0176. P0177's important actors have left the stage, but in P0178 they have blended in with 
the crowd. Unto's ambitious task previously won 1st Prize in Springaren, 1994, but I cooked it 

years later. He believes P0179 will prove to be a sound version of the task.   
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0pd]
[iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdKdkdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdp0pd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdwIw]
[k0qdpdnd]
[hwdwdw0w]
[pdwdwdwd]
[gpdwdwdw]
[w0wdrdwd]
[dwdwdbdw]
w--------w

F0559 Krassimir Gandev 
Bulgaria

Black -1  &  ser. #7* (1+1+2) 
2 sols. Circe, p Neutral Pawns

F0560 Krassimir Gandev 
Bulgaria

ser.s#12   Circe      (1+2+4)
p Neutral Pawns

F0561 Petko A. Petkov
Bulgaria

h#2                       (1+12+2)
Anti-Super Circe
2 neutral pieces

SG29 (January-March 2005) Solutions - FAIRIES 
 
Comments from: Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Matt Dickey (MD), C.C. Frankiss (CCF), Dejan 

Glišić (DG), Romuald Lazowski (RL), David Moulton (DM) and Radovan Tomašević (RT) 

 
F0508 (Emmerson) 1.Re2! (zz), 1…Bh5 2.Bf6#, 1…Bh7 2.Bf6#, 1…d2 2.Re4#, 1…c4 

2.Kd6#, (1.Bg7? Bf7!) Cute! Three nicely matched variations where the stationary 
pieces contribute the check for the final mate. Only the subtle key will maintain the 
status quo (LB)  
F0509 (Érsek) 1.Sf4! Rxa3(Pa7) 2.Sxe1(Bc1) Rxa5 3.Sg2 Ra2 4.Sh4 Rh2=, 1.Bh4! Bxa5(Pa7) 

2.Se1 Bb4 3.Sxd3(Rh1) Bxa3 4.Sf4 Bc1=. A typical strategy for this composer. Nice 
realization of half-pins, pins on the h-line and diagonal c1-h6 (DG), Good construction 
to obtain two distinct lines of play but the stalemate positions are conventional with 
three black units pinned in the usual way without any Circe pinning (CCF)  
F0510 (Wenda) 1.a1R! e8Q! 2.Rg1 Qe6 3.Rg7 fxg7 4.h1B g8Q 5.Ba8 Kb7= Not an AUW but 

interesting motivation of the white and black promotions.  Elegant! (RL), Not an AUW as 
one might expect but a good promotion problem with two Patrol stalemate positions, 
one for the bK and one for the bB (CCF) 
F0511 (Emmerson) 1…Kf1#; 1.Kf1+! Ke2 2.Qe3+ K~ 3.Rg1! Kd3(Kd4)/Ke4(Kf4)  

4.Qf2/Qf3 K~ 5.Qg2 K~ 6.Qh1 Ke2+ 7.Rg3 Ke1 8.Kg1 Kf1#. WQ/wR Platzwechsel, return of 
set-mate (Author).   

F0512 (Kapros/Lois) 1.Qf6! (2.Nc6#), 1…Nbxd5 2.Qc3#, 1…Ncxd5 2.Qb6#, 1…R7xd5 

2.Qd6#, 1…Rd4 2.Qxd4#, 1…R1xd5 2.Qd4#, (1…Sxc2 2.Qb2#). Four self-pins on “d5”.  
Transformation of N+R battery into a half-battery. Four pin-mates by N+Q battery 
(DG), Good dual avoidance after the captures of the wRd5 (CCF) 
F0513  (Dyachuk) 1.BGa1?[A] (2.f3[C]/2.f4#[D]), 1…RG~ 2.Qc4#[B], 1…Gbb4 2.Gh7#[E], 
1…Gdb4 2.Sd4#[F], 1…RGc3!; 1.Qc4![B] (2.Gh7[E]/2.Sd4#[F]), 1…RG~ 2.BGa1#[A], 

1…Gbb4 2.f3#[C], 1…Gdb4 2.f4#[D],  (1…RGxc3 2.Qxc3#).   Salazar (A-B) + Odessa (CD- 

EF).  Good dual avoidance after defences by two bGs (CCF) 
F0514  (Feather) 1.S2e4 Lfxe4-d4+ 2.Kc5 Lxd7-d8#, 1.Bc6 Lxc6-d6+ 2.Ke5 Lxd7-d8 #, 1.Sc5 

Lxc5-d4+ 2.Ke4 Lxd2-d1#, 1.Se5 Lxe5-d6+ 2.Kc6 Lxd2-d1#.  A nice Locust’s festival.  The 
bK is safe between the two wB's, but not for long in this skewed star-flight scheme 
(MD), Very well-composed with subtle use of Locust properties (CCF) 
F0515  (Petkov) 1.Rxd6(Rb8)! Kxf2(Ka4) 2.Kxc3(Ka8) Kxa3(Ka6)#, [1…Kxe2(Ka4)?], 

1.Bxd6(Bg8) Kxe2(Ke5) 2.Kxa2(Kh8) Kxd4(Kf6)#, [1…Kxf2(Ke5)?] Active play by the 

Kings combined with white line-closing, black line-opening, creation of anti-batteries and 
dual-avoidance.  Not sure I fully understand why 1…Kxd2(Ke5) wouldn’t work in the 
second line given (wK would not be in check from bQf1) (CCF) 
F0516  (Kostadinov) a) 1.Re4! LExd3 2.Bc5 LEhd1#, b) 1.e4! LExf5 2.Qd6 LEhh5#, c) 1.c5 

LExb7 2.Rd6 LEaa8#.  Black only moves to the twinning squares. The pattern is not 
quite a cycle (LB), One Leo acts as the hurdle and the other mates (CCF) 
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P0165 (Fieberg) I. 1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Bd3 Qxd3 4.Qg4 Qd8 5.d3 Bxg4 6.Bg5 f5 7.Bf6, II. 

1.d3 d6 2.Bf4 Bg4 3.Bxd6 Bxe2 4.Be5 Bxd1 5.Be2 f5 6.Bg4 Bxg4 7.Bf6. The black Queen 
and Bishop take turns doing the cleaning.  Surprisingly difficult and subtle for only 6.5 
moves! (TC), I do not see any repeated moves, so this is a fantastic achievement 
(LB), Nice diversity in lines (DM), As the editor notes, “a little teaser”. Well-composed 
and solutions not easy to find (CCF) 
P0166 (Grushko) 1.e4 d6 2.Ke2 Bg4+ 3.Kxg4 Qc8+ 4.Kxc8 d5 5.Bb5+ Kxb5 6.Qf1+ Kxf1 

7.Kd8 Ke1 8.Ke8.  Quick swap of Kings. A nice Platzwechsel with good fairy refutation of 
2.Bb5+ (LB), Fancy King Platzwechsel (MD), Moves are reasonably obvious, but it is 
necessary to get them in the right order (CCF) 
P0167 (Grushko) 1.Sf3 c5 2.Se5 c4 3.f3 c3 4.Kf2 cxd2 5.Qe1 dxe1R 6.Be3 Rxf1+ 7.Rxf1 Qb6 

8.Kg1 Kd8 9.Kh1 Kc7 10.Bg1 Qf2 11.Rd1 Kb6 12.Rd3 Kc5 13.Ra3 Kd4 14.Sc3 Ke3 15.Sd1+ 

Kd2 16.Sc4+ Ke1. The black King visits the promotion square of the Ceriani-Frolkin Rook.  
Promotion and capture of bR. Bristols; wK-wB, wB-bQ and double Bristol bQ-bK (DG), 
Well-hidden promotion. The Pawn is better suited to the task of grabbing the white 
pieces than the Queen is (LB), It eventually becomes apparent that the bQ is not quite 
up to the task of removing the wKB, but then, who is? (MD), It’s surprising that Black 
must promote (DM), Good promotion capture in a well-executed series of moves 
(CCF) 
P0168 (Fieberg) 1.e4 d5 2.exd5 Kd7 3.Qg4+ Kd6 4.Qb4+ c5 5.dxc6+ Kd5 6.cxb7 Sc6 7.b8S 

Ba6 8.Sd7 Bxf1 9.Sxf8 Bc4 10.Sg6 hxg6 11.Se2 Rh3 12.0-0 Ra3 13.h4 Rxa2 14.h5 Rxa1 
15.h6 Ra3 16.h7 Re3 17.hxg8B Re6 18.Bh7. Valladao Task + wS Frolkin + wB Phoenix. 

Compare to A. Frolkin, Kalininskaja Prawda, 1988, wKh1, Qd1, Ra1-f1, Bc1-e2, Sb1, Pa2-b6-

d2-e4-f3-g2-h2 (14); bKa6, Qd5, Rd7-e5, Be8 Sf6-g1, Pc6-c7-e7-f5-g6-g7 (13), PG in 19.5 
moves, with a less obvious promotion, but more obvious en passant (Solution: 1.Sf3 Sc6 2.Se5 

Sd4 3.Sc6 dxc6 4.b4 Qd5 5.b5 Bd7 6.b6 0-0-0 7.bxa7 Be8 8.a8S Kb8 9.Sb6 Ka7 10.Sd7 Ka6 

11.Sxf8 Rd7 12.Sg6 hxg6 13.c4 Rh5 14.e4 Re5 15.Be2 f5 16.0-0 Sf3+ 17.Kh1 Sg1 18.f3 Sf6 
19.c5+ b5 20.cxb6+). I think this and the next problem will be awarded, or at least get 
honors (RT), Two under-promotions and an en passant capture, quite a bit of fun! 
(DM), Difficult realization of the Valladao's theme with e. p. capture, promotions to S 
and B and castling, very well disguised (CCF) 
P0169 (Frolkin/Prentos) 1.g4 f5 2.g5 f4 3.g6 f3 4.gxh7 fxe2 5.f3 exd1Q+ 6.Kf2 Qxd2+ 7.Kg3 

Qb4 8.c3 g5 9.cxb4 g4 10.Kf4 g3 11.h4 g2 12.Sh3 g1Q 13.Bg2 Qd1 14.Bd2 Qb3 15.axb3 Sc6 

16.Ra6 Sa5 17.Rh6 c6 18.Rc1 Qb6 19.Rc4 Qg1 20.Bc3 Qd1. Double Anti-Pronkin by the same 
piece (bQ).  D1 is the square; all four Queens are there! (DM), Two promotions to Q 
and subsequent capture.  Well-composed and difficult to solve (CCF) 

A Natural Starting Position 
by Franjo Vrabec 

(Translation by Mike Prcic) 

 
1. Introduction 

 
 When I asked chess players what constitutes a good study, a great number of them an-

swered: A natural starting position and difficult solution. Strangely, there was no mention of 
economy, black counter-play, a smooth flow from introductory play to finish and other criteria 

emphasized by study composers. When I mentioned originality, they quickly replied: It is 

assumed! This difference of opinions has, for some time now, led me to review the judgments 
of study tourneys. The revelations are confusing. I discovered a strange thing--although the 

judges claim to apply certain principles for judging the studies, most of them don’t follow 
them, or other prescribed criteria, in a consistent manner. As I have pointed out many times, 

even some self-evident criteria often cause difficulties and uncertainties. It seems that many 

composers are not quite sure about the criteria they have set forth, and many are not following 
the Codex, which, if nothing else, states the technical issues. If each composer has his/her own 

criteria,  which  sometimes  differ  diametrically from those of other composers,  and then these  
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w________w
[NdwdwdwH]
[dw0pdp0w]
[wdPdw0Rg]
[dpdwdw)R]
[wdwdwdp4]
[dwdw)Pdk]
[wdP)r)wh]
[dwdbdwIQ]
w--------w

R0120 Andrey Frolkin 
& Andrey Kornilov

Ukraine/Russia

a) What previous     (13+13)
promotions occurred?
b) Minimum single moves since 
last wK move?

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdpdw)w]
[wdwdwdPd]
[0w0wdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[kdwdP)w)]
[dwdndwIw]
w--------w

R0121 René Millour
France

Monochrome               (7+6)
Where were the Rooks captured? 
Who captured them?

w________w
[wdwiwdwd]
[dw0wdKGp]
[B)Pdr0pd]
[dPdp)pdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdwdw)P]
[w)w)wdR!]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

R0122 Wolfgang Dittmann
Germany

-5 & #1 (Proca)         (13+9)
Anti-Circe

w________w
[wdwgwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdBd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[kdwdwdwd]
[dw)NdPdw]
[w)wdw4wd]
[dwdKdwdq]
w--------w

R0123 Klaus Wenda
Austria

-6 & #1 (Proca)           (6+4)
Anti-Circe

w________w
[wdwdwdwg]
[dP4wdwdw]
[piwdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[wIpdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[rdwdPdw0]
[dwdwdwdb]
w--------w

R0124 Wolfgang Dittmann
Germany

-11 & #1 (Proca)          (4+8)
Anti-Circe

w________w
[wdbdwgn4]
[dp0pdk0p]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[P)P)n)P)]
[$NGQIBHR]
w--------w

P0176 Radovan Tomašević
& Zoran Sibinović

Serbia-Montenegro

PG in 8.0 moves      (15+12)
2 solutions

w________w
[wdbdw1wd]
[dp0w0p0w]
[wdp4wdwd]
[dwdwdkdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[drdwdwdw]
[wdP)P)P)]
[$NGQIBHR]
w--------w

P0177 Mario Parrinello
Italy

PG in 13.0 moves    (14+12)

w________w
[whwdwdwd]
[dp0wdp0q]
[wdpdpdwh]
[dwdwdwdp]
[w0wdwdwi]
[dP)wdwdw]
[w)r4w)P)]
[$NGQIBHR]
w--------w

P0178 Jorge Lois 
& Roberto Osorio

Argentina

PG in 21.0 moves    (14+14)

w________w
[Rhw!KGnd]
[dw0wdw0w]
[wdwdw0rd]
[dwdw0wdB]
[w)b)Pdw0]
[dw)wdwdw]
[wdwdw)P)]
[4NgqiwHR]
w--------w

P0179 Unto Heinonen
Finland

PG in 23.0 moves C- (15+13)

SG29 (January-March 2005) Solutions - RETROS and PROOF 

GAMES 
 

Comments from: Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Timothy Chow (TC), Matt Dickey (MD), C.C. 

Frankiss (CCF), Dejan Glišić (DG), David Moulton (DM), Radovan Tomašević (RT) 

 

R0117 (Wenda) a) Retract -1.Be3*Bf2 Rf8-f6+ -2.Kh2*Qh1! Rd8-f8+ -3.Se6-f4 and play 

1.Sd4+ R*d4#. Try: -2.Kh2*Rh1? Rh8-f8 -3.Sg2-f4 and 1.Sh4+, but R*h4 doesn't give check. 

b) Retract -1.Bg3*Bf2 Qf8-f5+ -2.Kh2*Rh1! Qh8-f8+ -3.Sg2-f4 and play 1.Sh4+ Q*h4#. Try 
-2.Kh2*Qh1? fails similarly to a): ...Q*d4 does not give check. Tries appear as play in the 

other twin. 
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We will never know how Yakimchik felt when he read the judgment, but he must have been 

very disappointed (this was one of his most revered studies). A. Gurvich rightfully questioned 

in Shahmatnaya poesia, 1961, how it was possible that No.1.1 won first prize, and not in 1929 

(clearly alluding to the beginning of so-called romanticism) but in 1950. 

 If you are not convinced yet, let’s look at diagram No.1.3. 1.g6 Kf6 (1…e5 2.g7 Bb3 3.h6 
Sf3 4.h7 Sg5 5.g8Q) 2.g7 Bh7! 3.e4!! Sf3 4.e5+! Sxf5 5.Kxh7 Sf3 6.g8Q Sg5+ 7.Qxg5! 

(7.Kh8 Sf7+ 9.Kh6 Sf7+) Kxg5 8.h6 c4 9.Kg7 c3 10.h7 c2 11.h8Q c1Q 12.Qh6+ +-. (It is 

clear now why White needed to eliminate his Pe3.) 
 This is certainly a phenomenal study. It was one of the author’s most loved, and it was 

also liked by V. Smyslov and M. Botvinnik. Kasparyan, however, placed it behind No.1.1. 

 Even more controversial, almost ambivalent, was Kasparyan’s attitude regarding original-

ity, difficulty of solution, and other criteria. For example, he claimed with pride that even the 

best chess players could not solve his studies, which contradicts his own criterion No.7. 

No.1.4 1.Kh6 Kh8 2.Sh4 Kg8 3.Sf3 Kh8 4.Se5 Kg8 5.Sc6/Sd7 Kh8 6.Se7/Sf8 Bg8 8.Sg6# 

According to Kasparyan (and the same feeling is shared by T. Gorgiev, O. Kaila and J. 

Mandil), we have a top-rated study here. The question is this: What do criteria 2-6 mean for 

these composers? The study clearly does not satisfy these criteria. It has a very simple (dualis-
tic) solution but it was selected into the FIDE Album 1914-1944/III, as well as into the book 

Important Studies, 1982. 

 Kasparyan often did not follow his own recommendations, but there were worse cases than 

his. 

 Let’s go back to the above well-accepted criteria. In this article I wish to discuss how we 

treat (in theory and practice) one of the hardest nuts to crack: A Natural Starting Position 
(NSP). 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdKdwdwd]
[iw)wdwdw]
[p0BHwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.2881 O. Kaila
Prize, Suomen-TT 1963
FIDE Album

Win                         (4+4)

w________w
[k4wdw$wd]
[dwdwdwdr]
[wIwdRdwd]
[dP!wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw1w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.2882 V. Neidze
4th Commendation
Springaren 1994

Win        (5+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdPdwdpd]
[dPdwdw)p]
[wdwdw0wI]
[dwdwdPdp]
[rdwdw)w)]
[dwdwdwiw]
w--------w

No.2884 E. Kolesnikov
Pr. For romantic study
Rezvov-JT 1992

Draw                      (7+6)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dP0pdPdP]
[Pdwdw0w0]
[dP)pdw0w]
[wdwdwdPi]
[dwdwdndp]
[w)whwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

2883 V. Korolkov
1st-2nd Prize, Problemista
1963, FIDE Album

Draw     (9+10) 

2. One semantic misunderstanding 

 
 In the first issue of Tidskrift för Schack, 1998, I published an article titled Without Sane 

Mind. Since this article created a strange reaction by some Swedish composers, it is necessary 

to repeat it here in its entirety. 

No.2881 1.Kd3! a1Q 2.Bb1 Qxb1+ 3.Sxb1+ Kb3 4.Sd2 +- 

No.2882 1.Ka5! Ra7+ 2.Qxa7+ Kxa7 3.Rf7+ Rb7 (3…Ka8 4.Ra6#) 4.b6+ Ka8 5.Re8+ Qb8 

(5…Rb8 6.Ra7#) 6.Rxb8+ Rxb8 7.Ra7# 

No.2883 1.f8Q! Se4 2.Qxh6+ Kg3 3.Qxh3+ Kxh3 4.h8Q+ Kg3 5.Qh2+ Sxh2 6.b8Q Sf3 

7.Qxc7+ Kh3 8.Qh2+ Sxh2 9.Kg1 Kg3 10.b6 Sd2 11.b7 Shf3+ 12.Kh1 Se4 13.b8Q+ d6 

14.Qxd6+ Kh3 15.Qh2+ Sxh2 16.Kg1 Kg3 17.a7 Sd2 18.a8Q Shf3= 19.Kh1 Se4 20.Qb8+ 

Kh3 21.Qh8+ Kg3 22.Qb8 Kh3 23.Qh8+ = 

No.2884 1.c7! Rc2 2.b6 Kxh2 3.b7 (3.c8Q? Rxc8 4.b7 Rc5 5.b8Q Rf5 -+) Kg1 4.c8Q Rxc8 

5.bxc8B h2 6.Bh3 Kxf2 7.Bg2 Kg1 8.Bh3 h1B 9.Bg2 Kh2 10.Bh3 Bxf3 11.Bg2 Bd1 12.Bf3 

Bc2 13.Be4 Bb3 14.Bd5 Ba4 15.Bc6 Kg1 16.Bxa4 f3 17.Kg3 f2 18.Bb5 f1Q 19.Bxf1 Kxf1 

20.Kf3 Ke1 21.Ke3 Kd1 22.Kd3 Kc1 23.Ke3 Kb1 24.Kd3 Ka1 25.Ke3 Ka2 26.Ke2 Ka3 

27.Ke3 Ka4 28.Ke4 Ka5 29.Ke5 Ka6 30.Ke4 Kb5 31.Kd4 Kc6 32.Ke4 Kb7 33.Kd5 Ka8 

34.Ke4 Kb8 35.Kd4 Ka8 36.Ke4 Ka7 37.Ke5 = 
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criteria are not faithfully followed, it is clear that “objective judging” does not exist.  Thus, 

many composers have their own “favorite” and “disliked” judges. Some composers, such as A. 

Hildebrand, consider this something positive!?  Oleg Pervakov, one of the leading composers 

today, wrote in Shahmaty v SSSR, No’s 8 and 9, 1990 something many composers have whis-

pered for a long time. There are clans for awarding prizes. Unlike Pervakov, I see no reason 
not to mention the names of composers who, in my opinion, have contributed to the fact that 

the judging of a study tourney is almost impossible. Readers will see that the award depends on 

the judge, and we are not talking about some minor details or individual taste. We have to 
question what is going on when one judge gives a first prize while another judge ignores the 

same study for lacking artistry. We have to be careful, however, since many composers men-

tioned in this article are deceased, and it would be incorrect to draw quick conclusions as they 
can no longer explain their judgments. Therefore, in those cases I will try to state only the facts 

as I see them. Readers will also notice that this article is fairly negatively colored since it 

mainly criticizes. This is necessary since one cannot cure the disease if one ignores it. 
 Thus, G. Kasparyan writes the following about judging criteria in Studies, articles, analy-

ses, 1988: Today, the following criteria for judging studies are known: 

 
1) Simplicity and naturalness of form 

2) Interesting content 

3) Natural cohesiveness between introductory and main play. A finale should be maxi-
mally hidden. 

4)  A non-forcing solution is desirable 

5) Existence of black counter-play 
6) Good use of material and dynamic play 

7) The solution should not be too long and difficult. 

 
While agreeing to this criteria, we must also recognize that the art of chess composition 

does not tolerate standards and strict adherence to recipes. A composer should satisfy the 
majority of these criteria, not mechanically but creatively. 

 It eludes me what Kasparyan meant with the last sentence. Let’s look how this famous 

composer treated these (his) criteria. 

w________w
[wdkdwdwd]
[0rdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdN)p]
[w1wdwdBI]
[dwdwdw)R]
[RdP)Pdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.1.1 A. Herbstman
& V. Korolkov
1st Prize, Lelo 1950

Win                       (11+6)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdPdPdw]
[wdwdwdRd]
[gwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdqdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

N0.1.2 V. Yakimchik
5th Commendation
“64” 1969

Draw        (4+3)

w________w
[wdwdwdkd]
[dwdwdwdb]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpIw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdNd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.1.4 A. Troitsky
500 Studies 1924

Win                        (3+3)

w________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dw0wdk)P]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdbdwdwd]
[dwdwhwdw]
w--------w

No.1.3 G. Nadareishvili
2nd Prize
Lelo 1950

Win     (4+6) 

No.1.1 1.Se7+ Kb8 2.Sc6+ Ka8 3.Rxa7+ Rxa7 4.Sxb4 +-; 2…Kc7 3.Sxb4 Rxb4 4.c4 Rxc4 

5.Rc2 +-; 1…Kc7 2.Sd5+ Kd8 3.Sxb4 Rxb4 4.c4 Rxc4 5.d4 Rxd4 6.Rd2 +-, 1…Kd8 2.Sc6+ 

Ke8 3.Sxb4 Rxc4 4.c4 Rxc4 5.d4 Rxd4 6.e4 Rxe4 7.Re2 +-. 

No.1.2 1.Rg3! (1.d8Q+? Kc2 -+) Qxg3 2.d8Q+! (2.f8Q? Bc3+ 3.Ka2 Qg2+ 4.Ka3 Qb2+ 

5.Ka4 Qa2+ 6.Kb5 Qa5+ 7.Kc6 Qa6+ 8.Kc7 Be5+ 9.Kd8 Qa8+ 10.Ke7 Bd6+ -+) Kc2 

3.Qd1+!! Kxd1 4.f8Q Qe5+ 5.Ka2 Kc2 6.Qb4!! Qd5+ 7.Ka1 Qe5+ 8.Ka2 =. 

 Except for the criteria No.7 (White, throughout the solution, defends #1, most of the time 

with his only move), No.1.1 does not fulfill a single (general) criteria described above, but 
Kasparyan awarded it first prize. Unbelievable but true, the excellent No.1.2, fulfills all the 

criteria, but Kasparyan gives it only fifth commendation!? It seems Yakimchik has mechani-

cally fulfilled all the criteria while Korolkov and Herbstman have creatively fulfilled none. 
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[1pdpdpdp]
[pdwdwiwd]
[GwdwdwdQ]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wIwdwdwd]
[hwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.2889 V. Bron
Lidová Demokratie 1963, 
FIDE Album

Win                         (3+9)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[w0wdw)w0]
[dQgw0wdP]
[pdp0pdB)]
[dw4biwIw]
w--------w

No.3.1 F. Simkhovich
Shahmaty v SSSR 1938

Draw        (6+12)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdk0w]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dwdw0p)p]
[wdwdPdw)]
[dwdwdpIR]
[wdwdw)pG]
[dwdbdwdN]
w--------w

No.3.3 V. Korolkov
1st Special prize
Zadachy i etyudi 1928

Win                        (9+8)

w________w
[QdwdwdKd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwGwdwd]
[dwdBdwdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[bdndw0p0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.3.2 M. Kljackin
Izvestia 1924

Win     (4+7) 

3. From the history of studies 

 

 The concept of studies with NSP is not new. It was born in the first tourneys and is closely 

tied to the so-called Fundamental Problem of Chess Game (FPC), i.e., the end of the chess 

game with the best play on both sides. Conflicts about NSP were not important at first, most 
likely because the studies with unnatural starting positions were not winning awards, i.e., they 

did not yet bother anyone. In that group, for example, are the first works of F. Simkhovich and 

M. Kljackin. Numbers 3.1 and 3.2 are two examples. No.3.1. 1.Bb7! (1.Bc6? a1Q 2.Qd5 Qa7 
3.Qh1 Qg7+ 4.Bg2 Be5 -+) a1Q 2.Qd5 Bh8! 3.Qh1 Qg7+ 4.Bg2 Qg5 stalemate. No.3.2. 

1.Bc5+! Ke5 (1…Kd3 2.Qa6+ Kd2 3.Qh6+ =) 2.Bd6+! Kxd6 3.Qd8+ Ke5 4.Qg5+ Kd4 

5.Qd2+ Kc5 6.Qa5+ Kd6 7.Qd8+ =. 
 Study No.3.1 combines Loyd’s line clearing with Bristol, while in No.3.2, Kljackin shows 

very unusual but impressive continuous checking in the middle of the board. The authors obvi-

ously did not care about the genesis of their starting positions or about the number and the type 
of pieces. Perhaps they could not. 

 At the suggestion of N. Grigoriev, A. Herbstman named these studies romantic, a clumsy 

and basically unacceptable term associated with a movement in art. It was supposed to be a 
designator of studies where the idea was more important than economy. This was contrary to a 

classical study (an even more tragic term) where, supposedly, economy takes precedence over 

the idea. This definition allowed just about any study to be named romantic (see No.2885). 
Today, we gladly use these terms but we need to revisit them. 

 The plot started thickening with the emergence of V. Korolkov, a giant in the field of 

studies. At the onset of composing (and later), he had a large number of studies with unnatural 
starting positions (USP). Numbers 3.3 and 3.4 are such two examples. However, Korolkov  

received many awards for his studies and this could not pass unnoticed. The first comments 

came from A. Herbstman and S. Kaminer. NSP became the subject of many known composers.  
No.3.3 1.Bg1! gxh1Q 2.Rxh1 f4+ 3.Kh3 Bb3 4.h7 Be6+ 5.Kh2 Kg6! 6.h8R! (6.h8Q? Bg8! =) 

+- From the aspect of chess composition, the main question is how did this position arise? I 
leave it to readers to fine the genesis without promoted pieces. 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdpdp)]
[dwdwdw)k]
[wdw!w)wh]
[dwdwdpGK]
[wdbdw)p)]
[dwdrdR$w]
w--------w

No.3.4 V. Korolkov
Shahmaty v SSSR 1947

Win                       (10+9)

w________w
[bdBdwHqd]
[$pdwdpdw]
[w0kGw)wd]
[dn0w)wdw]
[p)wdwdp$]
[dP0Pdw)P]
[Qdw0NdKd]
[hrgwdwdw]
w--------w

No.3.5 S. Loyd
Frank Leslie’s 1858

#4        (15+15)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdp]
[w)pdpdw)]
[Iw)w)wdP]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwGk]
w--------wWin                        (8+5)

w________w
[wdw4wdw4]
[0b0wdpgp]
[w0wdwdw1]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Qdwdwdw)]
[GwdBdP)N]
[w$wdPdNd]
[dwiwhKdR]
w--------w

No.3.7 M. Liburkin
Special Prize
Shahmaty v SSSR 1939

#2     (12+12) 

No.3.6 S. Loyd
New York Sunday
Herald 1889
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w________w
[wdwdwdkd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwdwdP)]
[dwdwdw0P]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdw4wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.2885 D. Gurgenidze
Comm. For romantic study
Rezvov-JT 1992

Win                         (4+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwGw0wdw]
[wdwdpdNd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[pdpdwdwd]
[1biwdKdQ]
w--------w

No.2886 T. Georgiev
1st Prize, Armenia-45JT
1965, FIDE Album

Win        (4+10)

w________w
[wdwdwdwG]
[Iw)w)w)B]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwiwdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dqdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.2888 G. Nadareishvili
2nd Prize, Leninskaya 
Smena 1965, FIDE Album

Draw BTM             (8+2)

w________w
[wdwdkdwI]
[dwdwdpdw]
[w0wdwGwd]
[gw0wdPdp]
[wdwdBdwd]
[dpdwdpdp]
[wdw0w$wd]
[dwdrdbHn]
w--------w

No.2887 J. Rusinek
1st Prize, Shahmaty v
SSSR 1975, FIDE Album

Draw     (6+13) 

No.2885 1.h7+! Kg7 (1…Kh8 2.gxf7 Re4+ 3.Kxg5 Re5+ 4.Kg6 Re6+ 5.Kf5 +-) 2.gxf7 Re4+ 

3.Kxg5 Re5+ 4.Kg4 Rxh5 5.Kxh5 Kxh7 6.f8R +-, or 3…Kh7 4.h6 Re8 7.fxe8S +- 

No.2886 1.Ke2+! Kb2 2.Be5+ c3 3.Qc1+ Kxc1 4.Bf4+ Kb2 5.Bc1+ Kxc1 6.Se5 Kb2 7.Sc4+ 

Kc1 7.Ke1 e5 9.Sxe5 Kb2 10.Sc4+ Kc1 11.Ke2 e6 12.Ke1 e5 13.Sxe5 Kb2 14.Sc4+ Kc1 

15.Ke2 a4 16.Ke1 a3 17.Se5 +- 

No.2887 1.Bc6+! Kf8 2.Rxf3 Re1 3.Se2 Rxe2 4.Rd3 d1Q 5.Rxd1 Rd2 6.Re1 Be2 7.Rg1 Bg4 

8.Re1 Re2 9.Rd1 Bd2 10.Ra1 Ba5 11.Rd1 Rd2 12.Re1 = 

No.2888 1…Qb6+ 2.Ka8 Qc6+ 3.Kb8 Kb6 4.c8S+ Ka6 5.Sd6 Qxd6+ 6.Kc8 Kb6 7.e8S 

Qe6= 8.Kd8 Kc6 9.Sf6 Qxf6+ 10.Ke8 Kd6 11.g8S Qxh8 12.Kf7 Qc3 13.f5 = 

No.2889 1.Bc3+! Ke7 2.Qd5+ Kd8 3.Ba5+ b6 4.Qc5 Qb8 5.Bxb6+ Ke8 6.Qe3+ Kf8 7.Bc5+ 

d6 8.Qe5 Qd8 9.Bxd6+ Kg8 10.Qg3+ Kh8 11.Be5+ f6 12.Qg5 +- 

 Do you remember the predictions about how computers would one day play chess better 

than people but would never be able to compose chess problems and studies? Today, when we 

might question such predictions, I want to assure chess enthusiasts that there is another task 

computers cannot perform: They cannot judge studies. The reason for this is very prosaic--even 

people can hardly do it.  
 Inconsistency is one of the main characteristics of the composers’ judges. 

 With the studies No’s 2881-2889, I wish to demonstrate how judges treat the natural start-

ing position, a quality which, according to the opinions of the majority of composers, must 
characterize every good study. 

 In No.2881, we have a setting which is not a result of reasonable play. What were the last 

moves by Black and White? They exist but perhaps they were playing just for fun. A. 
Hildebrand commented on No.2882 in Springaren, calling the last black move (Rb8?) stupid. 

Black could have won with Qb8. With the help of retroanalysis, we can conclude that, in 

No.2883, the black Pawns have captured seven times and the white five times. Since White is 
missing seven pieces and Black five pieces, it is not difficult to see how ridiculous the game 

was prior to the diagrammed setting. Numbers 2884 and 2885 are examples of slippery slopes. 

Because of the unusual position in No.2884, the judge artificially classified it as a romantic 
study. FIDE Albums are full of this kind of studies, although without such markings. But why 

is No.2885 a romantic study? Numbers 2886 and 2887 are two attempts to convert a chess 

problem into a study, i.e., to convert a chess-problem idea into a study idea. As a result we 
have bad starting positions. In numbers 2888 and 2889, the authors tried, at all costs, to repeat 

a well-known minor-promotion setting, first shown by Troitsky. 

 If so-called “difficult” ideas lead to unnatural positions which are not the result of a nor-

mal chess game, in my opinion such ideas are not chess ideas. They will never occur as proof 

variations, as shown in Zermel’s theorem. (The best play by both sides always leads to the 

same result.) 
 The article did not achieve the desired result because it was misunderstood. This is not 

surprising since it dealt with a very difficult subject, was allotted limited space, and appeared 

chaotic. Thus, a group of Swedish composers and others thought this to be an attempt by me to 

prohibit studies with many pieces (beside the other comments they made). This was not the 

case. 
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No.3.7.1 10.Bd2! (10.Kg1+? Kg4 11.Kh2? Kf3 12.Kxh3 Ke2! 13.Bh4 Kxe3 14.Kg4 Kd2 

15.Kf4 Kxc3 16.Kxe4 Kxb4 17.Be1+ Kxb5 18.Bf2 Kc6! and the black King goes to a8, or 
17.Kd5 Kxb5 18.Bf2 c3! =. If, in the last position, the white Bishop were on e3 instead of f2-

square, White could win with 19.Kd6 c2 20.Kc7. That’s an idea!) Kg4 11.Bc1 Kh4 12.Kg1 

(Only now!) Kg3 13.Kh1 Kf2 (Waiting tactic does not help 13…Kg4 14.Kh2 Kh4 because of 

Bb2-a3-c1-d2-e1-g3-f4-and wins) 14.Kh2 Ke2 15.Kxh3 Kd1 16.Ba3 Kd2 17.Kg3 Kxe3 

(17…Kxc3 18.Kf4 Kb3 19.Bc1! Kc2 20.Kxe4 etc.) 18.Bc1+ Kd3 19.Kf4 Kxc3 20.Kxe4 Kxb4 

21.Kd5 Kxb5 22.Be3! wins. 
 I gave a full solution with comments because of the difficult solution.  The study received 

a special prize for its unique idea. The judge was E. Somov-Nasimovich. He said that the main 

liability of the study was the piled-up Pawns on the b-file--thus the USP. The author himself 
considered the position of the black King a minus. He correctly asserted that the study could 

not exist with the black King on his half of the board (R. Kofman, Selected studies by S. 

Kaminer and M. Liburkin, 1981). The date of publication clearly indicates that the judge’s 
decision was his personal bias, since discussions about this topic were just beginning. For what 

it is worth, Gurvich, in his article, attacked this study as well. He did not recommend to anyone 

lengthy maneuvers by Bishop and King on the first rank. Kasparyan did not select this study for 
his book Important Studies, and the judges (V. Korolkov, A. Kazantsev and L. Mitrofanov) did 

not select it for the FIDE Album 1914-44. All three judges were romantics. Why did they not 

like the unnatural setting? Perhaps there is something else in question? There is! Liburkin’s 

study is extraordinary! Liburkin composed six more studies with piled-up Pawns on the same 

file, and five of them won awards. 

 Let’s look at No.3.8, which falls into the category of extraordinary studies. Its popularity is 
well-known. Suddenly, nobody is bothered by the four Pawns (identical to Liburkin’s) on the 

same file. 1.Kg2! Kc7 2.Kf3 Kd7 3.Kf4! Ke6 4.Ke4! b6 5.Kd4 d5 6.Ke3! Ke5 7.Kd3 d4 

8.Kc4! Ke4 stalemate; 4…d5+ 5.Kd4 Kd6 6.b6 Ke6 7.b5 Kd6 8.b4 Ke6 9.Kc5 Ke5 stale-
mate. 

 Let’s open up, for example, FIDE Album 1962-64 and look at studies No.s 796 (Kas-
paryan/Mandinjan), 806 (Bondarenko/Kuznetzov), 807 (Bron), 812 (Marwitz), 886 (Na-

dareishvili/Kalandadze) and 890 (Bondarenko/Kuznetsov). Why were all the other judges not 

bothered by four piled-up Pawns on the same file? 
 Perhaps the criticism by Gurvich (regarding No.3.7) is understandable. He does not have 

such studies in his work. He was loyal to his convictions all his life.  

 A hard-to-believe case is No.3.9. In order to win, White must keep both Pawns or capture 
a black piece. Thus the white King begins with a Réti maneuver: 1.Kd5 Sd2 2.Kd4! Sxb3+ 

(2…Bxb3 3.Kc3 +-) 3.Kc3 Sc1! (The threat is 4.Kb2 with a piece capture. After 3…Sa1, 

4.Sc6! wins with 5.Sd4, but not 4.Kb2?, which will be clear a bit later.) 4.Kd2! (4.Kb2? Sd3+ 
and the second Pawn falls) Sb3+ 5.Kc2 Sa1+! 6.Kc1!! (One of the prettiest moves in studies! 

There seems to be no reason for letting the black Bishop escape. Or is there a trap? If 6.Kb2 

then Bc4! 7.Kxa1 Bb5! 8.Kb2 Kf6! 9.Kc3 Ke5! 10.Kd2 Ke4 11.Ke1 Kf3! 12.Bc7 Kg2 with a 
positional draw. It is an excellent study within a study, but with Black in the main role) 

Kf7/Kg6! (The diagonal a1-h8 is taboo and for the shown draw the King must be close to 

Pawns. Unfortunately, both “good” squares are white! After 6…Sb3+ 7.Kb2 and after 6…Bc4 
7.Bd4+ Kf7 8.Bxa1 Bb5 9.Kd2 Ke6 10.Ke3, and the King leaves the enclosure) 7.Kb2! Bc4! 

8.Sc6/Sd7! (The threat 9.Sd4+ decides) Bd5/Bb5 9.Sd4/Sc5 wins.  

Of course, Gurvich could have finished the study with 7.Kb2!, and the study would not 
lose any of its quality. Nevertheless, he decided to extend the solution (for the sake of explana-

tion) by two moves, since, in this case, the duals did not affect the study. 

In my mind, this is as much as one study (a realism study) can hope to achieve. Many 
composers, and also chess players, share that opinion. The study is indeed a find. 

What would the destiny of study No.3.9 be if the judge were V. Korolkov. Said Korolkov 

(Selected Studies 1958): The win always belongs to the side that plays better and smarter, 
whose ideas are deeper. Our composers often break this important artistic principle. If the 

analysis of the study shows that there is no solution, and that the main idea is flawed in the 

setting picked by the composer, it is very simple for the composer to change the color of pieces 
as well as the stipulation. As a result, the side which has shown excellent play loses, while the 

win goes to the side which has shown no such ingenuity. Such result is never artistically justi-

fied! Here is an example which characterizes such an occurrence.  
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No.3.4 1.Qc5! Bf5+ 2.Qxf5 exf5 3.Re1! Rc1! 4.Rd1! Rb1 5.Rc1! Ra1 6.Rb1 +-. Here, too, it 

is interesting trying to find the genesis without promoted pieces. However, had the author 
included another white Queen or a white Rook, everybody would have been shocked. 

 Kaminer said that the idea itself was not enough and the author need to find the right form 

which corresponds to the idea. 
 Although unimportant, it is not true that Simkhovich, Kljackin and Korolkov are the crea-

tors of romanticism. A large number of studies already existed before them, and a clear harbin-

ger of such ideas was the unsurpassed virtuoso Samuel Loyd. He expressed these ideas in  
problems and studies as well as in words. Said Loyd: When I want to express an idea every-

thing goes: extra pieces, duals, impossible setting etc. The purity of mate and all the rest can-

not rival the idea! (The chess strategy, 1878). 

 Numbers 3.5 and 3.6 are examples of ideas dominating all other constraints.  

No.3.5 1.Qxa4!! gxh3/d1Q 2.Bxh3/Qxb5+ Qxg3+/Kxb5 3.Kxg3/Sd4+. This position is ille-

gal (bBa8??), but who cares!  
No.3.6 1.Bf8!. With the strange setting and a large number of unnecessary pieces, the great 

master let everybody know what he thought about NSP and economy. A legend in his own 

time, Nenad Petrović called No.3.6 the perfect and final shape of this idea (Problems of Sam 
Loyd, 1985)! It is hard not to agree. Loyd composed several studies with unnatural settings and 

it is clear where Grigoriev got his ideas. 

 I could never agree with the romanticism definition, since it contains one nebulous con-
cept, i.e., idea. How difficult this concept is to understand will be discussed later. 

 The discussion about naturality reached its crescendo after the publication of the already 

mentioned article by Gurvich. The composers were divided into two groups: romanticists and 
realists. A small war was fought with various means--among other things, some fantastic theo-

ries. The judgments of awards were criticized as well as the studies of other composers. The 

cause of all this was the desire of leading composers to show that their own studies were the 
most artistic, the best or the prettiest! This was, in principle, not possible. I cite two examples, 

numbers 3.7 and 3.8, which attest to the futility of such discussions. 
 In No.3.7, White must keep his Bishop and at the same time prevent Black from control-

ling c1 and c2-squares, cornering the white King. Coordination between white King and 

Bishop is necessary from the get-go. 1.Bf2! Kg2 2.Be1 Kf1 3.Bd2 (3.Bg3? Ke2 4.Kd2 =) Ke2 
(3…Kg3 4.Kb2 Kxh4 5.Kc2 Kxh3 6.Be1! h4 7.Kd2 Kg4 8.Ke2 h3 9.Kf2 Kh4!; 9…h2 10.Kg2 

h1Q+ 11.Kxh1 Kf3 12.Kg1 Ke2 13.Bg3 Kd2 14.Kf2 Kxc3 15.Ke2 Kb2 16.Kd1 c3 17.Be5 +-) 

This setting is a new study with tries and many good white moves (see 3.7.1). 4.Bc1 Kd1 

5.Kb2 Ke2 6.Kc2 Ke1 7.Bd2+ Ke2 8.Kc1 Kd3! 9.Be1! (White must now lose a tempo. 

9.Kd1? is a stalemate.) Ke2! [9…Kxe3 10.Kd1 Kd3 11.Bd2 e3 12.Bc1! (12.Be1? e2+ 13.Kc1 

Ke3 14.Kc2 Kf4! 15.Kd2 Kf3 =) Kxc3 13.Bxe3 Kxb4 14.Kc2 wins, or 12…e2+ 13.Ke1 Kxc3 
14.Kxe2 wins] 10.Bg3 Kf3 11.Bf4 Ke2 12.Kc2 Ke1 13.Bh2 Ke2 14.Bg3 Kf3 15.Be1 Ke2 

16.Bd2 (With this unique maneuver White reached the same position as after move number 9, 

but with Black to move. Brilliant!) Kf1 17.Kd1 Kf2 18.Be1+ Kf1 19.Kd2 Kg2 20.Ke2 Kg1 

(What next? After 21.Bf2+? we have another stalemate after Kg2 22.Ke1 Kf3! 23.Kf1 stale-

mate, or after 21.Bg3 Kh1!, and a third stalemate!) 21.Bd2! Kg2 22.Bc1 Kg1 23.Ba3 Kg2 

24.Bb2 Kg1 25.Bc1 Kg2 26.Bd2 Kg1 27.Be1 Kg2 28.Bf2 (It’s all over and the rest is easy.) 
Kxh3 29.Kf1 Kh2 30.Be1 Kh1 31.Kf2 Kh2 32.Bd2 Kh3 33.Kg1 wins. 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[w)pdpdwi]
[dw)w)wdp]
[wdwdwIwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
w--------w

No.3.7.1

Position after 9…Kh4

w________w
[wiwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

No.3.8 N. Grigoryev
2nd Prize
Shahmatny listok 1929

Draw        (4+3)

w________w
[wdBdwdwd]
[0Rdwdwdw]
[wdp)wiwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdKg]
[dwdw0w)w]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.3.10 V. Korolkov
1st Prize
Trud 1935

Win                        (5+6)

w________w
[wHwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwiw]
[wGwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w)wdndwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.3.9 A. Gurvich
1st Prize
Shahmaty v SSSR 1952

Win     (5+3) 
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w________w
[rhb1kgn4]
[0p0p0p0p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[P)P)P)P)]
[$NGQIBHR]
w--------w

4.1

White on move    (16+16)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dwdB)wdw]
[wdKdwdN0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.4.2 H. Mattison
Latvis 1923

Win        (4+3)

w________w
[Rdwdwdwd]
[dp0pdwdw]
[Pdwdw0P0]
[dP)wdwdw]
[wdw)ndPi]
[dwdwdwdp]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dndwdwdK]
w--------w

No.4.4 I. Tyulin
2nd Honorable Mention
Shahmaty v SSSR 1937

Draw                      (9+9)

w________w
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdr]
[wdwhbdwd]
[dw$wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwhw]
[w$wdwIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.4.3 G. Kasparyan
4th Honorable Mention
Revista Romana de Sah

Draw     (3+5) 

Let’s assume (hypothetically) that we know the solution (we know FPC) and it is that White 

wins with 1.e4!. Then, perhaps, we would have our best, prettiest (and maybe only) study, i.e., 
No.4.1. That would also mean that all studies where the white Pawn, in the initial setting, is on 

e2 or e3, are unnatural (for example No.4.2). 

No.4.2 1.Sf4+ Ke5 2.Sg6+ Kd5 3.Se7+ Ke5 4.Sc6+ Kd5 5.Sxb4+ Ke5 6.Sc6+ Kd5 7.Se7+ 

Ke5 8.Sg6+ Kd5 9.Ba6 Kc6 10.Be2 h1Q 11.Bf3+ Qxf3 12.Se5+ Kd5 13.Sxf3 Ke4 14.Kd2 +- 

The trouble is that FPC has only two possible solutions with theoretical significance for 

studies. If White or Black always wins, then all the DRAW studies have unnatural starting 
positions. It does not get any better if the solution to FPC is a draw (the game always ends in a 

draw) as then all the WIN studies would have unnatural starting positions. I believe that FPC 

will be found sooner or later (with the help of computers perhaps), and then what will all the 
arguments about NSP amount to? 

Finding FCP could be damaging to studies in general. It could be proven that in the major-

ity of studies, in order to arrive at the starting position, the players had to make errors, inten-
tional or unintentional. The worst case would be canceling all the composed (to date) studies, 

since in order to arrive at a given setting, we would require a correctly played game by both 

parties, according to FPC.  

Nothing has been proven in regard to NSP and it is not known what solving FPC will 

bring, although postponing finding FPC is perhaps a blessing in disguise for all of us. 

  
 Group b. Things are different with the practical game of chess. Since we don’t know the FPC 

solution, we have to rely on grandmasters and other high-ranking players to analyze the posi-

tion. When we open many chess books we see automatically which positions (end games) are 
natural. Looking at chess games by the masters, we can conclude, with a great deal of cer-

tainty, which positions might be natural. On my question What does a natural position mean?, 

a number of problemist answered: already seen. This principle, taken from the famed fable by 
Andersen, The Ugly Duckling, does not represent reality. (Editor’s note: The ugly duckling 

turns into a beautiful swan.)  
  Let’s see! No.4.3 is a typical Kasparyan study with, as they claim, NSP. 1.Re5 Sge4+ 

2.Ke3 Sc4+ 3.Kd4! Sxe5 4.Kxe5 Sc5 (4…Sg5 5.Kf6! Rh5 6.Rb8+! Kd7 7.Rb7+! Kd6 8.Kg6 

Bg4 9.Rbb5 Se6 10.Rxh5 Sf4+ 11.Kg5 =) 5.Kd6 Rh5 6.Rbb5! Se4+ 7.Kxe6 Rxb5 stalemate. 

Have you ever seen such an end to a chess game? Kasparyan and some other composers have 

many studies where they claim NSP, but without critical analysis, only because there are few 

pieces. In some of those studies, there are one or two Pawns, the Kings are on the wrong sides 
of the board, and there are many (even heavy) pieces. Even if such a position has been seen, it 

is not proof, since such positions do not happen consistently and it is not difficult to show why. 

  From the point of chess games, No.2883 is USP, since the position of the Pawns indicates 
something other then chess. It does not seem possible to arrive at this position in a normal 

chess game. (John Roycroft commented in jest: The players were daydreaming and were per-

haps in a time trouble). This study is also anticipated by No.4.4. 1.Rh8 Sbd2 2.Rxh6+ Kg3 

3.Rxh3+ Kxh3 4.Kg1 Kg3 5.axb7 Sg5 6.b8Q Sgf3 7.Kh1 Se4 8.Qxc7+ Kh3 9.Qh2+ Sxh2 

10.Kg1 Kg3 11.b6 Sd2 12.b7 Shf3+ 13.Kh1 Se4 14.b8Q+ d6 15.Qxd6+ Kh3 16.Qh2+ Kxh2 

17.Kg1 Kg3 18.g7 Sd 19.g8Q Shf3+ 20.Kh1 Se4 21.Qb8+ Kh3 22.Qh8+ =. 
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What follows is a Gurvich study (No.3.9) with a short solution and the comment: It is 

clear that this solution, which also has many duals, is much weaker than the try, it has no 
importance of its own and is found by analytical means. Thus, the analyst defeats the artist, 

prose defeats the poetry! 

No comment is necessary here. One of the best studies ever is called artistically unjusti-

fied! For comparison, let’s look at one of the best studies by Korolkov (No.3.10). 1.d7! Ke7 

(1…Kg6 2.Kxh4 f1Q 3.d8Q Qh1+ 4.Bh3 Qe4+ 5.g4 +-) 2.Rb8 Bxg3! (2…f1Q 3.d8Q+ Kxd8 

4.Ba6+ Kc7 5.Bxf1 Kxb8 6.gxh4 +-) 3.Ra8! (3.Kxg3? f1Q 4.d8Q+ Kxd8 5.Ba6+ Kc7 6.Rb7+ 
Kc8 7.Rb6+ Kc7 8.Rb7+ Kc8 9.Rxa7+ Kb8 10.Rb7+ Ka8) f1Q (3…e2 4.Ba6 Kxd7 5.Bxe2 +-) 

4.d8Q+ Kxd8 5.Ba6+ Bb8!! 6.Bxf1 Kc7 7.Ba6 e2 8.Bxe2 Kb7 9.Bf3 Kxa8 10.Bxc6#. It does 

not help Black to play smarter, White wins anyway. The great master did not apply his criteria 
to his own studies. He was not consistent! It is not a problem to add new pieces in order to 

improve White’s play and thus artistically justify the study.  

I hope that the above examples show that composers have defended their own tastes with 
strange theories and that the truth was the last thing they were concerned about. 

Finally, the chess players entered the fray. The epilogue is known. The so-called romanti-

cism hardliners lost the battle. There is hardly any book or article where NSP is not required for 
top-rated studies. 

Let’s see who are those who look for NSP. I’ll cite only a few known names: Gurvich, 

Kasparyan, Botvinnik, Yakimchik, Kubbel, Pospishil, Herbstman, Korolkov, Kofman, A. 
Kuznetzov and An. Kuznetzov. We don’t need to mention what Réti, Rinck, Mattison, Platovi, 

Chekhover, Capablanca, Levenfish or Gligorić thought about it. A common opinion was ex-

pressed by Korolkov: Of course, even the most difficult themes must be expressed in a simple 

natural form with a minimum of material, but the principle of economy must not overwhelm 

the rest (V.A. Korolkov, Selected studies 1958). 

For some time now, NSP has not been in question. The top-rated studies (those in FIDE 
Albums and others winning top awards) must have NSP! The direct consequence is that the 

majority of judges consider studies deficient if: Black moves first, the white King is in check or 
the first move is check, capture or promotion to a Queen. But why? What are we hiding if 

Black moves first? This is always possible to correct at the expense of economy. Even adding 

new pieces is an option. However, this inevitably leads to unnatural starting positions or even 
illegal positions, and that bothers even the romantics. 

The answer seems to be always the same, i.e., NSP, although some composers swear this 

does not interest them. V. Korolkov understood NSP and described it in many articles. (Per-
haps he failed to mention that no theory can improve or lower the quality of a study.)  

In Shahmatnaya Compozitcia 1974-1976, R. Kofman wrote an article about G. Kasparyan 

titled The Grandmaster of Composition. He clearly described the secret of the great master’s 
success: the depth of the idea in natural starting positions. He seems to have closed the argu-

ment regarding NSP. But… 

 

4. The problems with a definition 

 

 What are the natural positions? Although the answer seems obvious (in the literature it is 
stated: positions which have a genesis after a rational chess game play), the answer to the 

question is not that simple. We are far from knowing which starting position can evolve from 

the game, and retroanalysis is out of reach. Perhaps it would help if we first define unnatural 
positions. We will divide them into three groups: 

a) Unnatural positions based on the fundamental principles of chess 

b) Unnatural positions based on the principle of practical game of chess 
c) Unnatural positions based on the principles of the study 

Group a. The only starting position which is surely natural is No.4.1. However, if the stipula-

tion below No.4.1 states Black on move, we have immediately an unnatural and illegal posi-
tion. This diagram is an answer to the theorists who stubbornly link the number of pieces with 

NSP. Thus, the only natural position we know for sure has the maximum number of pieces! 
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 The opening which preceded No.4.5 could be called a suicide gambit! No.4.5.1 does not 

fare much better. Both studies are clearly USP. No.4.5, from the practical point of chess games, 
is illegal since one of the players threw the game away. However, the study is good and most 

likely the only type setting to show such idea. No.4.5.1 can be summarized with one word: 

Brilliant! 
 How is it possible that USP does not distract? Perhaps the position is not USP at all! Chess 

problems and studies clearly have different criteria from the practical game of chess. Perhaps 

the secret lies in the fact that the position is attractive, a phrase coined by M. Kovačević. Those 
are usually positions where the conflict is determined at first glance and there is no big mystery 

left (as defined by E. Dobresku in EG No.123). Also, the pieces are placed in an orderly fash-

ion. 
 From the point of view of c), all of the above-mentioned studies could be NSP! It is a 

matter of convention, but also a cause of the problem. Many top composers still confuse USP 

with a lack of economy, a large number of pieces, or simply describing the positions a lacking 
esthetics or artistry. 

 To further the controversy about NSP, almost all composers who wrote about studies, were 

clinging to the following: In the top-rated study, content and form must be harmonious, i.e., the 
author must find an appropriate form to express his idea. Apparently, this is a main principle 

in any art. 

 Korolkov defended this concept with examples, of which No.4.6 is one. 1.Rh2 Rd2! 

2.Kb5 Re2 3.Ka6 b5 4.Ka5 Rd2 5.Re2! Rc2 6.Rd2 Rb2! 7.Rc2 Rxc2 8.Rxc2 h2 9.Rc1 +-. It 

appears to be the same idea as in No.3.4, although the form may be different. The issue is 

about right form for this idea. Perhaps this is a case of better economy, and that is entirely 
another matter. (Let’s look once more at Loyd’s No.3.6 and the commentary by Petrović!). 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdkdN]
[w0w4w0wd]
[dwdPdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dpdpdwdw]
[wIw)w)w$]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.4.7 M. Liburkin
& V. Korolkov, 1st Prize
Shahmaty v SSSR 1948

Win                        (6+7)

w________w
[wdwdwdkd]
[dwdwdpdR]
[K0w4wdNd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.4.8 E. Asaba
“64” 1980

Win        (4+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdkd]
[dpdwdpdp]
[w)bdp)p)]
[dp)p)w)w]
[w)w)wIwd]
[dwgwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwGwdQdw]
w--------w

No.5.1 J. Hashek
Shahmaty 1968

Win                    (11+10)

w________w
[w1wdwdwd]
[dwgwdpdp]
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0w!wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIwdwGwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.4.9 A. Troitsky
L’Echequier 1930

Win     (3+6) 

 Matters are not that simple, as we see in examples No.4.7 and No.4.8. No.4.7. 1.Rh6! Kg7 

2.Sg5! Rxd5 3.Rh7+ Kg6 4.Ke4! f5 5.Rh5! Rd4 6.Sg3 f4! 7.Rh4! Kg5 8.f3 Kxh4 9.Sf5+ 

Kh3 10.Sxd4 Kg2 11.Kxb3 Kf2 12.Kxb4 Ke1 13.Kc3 wins. This study won over a legendary 

(in my opinion better) study by Kasparyan, and caused heavy criticism of Gurvich . The au-

thors wrote about the difficulty of composing and the genesis of the idea. The idea is known 

from studies by Troitsky and Kasparyan. The impression was that the authors finally found a 

perfect form for the idea. (One might think this was the Letztform, considering the time they 

invested.) But look at No.4.8 1.Rh8+! Kg7 2.Se5 b5+ 3.Ka5 f6 4.Rh6 Rd5 5.Sg4 f5 6.Rh5 

(6.Rh7+? Kg6 7.Rd7 Rxd7 8.Se5+ Kg5 9.Sxd7 Kf4 =) Kg6 7.f4 b4+ 8.Ka4 b3 9.Rg5+ and 

10.Kxb3 wins. Instead of publishing this study as diagrammed (it would practically degrade 

and negate No.4.7), the author added additional pieces to provide for “introductory” play, or 
perhaps to disguise the origin of the idea, and he ruined the study. 

 This tells us that Gurvich was right, but we are mostly concerned with NSP. No.4.7 has, 

for sure, USP where b) is concerned but not where c) is concerned. That is why utmost care 
must be taken by judges when there are studies with USP type b). They can be almost always 

repaired. If they cannot (in regard to NSP) then the idea is not natural to the game of chess, and 

those studies cannot be compared to others which do demonstrate normal chess ideas. The 
situation is worsened with so-called record studies. To put it plainly, we are comparing apples 

and oranges. 
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 What are the criteria which award a study worse than its predecessor? Wasn’t it illogical 

for No.2883 to be awarded 1st-2nd Prize, while No.2884 received Sp. Prize for romantic study 
and No.3.7 only Sp. Prize? How many awards would Korolkov have won with his romantic 

studies, if the judges were the likes of Rezvov and Somov-Nasimovic? To be precise, in my 

opinion, No.2884 should had won 1st Prize, when the same prize was awarded to No.2883 and 
No.2886. 

 A certain number of composers and chess players believe that the starting position should 

be natural only if it is possible, since there are ideas which cannot be expressed with NSP. I 

agree, and I feel that No.2884 is one such study (with extraordinary idea and content) that 

requires USP. An ideal study! How is it possible that a study with the most difficult idea did 

not win a prize? 

w________w
[wHwdwdwd]
[0qdwdPdw]
[pdw0wdwd]
[)wdwiwGw]
[wdRHpdrd]
[)w)w)wdw]
[wdPdpdr0]
[dwdw$wdK]
w--------w

No.4.4.1 O. Pervakov &
K. Sumbatyan
Match USSR-World

Win                     (12+10)

w________w
[wdwdnIwd]
[dwdwdw$w]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dkdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[P)P)Pdw0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.4.5 V. Korolkov
1st Honorable Mention
Uzbek Conkurs

Win       (7+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0Kdwdwd]
[iPdwdwdp]
[P4wdw$Rd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.4.6 V. Chekhover
& V. Korolkov
Shahmaty v SSSR 1947

Win                        (5+5)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dQdwdwdw]
[p0wIP)Pd]
[iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.4.5.1
S. Loyd

Win (#12)    (5+3) 

 One study with a “horror theme” (the King in all four corners) is No.4.4.1. 1.Bf4+! Kd5 

2.Re6! Rg1+ 3.Kxh2 R4g2+! 4.Kh3 Qd7+! 5.Sxd7 Rh2+! 6.Bxh2!! Rg3+ 7.Kh4 Rg4+ 

8.Kh5 Rg5+ 9.Kh6 Rg6+ 10.Kh7 Rg7+ 11.Kh8! Rh7+! 12.Rg8 Rg7+ 13.Kf8 Rxf7+ 14.Ke8 

Re7+ 15.Kd8 Rxd7+ 16.Kc8 Rc7+ 17.Kb8 Rb7+ 18.Ka8! Rb8+ 19.Kxa7 Ra8+ 20.Kb6 

Rb8+ 21.Kxa6! Ra8+! 22.Kb5 Rxa5+ 23.Kb4 Ra4+! 24.Kb3 Rb4+ 25.Ka2 Rb2+ 26.Ka1! 

Ra2+ 27.Kb1 Rb2+ 28.Kc1 Rb1+! 29.Kd2 Rd1+ 30.Kxe2 Rd2+ 31.Kf1 Rf2+ 32.Kg1 Rg2+ 

33.Kh1! Rg1+ 34.Bxg1 +-. 

 It is not surprising that judges J. Nunn and I. Averbakh gave this study low grades, but the 

romantics J. Roycroft and V. Neidze were obliged to place it higher. What are the shortcom-

ings of this study? None! Or perhaps USP? However, in comparison with most studies from 

this article, its starting position is very natural. 
 One more thing: If some ideas are not possible with NSP, perhaps they are not chess ideas. 

Didn’t we invent helpmates to show some of them? 

 Many composers (Kasparyan, Gurvich, Herbstman, Réti, Yakimchik, Kubbel, Troitsky 
etc.) emphasized a strong link between practical chess and studies. When we examine books 

about studies, we see a large discrepancy between the number of copies and the number of 

composer-buyers. It is clear that these books are widely read by chess players. Since the com-
posers of studies hold dear to their art, and most of readers are not composers but chess play-

ers, should we not hold dear to their opinions as well? Be that as it may be, NSP, from the 

point of view of practical chess, may be best defined by accomplished chess players. They 

expressed their opinion clearly in many books and articles. 

Group c. The principles of studies holds sway, after all, when it comes to NSP vs. USP. Do we 

even care about a) and b)? Do we need to follow blindly what the masters of studies have rec-
ommended so far? Let’s look at No.4.5 and No.4.5.1. No.4.5 1.a4+! Kc5 2.b4+! Kd5 3.c4+! 

Ke5 4.d4+! Kf5 5.e4+! Kf4 6.Rf7+ Kg3 7.Rf1 +-. No.4.5.1 1.Qc3! Kb1 2.Qd3+ Ka1 3.Qd4 

Kb1 4.Qe4+ Ka1 5.Qe5 Kb1 6.Qf5+ Ka1 7.Qf6 Kb1 8.Qg6+ Ka1 9.Qg7 Kb1 10.Qh7+ Ka1 

11.Qh8 Kb1 12.Qh1#  
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Minmax Trajectory-type Chess Problems 
by prof. Mejnun Vahidov (Baku, Azerbaijan) 

 
 I would like to propose a new type of chess problems that I call “minmax”, 

although this term has a slightly different meaning in conventional 
mathematics. In minmax, a given piece A follows a route on the chessboard 
which necessarily includes a given sequence of squares x1, x2, … xn. 
Mathematically, this is denoted as mar A(x1, x2, … xn). In other words, a 

problem incorporates the trajectory of a piece. Furthermore, the chessboard 
is maximally loaded with some set of pieces: nwP, nwS, nwB, nwQ, nwK, nbP, nbS, 
nbB, nbR, nbQ, nbK, where nw… and nb…  refer to the number of  Pawns, Knights, 
Bishops, Rooks, Queens and Kings for white and black pieces respectively. 

Maximal loading means an arrangement of these pieces so that any further 
addition of a new piece makes the trajectory mar A(x1, x2, … xn) impossible to 
complete. All the pieces on the board assist piece A in completing its route 
successfully. Captures are not allowed. 

w________w
[wdkikiki]
[dwikikik]
[kikikiki]
[ikikikik]
[kikikiki]
[ikikikik]
[kikikdwd]
[ikikiwdK]
w--------w

N1 Mejnun Vahidov
original

Minmax (1wK, 54bK)
mar wK(a1, a8, h8, a8, a1, h1)

w________w
[rdkikiki]
[drikikik]
[P4kikiki]
[4rikikik]
[kikikiki]
[ikikikik]
[kikikiki]
[ikikikik]
w--------w

N2 Mejnun Vahidov
original

Minmax (1wP, 5bR, 56bK) 
mar wP(a8, h8, h1, a1, a8)

 

A minmax problem is formulated to obtain the optimal 
trajectory, with the minimum number of moves N, on a 

board maximally loaded with the specified pieces, i.e. 
N = minmax (nwP, nwS, ... , nbK) mar A(x1, x2, … xn). 
 For illustration purposes, let’s consider N1 which 
originally led me to the minmax genre idea. Here, one 

has to find the trajectory for wKh1 with the minimum 
number of moves passing through the squares а1, а8, 
h8 and back. The board is maximally loaded with 
pieces 1wK+54bK. Addition of a new piece would make 

the problem imposible to solve.  
 It would not be quite correct to think that minmax 
problems are free of the elements of chess 
composition. For example, N2 is based on the idea of 

accented promotion (1.а7 Rab8 2. a8R!!) and checks to 
the black King.  
 It is possible to devise more sophisticated 
combinations, although this requires considerable 

intellectual effort. Remarkably, neither the author nor  
solvers could obtain solutions to the problems 
“manually” with absolute certainty, although it is 
possible in principle. 

 Minmax problems are akin to famous puzzles such 
as Sam Loyd's '15' or Rubik’s cube. They also fit into 
state-of-the-art technology, being monster problems of 
considerable computational complexity, which could 

be represented as optimal strategy (and associated 
algorithms) of moving through a matrix with 
dynamically changing infeasibility regions.   

 These problems have potential practical application, and the author 
would be grateful to those interested in non-ordinary compositions who could 

propose a software package proving the reliability of a solution of a given 
minmax problem. Solution to N2. 1.a7 Ra8-b8 2.c8R!! Ra5-a6 3.Ra7 Ka4-a5 
4.Ra8 Kb4-a4 5.Ra7 Kc5-b4 6.Ra8 Kc6-c5 7.Ra7 Kc7-c6 8.Ra8 Kc8-c7 9.Ra7 
Rb8-c8 10.Ra8 Ra6-a7 11.Rb8 Ka5-a6 12.Ra8 Ka4-a5 13.Rb8 Kb4-a4 14.Ra8 

Kc5-b4 15.Rb8 Kc6-c5 16.Ra8 Kc7-c6 17.Rb8 Rb7-c7 18.Ra8 Rb6-b7 19.Rb8 
Rb5-b6 20.Ra8 Kc6-b5 21.Rb8 Kd7-c6 22.Ra8 Kd8-d7 23.Rb8 Rc8-d8 24.Rc8 
Ra7-a8 25.Rb8 Ka6-a7 26.Rc8 Kb5-a6 27.Rb8 Kc6-b5 28.Rc8 Kd7-c6 29.Rb8 
Rc7-d7 30.Rc8+ Rb7-c7 31.Rb8 Rb6-b7 and so on. 
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Let’s stop for a moment! Has the author found form in No.2881, and what is the idea after 

all? The position is clearly stalled (a term I am using to identify studies which cannot be fur-
ther improved). In these studies we can prove that the players were committing grave errors 

before arriving at the setting. Let’s assume you don’t like the lack of introductory play and 

would like to improve it. This would not be possible. (It seems as if Hamlet had slain the King 

in the first act.) 

The same goes for No.2882. Here, the position is unnatural (stalled) from the point of view 

of b) and c), and most likely a). Where is the difficult idea which warrants such a stalled posi-
tion? 

No.2889 is another interesting case. It was highly decorated and selected into the FIDE 

Album, although it seems to be anticipated by No.4.9 in regard to all possible criteria including 
NSP. However, No.4.9 did not make it into the Album thirty years earlier. 1.Qf6+! Kh5 

2.Qf5+ Kh6 3.Be3+ Kg7 4.Qg5+ Kf8 5.Bc5+ Bd6 6.Qe5!! Qd8 7.Bxd6+ Kg8 8.Qg3+ Kh8 

9.Be5+ f6 10.Qg5!! +-. 
 

5. Conclusion 

 

 I hope I was able to convince readers that a problem with NSP exists. I have used an Italic 

font to describe it since there is no consensus about what it means. We can’t solve this di-

lemma until we redefine NSP and until we assign it real importance for studies. It is the same 
as with the terms introductory play, economy, idea etc. NSP brings more than a little confusion 

into the judging process, since the concept is much more complicated than is acknowledged. In 

my opinion we have two paths: Recognize the complete (Kubbel called it gravely, as in grave) 
connection between a study and the practical game of chess, and find ways to incorporate the 

opinions of recognized chess players when doing the assessment, or eliminate completely the 

opinions of practical players and redefine NSP. 
Instead, we have taken the middle road which does not lead us to the solution. 

Composers continuously ignore the fact that it is impossible to compare studies in which 

the main idea of the author is implementation of some difficult idea (records, studies with ideas 

from problem chess, combination of two known ideas etc.) with studies where the authors are 

finding original chess ideas, i.e., where the focus is on the chess game itself (Mozart vs. Deep 
Purple). Perhaps it is time to judge these two groups separately. In some cases, judges com-

promise by using special prizes and such. The situation is aggravated by NSP, which does not 

have the same meaning in both groups of studies. 

I feel that NSP is a technical question which should be treated equally by all compos-

ers. 
As a family, we are acting inconsistently since some judges ignore NSP while others take 

it very seriously. 

I would like to end with study No.5.1 which Kasparyan did not select as one of the thou-

sand most important studies, although Gurvich and Yakimchik would have considered it non-
artistic. The study is a clear example of a dichotomy of opinion. The study has a crystal clear 

idea in the only possible setting. It all looks simple. The white Queen cannot be stopped from 

penetrating the eighth rank. The fastest way seems 1.Qe2? but 1.Ba3!! (Incredible, it closes a-
file and thwarts the original plan.) Bb2!! (Black answers with an equally incredible move) 

2.Qd3!! (It seems this is not a real game of chess, but 2.Bxb2? is a blunder followed by 

2…Kf8! 3.Qa1 Ke8 4.Qa8 Kd7 and now the Queen must abandon the eighth rank or stalemate 
Black. But how can White win and why 2.Qd3? It looks as if Black has gained a tempo in 

order to move his King to d7-square, while there is always time to sacrifice his Bishop on a3-

square) 2…Bc1+ (The insanity continues but it will all be clear at the end.) 3.Kf3 Bb2 4.Kf2 

Bc1 5.Ke1 Bb2 (It is clear the black Bishop cannot capture immediately on a3, since his King 

does not arrive at the d7-square in time. But why doesn’t the King immediately go to the safety 

zone? It is because, White wants him to do so thus: 1.Ba3!! and 2.Qd3!!. Since Black refuses to 
march to a safe haven, white King must force him, since the white Bishop and Queen cannot 

move from their squares.) 6.Kd1 Bc1 7.Kxc1 Kf8 (Finally!) 8.Qxb5!! Bxb5 9.c6! Bxc6 

10.b5+! wins. Fantastic!! 
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3rd Place - (Gady Costeff, Israel, 22 points) A rather ridiculous-looking 
position develops into interesting play from both sides. The thematic moves 

are surprising (BEL). 1.Qa4! (1.Sc3? Rg5 -+; 1.Qb3? Qd6 2.exf5 Qg3+ 3.Kf1 
Qxf3+ 4.Kg1 Qg3+ =; 1.Bb2? Qb6-+) Rxf3 (1…Rh5 2.Qa6+ Qxa6 3.bxa6+ 
Kxa6 4.Kf2 Rxh7 5.Sc3) 2.Qa6+ (2.Ba3 Qh3 3.Qa6+ Ka8 4.Qc6+ Rb7 5.Qe8+ 
Rb8 6.Qc6+ Rb7) Qxa6 3.bxa6+ Ka8! (3…Kxa6 1.Ba3 Rh8 5.Sc3 Rxh7 6.0-0-

0! +-; 4.Bb2? Rbf8!) 4.Ba3! Rxb1+!! (4…Rh8 5.Sc3 Rxh7 6.0-0-0!) 5.Bc1!! 
(5.Rxb1? Rf1+ =) Rb8 [5…Rf8 6.h8Q Rxc1+ (6…Rxh8 7.Rxb1 Rh2 8.Ra1!!) 
7.Rxc1 Rxh8 8.Kf2 Kb8 9.Ke3 Rh6 10.Kxd3 Rxa6 11.Rc2] 6.Bb2! Rbf8 
(6…Rxb2 7.h8Q+-) 7.0-0-0+- 

4th Place - (Mirko Miljanić, Serbia-Montenegro, 21 points) Good thematic 
play, a surprising move 2.Kb6!! and economical construction (ROM). 1.Se6! 
[1.Sf5? e4! 2.Kb6 Se3! (3…Ba5? 4.Ka6!!) 3.Sxe3 (3.a6 Sxf5!) Bxa5 4.Kc5 Bc3 
5.Sf5 Bh8 =; 1.e4? Sg3! 2.Se6 Sh5! (2…Sxe4? 3.g7 Sf6 4.Sc5 K~ 5.Se4! +-) 

3.Sc5+ Kb4 =] e4 2.Kb6!! (2.Sd4? Bd4! 3.exd4 e3 4.g7 e2 5.g8Q e1Q 6.Qc4 
Ka3 7.Kb6 Se3! 8.Qc5 Kb3 9.a6 Sc4 10.Kb7 Sa5 =; 2.Sc5+?! Kb4 3.Kb6 Sxe3 
4.a6 Sd5 5.Kc6 Se7+ 6.Kb7 Kc5 =) Ba5+ (2...Sxe3 3.a6 Sd5+ 4.Kc5 Ka5 
5.Kxd5 Kxa6 6.Sd4! e3 7.g7 e2 8.g8Q e1Q 9.Qa8+ +-) 3.Ka6! (3.Kc5? Bc3 

4.Sd4 Sxe3! 5.g7 Bxd4+!) Bc3 4.Sd4! Bxd4 (4...Sxe3 5.g7 Bxd4 6.g8Q Kb4 
7.Qa7 ~ 8.Qxe4 +-) 5.exd4 e3 6.g7 e2 7.g8Q e1Q 7.Qa2 Kb4 8.Qa5! +-. 

W________w
[wdwdw!wd]
[dw0w0Pdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdp0wdw]
[wdw0r0pd]
[dwdKgrib]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwGwd]
[dwdwdwdR]
[wiwdwIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Hwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wiwdPdw0]
[dwdwdQ0R]
[wHwdwdwd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
w--------w

N1 Rauf Aliovsadzade
3rd Commendation
Problemesis 2003

#2* (6+4) 

w________w
[wdwGwdwd]
[dwdKdwdw]
[wdwdQ$pd]
[dwdp0w4w]
[wdwhkdb$]
[dwdrgwdw]
[wdw0PdNd]
[dwhwdwdB]
w--------w

N2 Rauf Aliovsadzade
Commendation
Problemesis 2000-2003

#3                         (8+11) 

N3 Richard Becker
1st Prize
Latvian Com. Ty. 2004

#6                         (5+12) 

N4 Steven B. Dowd
Sp. Comm. for miniature
Latvian Com. Ty. 2004

#4                           (4+1) 

Recently Honored US Compositions   
by Mike Prcic 

 

 All solutions and comments have been obtained from magazines which originally pub-

lished the awards.  

N1 1...g2 2.Qa3[A]/Qb3[B]/Qc3#[C]; 

1.Sc4! (zz), 1...Ka4 2.Qa3#[A], 1...g2 2.Qb3#[B] and 1...Kxc4 2.Qc3#[C]. Probably a new 

idea: Multiple mates to a single move in set appearing as separate mates in solution. 

N2 1.Bb6! (2.Se1+ Sf3 3.Bxf3/exf3#), 1...Sf5 2.Qxe5+! Kxe5 3.Re6#, 1...Rf5 2.Qxd5+! Kxd5 

3.Sxe3# White line closing, unpinning, dual avoidance and Queen sacrifices in both variations. 
N3 1.Qa8?/Qc8?/Qd8?/Qg7? c6!, 1.Qb8?/Qh8? fails to another Pawn move, 1...c5!  But the 

Queen is not the only warrior.  We need to free the promotion square for the Pawn.  1.Qe8! 

(zz), 1…c5 2.f8R! Kh2 3.Qb8+ Kg1 4.Rf4 Kh2 5.Rh4+ Kg1 6.Qh2#; 3...Kh3 4.Qf4 g1Q 
5.Rh8+ Kg2 6.Qg4#, 1...c6 2.f8B! Kh2 3.Qh5+ Kg1 4.Bxe7 c5 5.Bh4 Kh2 6.Bxf2#; 2...c5 

3.Bxe7 Kh2 4.Qh5+ etc.  1.Kh2 variation correlates with the second variation: 2.Qh8+ Kg1 

3.f8B c5 4.Bh6 etc.  Different white promotions with subsequent line closing, giving h2 to the 
bK. Undoubtedly the best problem. (Judge: Imants Dulbergs) 

N4 1.Ke4? Kc4!;  1.Ke3! (zz), 1...Ka3 2.Bc3 Ka2 3.Rb5 Ka3 4.Ra5# (model mate) and 1...Kc4 

2.Be7 Kc3 3.Ba3 Kc4 4.Rc5# (ideal mate).  The issue of anticipations inevitably arises.  
(Judge: Imants Dulbergs) 
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Seventh World Chess Composing Tourney (WCCT-7) 
Report by Mike Prcic 

 
Section D: Studies 
 
Theme: In a certain position (“position X”) of a win or draw study, a piece (or 
pieces) of his own side prevent(s) White from carrying out his plan. In the 
course of the solution, White sacrifices this piece (or pieces) either passively or 
actively. Consequently, position X1 arises identical in every detail to position X, 
but without the eliminated piece(s). This enables White to carry out his original 
plan. 
 
Judges: Belgium (BEL), Georgia, Israel (ISR), Romania (ROM) and Russia. 

Reserve Judge: Belarus  

w________w
[w4wdwdwd]
[0kdwdwdP]
[wdwdqdwd]
[dPdwdrdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdpdPdw]
[Pdw)wdwd]
[$NGQIwdw]
w--------w

3rd Place
Gady Costeff
WCCT-7 2001-04

Win                       (11+6)

w________w
[Ndwdwdwd]
[dPdpdwGp]
[p)wdw)w)]
[iwdwgw0w]
[wdwdwdP0]
[dwdPdwdw]
[Kdw)w4wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

2nd Place
Oleg Pervakov
WCCT-7 2001-04

Win                       (10+8)

w________w
[kdwdqdwd]
[)R0wdwdw]
[pdPdwdwd]
[)wdBdwdR]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w

1st Place
Pál Bennó
WCCT-7 2001-04

Win                        (8+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwHw]
[KdwdwdPd]
[)wdw0wdw]
[kdwdwdwd]
[dwgw)wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdndw]
w--------w

4th Place
Mirko Miljanić
WCCT-7 2001-04

Win                         (5+4)

1st Place - (Pál Bennó, Hungary, 24 points) Threefold thematic removal of a 
white piece. Excellent! (BEL). An excellent example of combining valuable 

artistic content with multiple instances (three times!) of the required theme. 
The anticipation (M. Krosny 1972) looks significant but the execution here is 
superior in economy, content and artistic value. This study is a reminder of 
the caution judges must exercise when evaluating the originality of 

compositions (ISR). Threefold presentation of the theme based on stalemate 
avoidance (ROM). 1.Rb8+! (1.Rxc7 Qxe4+ =; 1.Rh2 Qxe4+ =) Kxa7 2.Rb7+ 
(2.Rb2 Qxh5 =; 2.Rh8 Qxe4+ =) Ka8 3.Rxc7! (3.Rh2 Qxe4+ 4.Bxe4 =) Qxh5 
(3…Qf8 4.Rc8+! Qxc8 5.c7+ Ka7 6.Rh7+-) 4.Rc8+! (4.Rf7? Qd1+ =) Ka7 

5.Ra8+! Kxa8 6.c7+ Ka7 7.c8Q Qxd5! (7…Qd1+ 8.Qc1 Qd3+ 9.Ka2 Qe2+ 
10.Ka1 Qh2 11.Qc5+ Kb8 12.Qb6+ Kc8 13.Be6#) 8.Qc7+! (8.Qf5 Qd1+ =; 
8.exd5? =) Ka8 9.Qa7+! (9.e5 Qa2+ =, 9.exd5? =) Kxa7 10.exd5+- 
2nd Place - (Oleg Pervakov, Russia, 23 points) A good try (1.f7?) and a fine 

key forcing the black Rook to the square where it is finally pinned (BEL). A 
rich study with thematic play (doubled!) that fits well within the main idea 
and with good play in the variations and tries. The novelty is that instead of 
regurgitating the expected Novotny sacrifices, the composer has managed to 

combine promotion threats with Rook pinning threats, which ultimately 
decide the battle (ISR). 1.Sc7! Rxd2+ 2.Ka3!! Rxd3+ [2.Kb3? Rb2+ 3.Kc4 
Rxb6 4.f7 Bd6 5.Se8 Be7! 6.Bf6 Rb4+! 7.Kc3 (Kd3??) Bf8 8.Bg7 (8.Bc3??) Be7 
9.Be5! Rxb7 10.Bd6 h3 11.Bxe7 h2 12.f8Q g1Q 13.Qf5+ d5 -+] 3.Ka2 Rd2+ 

4.Kb3! Rb2+ 5.Kc4 Rxb6 (5…Rb4+ 6.Kd5 h3 7.b8Q h2 8.Kxe5 h1Q 9.Kd1! 
Rxb6+ 10.Qxb6+ Kxb6 11.Sd5+ Kb5 12.f7 Qh2+ 13.Kxd7 Qd2 14.f8Q Qxd5+ 
15.Qd6 +-) 6.f7 Bd6 7.Se8! Ba3 (7.Be5!? Ba3! 8.Bc7??) (7…Be7 8.Bf6! Rb4+ 
9.Kd3! Bf8 10.Bc3 +-) 8.Sd6! (8.Be5? Rxb7 9.Bd6 Bxd6 10.Sxd6 Rb8 11.Se8 

Rb4+ 12.Kd5 Rf4 -+) Bxd6 9.Be5! Ba3 10.Bc7 +-. 
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9.Rb6 Kf3 10.Ka6 +-] 7.e7 b2 [7...Bb5 8.Rf5 Ba4 9.Rd5 Kf1 10.Rd1+ Ke2 11.Rb1 Kd3 

12.Rxb3+ Kc4 13.Ra3 Be8 14.Rxa5 +-] 8.e8Q b1Q+ 9.Kc8 Qd3 [9...Qc2 10.Qc6+ +-] 10.Rg6+ 
Kf2 11.Qf8+ Ke1 [11...Ke2 12.Qe7+ Kd2 13.Rd6 Bd5 14.Qg5+ +-] 12.Rg1+ Kd2 13.Qf4+ 

Kc2 [13...Qe3 14.Rd1+ +-] 14.Qh2+ Kb3 15.Rg3 +-) 4.e6 (4.Kxa7? a4 5.e6 Kd2 6.Rg4 Bc4 

7.e7 Bf7 8.Kb6 Kc3 9.Rf4 Bh5 10.Rf5 Bg6 11.Kc5 [11.Kxb5 Be8+ 12.Kc5 a3 13.Rf3+ Kb2 

14.Kb4 a4 15.Rf2+ Kb1 16.Kb3 Ba4+ 17.Kxa4 a1Q+ 18.Kb3 Qa6 =] 11...a3 12.Rf3+ Kb2 

13.Kb4 a2 14.Rf2+ Kb1 15.Kb3 Bc2+ 16.Kb4 Bg6 17.Kb3 Bc2+ 18.Rxc2 a1Q 19.e8Q Qa4+ 

=) 4...b4 (4...a4 5.Rg4 +-) 5.Kxa7 (5.Kc7? b3 6.Rh2+ Kd1 7.Rh3 Kc2 8.Rxd3 b2 9.e7 b1Q 
10.e8Q Qb6+ =) 5...b3 (5...Kd2 6.Rd4 +-; 5...Bg6 6.Rh6 Be8 7.Rh8 Bg6 8.Rg8 Bh5 9.Rb8 

Kd3 10.Ka6 Kc2 11.Rh8 Bg6 12.Rg8 Bh5 13.Rg5 Be8 14.Kxa5 b3 15.Kb4 b2 16.Rg2+ Kc1 

17.Kc3 b1S+ 18.Kd3 Bb5+ [18...Ba4 19.Rg8 +-; 18...Sa3 19.Rg8 Bh5 20.e7 +-] 19.Kd4 Sd2 
20.Rg8 Kd1 [20...Sf3+ 21.Kc5 Ba4 22.e7 +-] 21.Kc5 Ba4 22.Ra8 Bc2 23.e7 +-) 6.Rh2+ 

(6.Rh3? a4 7.Rxd3 Kxd3 8.e7 Kc2 9.e8Q a3 =) 6...Kd1 7.Rh3 Kc2 (7...Bf5 8.e7 Bxh3 e8Q b2 

10.Qa4+ Kc1 11.Qc4+ Kb1 12.Kb6 +-) 8.Rxd3 b2 (8...Kxd3 9.e7 b2 10.e8Q b1Q 11.Qg6+ +-) 
9.e7 (9.Re3? b1Q 10.e7 Qb5 12 e8Q Qxe8 12.Rxe8 a4 =) 9...b1Q 10.e8Q Qg1+ 11.Re3 

(11.Qe3? Qg7+ 12.Kb8 Qg8+ 13.Kc7 Qc4+ =) 11...Kd2 12.Qd8+ Kxe3 13.Qb6+ +-.  The 

composition is nearly a miniature, nicely built up, with a play-set plentifully analyzed.  The 
conclusion is achieved by a subtle, original maneuver of White's Q/R battery.  (Judge: Pietro 

Rossi) 

W________w
[whwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdBdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdwdwdk]
w--------w

Win                         (3+3) 

N9 Richard Becker
3rd Prize, Pavlovsky
& Pospisil-70JT

N9 1.Kd6! (1.Kb6? d3 2.Kb7 Kg2 =) 1...Sa6 (1...Kg2 2.Bc4 

Kf2 [2...d3 3.Bxd3 +-] 3.d3 +-) 2.Bc4 Sb4 3.Kc5 Sc2 4.Bd3 

Se3 (4...Se1 5.e4+ Kg1 6.Kxd4 +-; 4...Sa1 5.Kb4 Kg2 6.Bb1 

Kf2 7.d3 Ke2 8.Ka3 Kd2 9.Kb2 +-) 5.Kxd4 with: 5...Sg4 6.Be2 

Sf6 (6...Sh6 7.Bc4 Sg4 [7...Sf5+ 8.Ke5 Se7 [8...Sh4 
9.Bd5+(Kf6) +-] 9.Ke6 Sg6 [9...Sc8 10.Ba6(Bb3) +-] 10.Kf6 

Sf8 [10...Sf4 11.Kf5 (Kg5) +-] 11.Be6 +-] 8.Be6 Sh2 [8...Sf2 

9.Ke3 Kg2 10.d4 Sd1+ 11.Kd2 Sb2 12.Bb3 +-] 9.Ke4 Kg2 
10.d4 Sf3 11.d5 Sd2+ 12.Kd3 Sb3 13.Ke3(Bc8) +-) 7.Ke5 Sh7 

(7...Sd7+ 8.Kd6 Sb6 [8...Sf6 9.Ke6 etc.] 9.Ba6 [also 9.Kc6 Sc8 

10.Bg4 Se7+ 11.Kd6 Sg6 12.Bf5 Sf4 13.Ke5 +-] 9...Kg2 
10.Kc6 Sa4 11.Bb5 Sb2 12.d4 +-) 8.Bd3 Sg5 9.Kf6 Sh3 10.Bf5 

Sf4 11.Ke5 Se2 12.Bd3 Sc1 (12...Sg1 13.Be4+ Kh2 14.d4 +-) 

13.Bc4 +-, or: 5...Sd1 6.Be2 Sb2 (6...Sf2 7.Ke5 [also 7.Ke3 

Sh3 8.Bc4 +-] 7...Sh3 8.Kf5 +-) 7.Kc3 Sa4+ 8.Kb4 Sb6 9.Kc5 

Sd7+ (9...Sc8 10.Bg4 Se7 11.Kd6 Sg6 12.Bf5 Sf4 13.Ke5 Se2 

14.Bd3 Sc1 15.Bc4 +-) 10.Kd6 Sf6 11.Ke6 Se8 (11...Sh7 
12.Bd3 Sg5+ 13.Kf6 +-) 12.Bf3+ (Bd1) Kg1 13.Bc6 (Ba4) 

Sc7+ 14.Kd6 Sa6 15.Bb5 Sb4 16.Kc5 Sc2 17.Bd3 Se1 18.Be4 

Kf2 19.Kc4 (19.Kd5? Sd3 =; 19.d4? Ke3 20.Kd5 Kf4 zz) 
19...Ke2 20.Kc3 Kf2 21.d4 Ke3 22.d5 +-.  A remarkable chase 

after the black Knight, fox-hunting style, with only a minor dual 

on the 12th move. After five moves the game proceeds into a 
five men ending where Black has no countergame.  (Judge: Dr. 

Pospisil) 

N10 1.h6+! (1.b7? Rxh5+ 2.Kg2 Rb5 =) 1...Kxh6 2.b7 Rf1+ (2...Rb5 3.Sc3 Rb4 4.Se4 a5 

5.Sc5 +-) 3.Kg2 Rb1 4.Sc3 (4.Kf3? Kg7 5.Sc3 Rb4 6.Ke3 Kf7 7.Sd5 Rb3+ 8.Kd2 [8.Kd4 Ke8 
9.Kc4 Rb1 10.Sc3 Rb6 11.Sa4 Rb1 12.Sc3 Rb6 13.Sd5 Rb1 14.Sb4 a5 =] 8...a5 9.Kc2 a4 

10.Sc3 Ke6 11.Sxa4 Rb5 12.Kd3 Kd6 13.Kc4 Rb1 14.Sc3 Rb6 15.Sa4 Rb1 16.Sc3 Rb6 17.Sd5 

Rb1(Rb2) 18.Sb4 Kc7 =) 4...Rb2+ (4...Rb4 5.Se4 +-) 5.Kf3 Kg7 6.Sa4 Rb3+ 7.Ke4 Kf7 

8.Sc5 (8.Kd5? Ke8 9.Sc5 [9.Kc4 Rb1 10.Sc3 Rb6 =] 9...Rb6 10.Sxd7 Rxb7 =) 8...Rb4+ 9.Kd5 

Ke7 10.Sa6 Rb1 (10...Rb5+ 11.Kc4 Rb1 12.b8Q Rxb8 13.Sxb8 Kd8 14.Ba6 Kc7 15.Kd5 etc.) 

11.b8Q+ Rxb8 12.Sxb8 Kd8 13.Bb7 (13.Ba6? Kc7 (zz) 14.Kc5 d6+ =) 13...Kc7 14.Ba6 (zz) 

14...Kxb8 15.Kd6 (zz) 15...Ka8 16.Kc7 d5 17.Bb7#.          

W________w
[wdBdwdwd]
[0wdpdwiw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdrdP]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Ndwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------wWin                         (5+4) 

N10 Richard Becker
1st Prize
Magyar Sakkvilag 2004
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W________w
[wdwdQdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[wdw0p0wd]
[dwdwiwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwIwdwi]
[)wdwdwdP]
[whwdwdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[ndwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dpdndwdw]
[w$wdwdwd]
[dwdndwdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdbdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwHwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wIwdwdwd]
[0pdwdwdR]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0bdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdkdw]
w--------w

Draw                       (2+6) 

N5 Richard Becker
5th Honorable Mention
Chess Life 1997-2000 (v)

Win                         (4+3) 

N6 Robert Brieger
Commendation
Chess Life 1997-2000

Draw                       (3+5) 

N7 Richard Becker
3rd Honorable Mention
Avni-50JT

Win                         (3+5) 

N8 Richard Becker
3rd Prize
Rossi-80JT

N5 1.Qh8! d1S (1...d1Q 2.Qc3+ Qd2 3.Qa1+ Qd1 4.Qc3+ Kf1 5.Qh3+ Ke1 6.Qc3+ =; 1...f1Q 

2.Qh4+ Qf2 3.Qh1+ Qf1 4.Qh4+ Kd1 5.Qa4+ Ke1 6.Qh4+ =) 2.Qh4 Se3 3.Qg3 (3.Ka4? Sg2 
4.Qb4+ Kf1 5.Qc4 Sf4 6.Ka3 Kg1 7.Qxf4 f1Q -+; 3.Kb3? Sf5 4.Qb4+ Kf1 5.Qc4 Sg3 6.Ka4 

Kg1 7.Qg8 [7.Qg4 Kg2 -+; 7.Qc7 Sf5 -+] 7...Kg2 8.Qa8+ {8.Qd5+ Kh2 -+] 8...Kf1 -+) 3...a5 

(3...Sf5 4.Qc3+ Kf1 5.Qh3+ =) 4.Kb3 (4.Ka4? Sg2 5.Qc3+ [5.Kb5 Kf1 6.Qd3 Sf4 7.Qc4 a4 
8.Kxa4 a6 =] 5...Kf1 6.Qc4 Sf4 7.Kb5 [7.Qxf4 e1Q 8.Qe2 9.Qc1+ Kg2 10.Qg5+ Kf3 -+] 7...a4 

8.Kxa4 a6 zz) 4...Sg2 (4...a4+ 5.Kxa4 [5.Ka3? Kd1 6.Qd6+ Kc1 -+] 5...Sg2 6.Qc3+ Kf1 7.Qc4 

Sf4 8.Kb5 =) 
5.Qc3+ Kf1 6.Qc4 a6 (6...Sf4 7.Qxf4 e1Q 8.Qc4+ Qe2 9.Qc1+ Kg2 10.Qg5+ =) 7.Ka3 a4 

8.Kb4 Sf4 9.Kxa4 (zz) 9...a5 10.Kb5 a4 11.Kxa4 Kg1 12.Qxf4 =  The best American entry.  

Picturesque symmetrical position, but with asymmetrical solution depending on Black's de-
fense.  (Judge: Pal Benko) 

N6 1.e6! (1.Kc7? Sd5+ 2.Kd6 Sab6 3.e6 Kxh7 4.e7 Sxe7 5.Kxe7 Sc8+ =) 1...Sc5 2.Kc7 Sa8+ 

3.Kd6 (3.Kb8? Sxe6 4.Kxa8 Sd8 =) 3...Sa6 4.e7 S6c7 5.Kc6 (5.Kd7? Kxh7 6.e8Q Sxe8 
7.Kxe8 Kg7) 5...Se8 6.Kd7 Sf6+ 7.Kc8 Se8 8.Kd8 with: 8...Sf6 9.e8Q+ Sxe8 10.Kxe8 Sc7+ 

11.Kd7 Sd5 12.a8Q+ +-, or: 8...Sac7 9.e8Q+ Sxa8 10.Kxe8 Sc7+ 11.Kd7 Sd5 12.e8Q+ +-. 

N7 1.Rb3! (1.Rd6? Kc5 2.Rxd7 Sb6+ -+; 1.Sb3+? Ke5 2.Rxb7 [2.Rb5 Kd6 3.Rxb7 Se7 -+] 
2...Se7 3.Sd2 [3.Sa5 Kd6 4.Sc4+ Ke6 -+] 3...Bg2 4.Sc4+ Ke6 5.Sa5 Bd5 6.Ka7 Sc8+ 7.Ka8 

Kd6 (zz) 8.Sb3 Se7 9.Ka7 Sc6+ 10.Ka6 [10.Ka8 Sd8 -+] 10...Bc4+ 11.Rb5 Kc7 -+) 1...S5b6+ 

2.Ka7 Sc8+ 3.Ka8 Bc6 (3...Bg2 4.Rg3 [4.Rg3? Bh1 5.Rh2 Be4 6.Sb3+ Ke5 7.Sd2 Scb6+ 
8.Ka7 Bc6 9.Rh8 Kd6 -+] 4...Be4 5.Se2+ Ke5 6.Re3 b6+ 7.Rxe4+ Kxe4 8.Kb7 Kd3 9.Sc1+ =) 

4.Rxb7 with: 4...Be4 5.Sb3+ (5.Se2+? Ke5 6.Sc3 Bc6 7.Se4 Ke6 -+) 5...Ke5 6.Sa5 (6.Sd2? 

Bd5 7.Se4 [7.Sc4+ Bxc4 -+; 7.Sf3+ Kd6 8.Se5 Sxe5 -+] 7...Se7 8.Sc3 [8.Ka7 Sc6+ -+] 8...Bf3 
9.Ka7 Sc6+ -+) 6...Kd6 7.Sc4+ (7.Sb3? Bg2 8.Sa5 Bd5 zz) 7...Ke6 8.Sa5 (8.Sd2? Bd5 -+) 

8...Ke7 9.Sc6+ (9.Sc4? Kd8/Ke8 -+) 9...Kd6 (9...Bxc6 stalemate; 9...Ke8 10.Rc7 Sd6 11.Ka7 

Sb5+ 12.Kb7 =) 10.Rxd7+ (10.Sd8? Bd5 -+) 10...Kxd7 11.Kb8 Bxc6 stalemate, or: 4...Bd5 

5.Se2+ (5.Sb3+? Ke5 6.Sa5 [6.Sd2 Ke6 7.Se4 Bc6 -+] 6...Kd6 zz) 5...Ke5 (5...Kc4 6.Sc3 

[6.Sf4? Bc6 -+] 6...Bc6 7.Se4 Kd4 [7...Kd5 8.Sf6+ =] 8.Sd2 Sd6 9.Sb3+ Ke4 [9...Ke5 10.Sa5 
Bd5 11.Sc4+ =] 10.Sa5 Bd5 11.Ka7 =) 6.Sf4 (6.Sc3? Bc6 7.Se4 Ke6 8.Sg5+ Ke7 9.Se4 Ke8 

10.Sf6+ Sxf6 11.Kb8 Kd8 -+) 6...Bf3 (6...Bc6 7.Sg6+/Sd3+) = [7.Se6? Kd6 (zz) 8.Sd4 Be4 

9.Se6 Se7 10.Sd8 Bd5 11.Ka7 Sc8+ 12.Ka8 Kc5 13.Sf7 Kc6 14.Sg5 Sc5 15.Kb8 Sxb7 
16.Kxc8 Bg2 17.Kb8 Kd7 18.Sh3 Sc5 -+] 7.Sd5 (7.Sg6+? Kd6 8.Sh4 Be4 -+; 7.Sd3+? Kd6 

8.Se5 Sxe5 9.Kb8 Sc6+ -+; 7.Se6? Sd6 8.Sd8 Sc5 -+) 7...Kd6 (7...Bxd6 stalemate) 8.Rxd7+ 

(8.Rb5? Kc6 9.Ra5 Be4 (zz) 10.Ra6+ Kxd5 11.Kb7 Sc5+ -+) 8...Kxd7 9.Kb8 Bxd5 stalemate.  
A significant part of this deep study has been shown before. The difference between the lines 

4...Bd5 5.Se2+ (5Sb3?) and 4...Be4 5.Sb3+ (5.Se2?) is the crux of this presentation.  (Judge: 

Amatzia Avni) 
N8  1.e4! (1.Kxb7? Ke2 2.e4 Kd3 3.e5 a4 4.e6 Kc3/Kc4 =; 1.Rxb7+ Bd3 2.Rb2 [2.Re7 Ke2 

3.e4 Bc4 4.e5 Kd3 5.Rh7 a4 6.Rxa7 Bb3 =] 2...Bc4 3.e4 a4 4.Rb4 Bb3 5.e5 Ke2 =) 1...Bd3 

2.Rh4 (2.Rf7? Ke2 3.e5 b5 4.e6 Bc4 =) 2...b5 3.e5 Ke2 (3...Ke1 4.e6 b4 5.Kxa7 b3 6.Rh3 b2 
7.e7 Bg6 8.Rb3 Kd2 9.Rxb2+ Kc3 10.Rb6 Bf7 11.Rf6 Be8 12.Rf8 Bg6 [12...Bh5 13.Rf5 +-] 

13.Kb6 a4 14.Kb5 a3 15.Rf3+ Kb2 16.Kb4 a2 17.Rf2+ Kb1 18.Kb3 a1S+ 19.Kc3 +-; 3...Bc4 

4.Rf4+ Kg2  [4...Ke2 5.Rxc4 bxc4 6.e6 +-]  5.Rf6 b4  6.e6 b3  [6...Bxe6  7.Rxe6 b3  8.Kxa7 a4  
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N9 Alex Casa
1st Prize
diagrammes 2002W________w

[w1wdBdwd]
[dwdwdwGp]
[wdwdpdPd]
[$wdpdw!K]
[wdwdkdPd]
[dwdr0n)N]
[wdNdPdwd]
[dwgwdrdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdNdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[pdw0wdwI]
[dwdk0w0R]
[wdRdwdwg]
[dwdwdw0w]
[BdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwgNdpdw]
[w)wdndwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdNiw)w$]
[dwdBdPdw]
[PdwdPdw1]
[dKdRGwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wIwdwdwd]
[dw$Ndwdw]
[N)wdpdwd]
[!pdwdwdw]
[wdw)wdBd]
[dk0wdw4w]
[Rdp)rGwg]
[dw1wdbdw]
w--------w#3                       (11+10)

N10 Valentin Rudenko
1st-2nd Prize
Moscow Tourney 2003

#3                            (6+8)

N11 Valentin Rudenko
1st Prize
Ural Problemist 2003

#3                         (12+6)

N12 Jean-Marc Loustau
& Jacques Rotenberg
1st Prize
The Problemist 2003

#3 (11+10)

N7 Plachutta and black self-pin combined with dual avoidance. 1.Be6! (2.Sxc6/Be5#), 

1...Rexe6 2.Be5+ Rxe5/Kd5 3.Qc4/Bf6# (2.Sxc6+? Kc4!), 1.Rgxe6 2.Sxc6+ Rxc6/Kc4 
3.Qd5/Sd6# (2.Be5+? Kd5!) 

N8 An unusual problem for Rudenko with meager black defenses. The key, 1.Kd2! (zz), seems 

almost forced (how else will the white Queen get into action). Black has a choice of four 
moves: 1...a3 2.Qd1! (3.Qb3#) Kb4 3.Qa4#; 2...Kxd5 3.Kc3# (Royal battery mate), 1...f4 

2.Qe1! (3.Qe4#) Kb4 3.Kd3# (another Royal battery mate); 2...Kxd5 3.Qe6#, 1...Kb4 2.Kd3 & 

3.Qe1# and 1...Kxd5 2.Kc3 & 3.Qd1# 

N9 1.Bd7! (2.Qf5+ exf5 3.Bxf5#), 1...S~ 2.Ra4+ Rd4/Qb4/d4 3.Rxd4/Qe5/Bc6#, 1...Se5!? 

2.Qf4+ Rxf4 3.Sg5#, 1...Sd2!? 2.Qxe3+ Rxe3 3.Sg5#, 1...Sd4!? 2.Qxd5+ exd5 3.Sg5#, (1...Qf8 
2.Qe5+ Sxe5 3.Sg5#). Black Knight’s correction combined with space vacation by the white 

Queen. 

N10 1.Kg6! (2.Kf5 e4 3.Se7#; 2...g4 3.e4#), 1...e4 2.Kf6! & 3.Se7#, 1...g4 2.Kf7! & 3.e4#, 
(1...Ke6 2.Rc7+ d5 3.Re7#). An original interpretation of Schiffmann theme. 

N11 1.a4! (2.Be4+ Kxc4 3.Bd5#), 1...Bxf4 2.Bc2+ Kxc4 3.Se5#, 1...Sxf4 2.Bg6+ Kxc4 

3.Bxf7#, 1...Qxf4 2.Sf6 & 3.e3# Schiffmann defense. 

N12 1.Se5? Rxe5!, 1.d3? Rxd3!, (1.Be3? Rxg4!); 1.b7! (2.Sac5+ Kc4 3.Sb6#), 1...Rge3 2.Se5! 

Rxe5 3.Rxc3#, 1...Ree3 2.d3! Rxd3 3.Bxe6# A combination of Wurzburg Plachutta and 2 

Novotnys. 

W________w
[w$wdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdN0w1w]
[wdwiBdwH]
[dpdw0Pdw]
[w0w0pdpd]
[dwdrgwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdBI]
[dw0wdwdw]
[NdPdw)wd]
[dwdw)Pdw]
[wdNiPdwd]
[$wdPdwdw]
[P0w$wdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwhwdw4]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdrdw0wd]
[dRdwdwdp]
[R0NdwipG]
[0wdw0w0w]
[wdndpdBd]
[dwdwgwdK]
w--------w

W________w
[rdwdwhwd]
[dbHwdwdw]
[w$pdp0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdkdNdRd]
[0w0wdQdr]
[KdP)wdpd]
[dwdwhqdw]
w--------w

N13 M. Kuznetzov
1st Prize
Shahmatnaya Komp. ‘03

#5                         (8+13)

N14 Alois Johandl†
1st Prize
idee & form 1998-99

#6                         (6+12)

N15 Peter Hoffmann
1st Prize
Schach-Aktiv 2002

#4                         (14+3)

N16 Alois Johandl†
Prize
Thema Danicum 2002-03

#6                         (6+14)

N13 1.Rb1! (2.Sd6+ Kc5 3.Sxb7#), 1...Ba6 2.Sxc3+ Kc5 3.Se4+ Kc4 4.Sg3+ Kc5 5.Qxa3#, 

1...Bc8 2.Sxf6+ Kc5 3.Se4+ Kc4 4.Sf2+ Kc5 5.Qxf8# White battery play with opening white 
lines and closing black lines. Black Bishop twice closes black lines. 

N14 The try 1.Rc8? (2.Rc4#) fails to Rc1! and after 2.Sc3 Rxc3!. The key, 1.Sc3!, threatens 

2.Sxe2# but also closes the c-file for Rd1. 1...g1S 2.Rc8! d5! 3.Sxd5 Rc1 4.Sc3! Rxc3 5.Rd8+ 

Qxd8 6.Sf6#. The white Knight goes twice to c3-square and back to his original square. 

Economical construction. 
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Recent Tourney Winners  
by Mike Prcic 

 
 Comments and solutions are from the magazines which originally published the awards. 
Errata. In SG30, N31 replace wPc2 with bPc2.  

  

W________w
[wIRdwdwd]
[dwGwdQdw]
[w0Bdndw1]
[dwdrdw4w]
[w)kHRHwd]
[)wdwhwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dQHpdphB]
[wdwdwdwd]
[gwhPGP0w]
[wdwdk)Rd]
[Ipdw)wdR]
[NdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[Gw0wdwdw]
[w0Pdwdwd]
[dwdn0wdw]
[wdwdNdBd]
[dPdk0Kdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw$wdN!w]
w--------w

W________w
[Bhwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwGw]
[pdwdP$wd]
[dwdwhKdw]
[wdPiwdN$]
[dP0Ndpdw]
[wdPdw0w4]
[4wdQdwdw]
w--------w

N1 Vasyl Dyachuk
1st Prize
Probleemblad 2002

#2 (11+7)

N2 Alex Casa
1st Prize
diagrammes 2002

#2*... (13+8)

N3 Yosi Retter
1st Prize
Israel Ring Tourney 2001

#2 (9+6)

N4 Victor Chepizhny
1st Prize
Dombrovskis-MT 2002

#2 (12+9)

N1 1.Bd6[A]? (2.Bb5/Bxd5#), 1...Sxd4[b] 2.Ba4[C]#, 1...Rxd4[a]!, 1.Be5[B]? (2.Bb5/Bxd5#), 
1...Rxd4[a] 2.Ba4[C]#, 1...Sxd4[b]!; 1.Ba4[C]! (2.Bb3#), 1...Rxd4[a] 2.Be5[B]#, 1...Sxd4[b] 

2.Bd6[B]# (1...Sxf4 2.Bb5#) A thematic synthesis of Banny, Salazar, Arnhem and Mansfield, 
combined with white half-battery, black half-pin and refutations by a double self-pin. 
N2 1...Sce6/Sge6 2.d6/f6#, Bd6? (2.fxg5#), 1...Sce6 2.dxe6#, 1...Sd3!, 1.Bf6? (2.fxg5#), 

1...Sge6 2.fxe6#, 1...Sh5!, 1.Bd4? Bb4+!, 1.Bc3? Bxc7!, 1.Bxg7? f6!, 1.Ba1? b2!, 1.Qb5? 

(2.Qc4#), 1...Sce6 2.Qd3#, 1...gxf4!; 1.Bb2! (2.fxg5#), 1...Sce6 2.d6#, 1...Sge6 2.f6#, 1...Bb4+ 
2.Qxb4#, 1...Bxc7 2.Sc3# and 1...gxf4 2.Rxf4# 

N3 1.Rc4/ (zz) b5/e2 2.Sc5/Sf2#, 1...Sc3!; 1.Bf5! (zz) b5/e2 2.Sf2/Sc5#, (1...Kd4/S~ 

2.Rd1/Qxe3#). Reciprocal change. 
N4 1.Bf8? (2.Bc5#), 1...Sed7 2.Sc1#, 1...Ra5 2.Sdxe5#), 1...Sxd3 2.Qxd3#, 1...Sbd7!, 1.Bh6? 

(2.Be3#), 1...Sxc4 2.Sxh2#, 1...Sxg4 2.Rxg4#, 1...f1S!, 1.e7? (2.Rd6#), 1...Sxd3 2.Rc6#, 

1...Sxg4 2.Re6#, 1...Ra5!; 1.Kg5! (2.Rf4#), 1...Sxd3 2.Rf5#, 1...Sxg4 2.Rxf3#, (1...Sf7 
2.Rxf7#). The play of two Knights and one Rook battery in four phases. 

W________w
[wdwdwdnI]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdN0pdr0]
[gBdk0w0w]
[w0RdNdwd]
[dP0wdpdQ]
[ndwdwdwd]
[1wdbdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[rGwdwdwd]
[dw0pIwdw]
[PHwdwdwd]
[4PdPdpdw]
[p$Piwdp0]
[dphw0wHq]
[BdRdPdw)]
[dwdwdwdQ]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdw1Qd]
[dwdw4wdb]
[wdpdwdrd]
[Hw)BdRdw]
[pdwiNdwd]
[dwdw0PGw]
[wdKdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdBdwd]
[Gwdw$wdw]
[pdwdw)wd]
[)wdPdpdw]
[pdkdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[w)wdw)pd]
[dwHwIw!w]
w--------w

N5 Alexander Pankratiev
1st Prize
Bull. Problemistic ‘00-01

#3                          (7+15)

N6 S. Bjorklund
& B. Lindgren, 1st Prize
Springaren 2001

#3                       (14+13)

N7 Chris Handloser 
1st Prize
idee & form 2002-03

#3                            (9+8)

N8 Valentin Rudenko 
1st Prize
Shahmatnaya Komp. ‘03

#3                         (11+6)

N5 1.Qg4! (2.Sf6+ Sxf6/Rxf6 3.Se7/Qe4#), 1...Rg7 2.Se7+ Sxe7/Rxe7 3.Sf6/Bc6#, 1...Qb1 

2.Sxb4+ Sxb4/Bxb4 3.Sxc3/Bc6#, 1...Bd8 2.Sxc3+ Sxc3/Qxc3 3.Sxb4/Qe4# In each variation, 

one of the defenders has to abandon its post, giving White the advantage. 

N6 1.Qa1! (2.Qxc3+ Kc5 3.Sxd7#), 1...Kc5 2.Qxc3[A] (3.Sxd7#[B]) Kxb6 3.c4#[C], 1...b2 

2.Sxd7[B] (3.c5#[C]) b1Q 3.Qxc3#[A], 1...Ke5 2.c5[C] (3.Qxc3#[A]) b2 3.Sxd7#[B] A com-

plex cycle of moves incorporating second move, threat after second move and mating move: 

ABC-BCA-CAB 
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is on an optimal plateau: 5.Kf7 Rf6+ 6.Ke8 Re6+ 7.Kd7 Rd6+ 8.Ke7 Rb6, reci-zug and draw." 

iv) Be5 6.Bxe5+, or Rb7 6.Rel Rg7+ (Bxb2 Re8+) 7.Kf8 Rg2 8.Rea1 wins. v) 6.Kf8? Rb5 
7.Rd1 Bxb2 8.Rb1 Bg7+ draw. vi) "Reci-zug against Black, but with wK on a dark square." 

vii) 9.Ke6? Bd4 10.Kd6 Bc3 11.Kd7 Rd5+ 12.Ke6 Rb5 draw." "A great piece of work, a credit 

to the tourney. Rich content with just eight chessmen. White exerts strong pressure, but Black 
has imaginative resources. Both sides unleash tactics: pins, a subtle reciprocal Zugzwang, three 

variations at the close, one of them with checkmate." (Judge: Yuri Roslov) 

N22 Black threatens to seize the initiative (not to mention wQ) by playing either 1...b1Q 
2.Qxbl Re3+, or 1...Re3+ 2.Qxe3 Sf1+. 1.Sb4! Rxb4 2.Qd5/i Sf1+/ii 3.Kh3/iii Rb3+ 4.Kh4 

Rb4+ 5.Kg5/iv Rg4+ 6.Kh5 Bg6+ 7.Kh6 Rh4+ 8.Kg7 Rh7+ 9.Kf6 Rf7+ 10.Ke6/v b1Q 

11.Qd8+/vi Ka7 12.b8Q+ Qxb8 13.Qa5 mate. i) 2.Qxb4? b1Q 3.Qd6+ Ka7 4.Qd4+ Kb8 
5.Qe5+ Ka7, when the pin stops mate by 6.b8Q+ Qxb8 7.Qa5. ii) Rg4+ 3.Kh3 Rg3+ 4.Kxh2 

b1Q 5.Qe5+ Ka7 6.b8Q+ Qxb8 7.Qa5 mate. iii) 3.Kf2? Rf4+ 4.Kg1 Rg4+, perpetual check. iv) 

5.Kh5? Sg3+ 6.Kg6 Se4+ 7.Kh6 Rb6+ 8.Kg7 Rg6+ 9.Kxh7 Sf6+ and 10...Sxd5. v) "Skirting 
round many a pitfall and thanks to declining to capture no fewer than six (!) times, wK com-

pletes an odyssey. Black's checks are done with, and there follows..." vi) 11.Qe5+? Rc7. It 

would be slower to choose 11.Qd6+ Ka7 12.Qxa3+ Kb8 13.Qd6+ Ka7 14.Qd4+ Kb8 15.Qd8 
(QeS)+. "True, the checkmate is not new but it is juicy and the play is effective, twirling about 

the exact 2.Qd5!" (Judge: S. Tkachenko) 

N23 1.Sd7 Qc1+ 2.Kg2 Qc2+ 3.Sd2 (Kh3? Qf5+) Qxd2+ 4.Kh3 Qxd4 5.Sf8+ (f8Q? Qxd7) 
Kh6 (Kg7 Sxe6+) 6.Sxe6 Qd7 7.f8Q+ Kh7 8.Qf5 (Qf6? Sc5) gxf5 9.Sf8+ draw. 

N24 Gamlet Amiryan, 1st Prize, Shakhmatna Misl  ‘00-01 1.Bc1 Ra1 2.h7 c2 3.Bxc2 Rxc1+ 

4.Bd1/i Rxd1+ 5.Kg2 Rd2+ 6.Kg3 Rd3+ 7.Kg4 Rd4+ 8.Kg5 wins, or 4...Rc8 5.Bb3+ K~ 
6.Bg8 wins/ii. i) The move that wins. ii) Promotion can’t be prevented, e.d. Kf3 7.Ke1 Ke3 

8.Kd1 Rd8+ 9.Kc1. “This miniature is saturated with tension”. (Judge: Krikor Hairabedian) 

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[$RdwdwdP]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
[rdwdwdw0]
[dwiwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Ndwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wGwIwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdkdw]
w--------w

W________w
[ndwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[B0Pdwdwd]
[iPdwdwdw]
[w0PdwdwI]
[dPdwdw$w]
[wdwdw0w)]
[dwdw4wdR]
w--------w

W________w
[wdbdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[wdw0wdwG]
[dw0Pdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpiwdwdw]
[wdp$wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

N25 Velimir Kalandadze
1st-3rd Prize
Gurgenidze-50JT 2004

Win                         (5+4)

N26 Vitaly Tyavlovsky
1st Prize
Effekt 2000

Win                         (3+3)

N27 Viktor Razumenko
1st Prize
Kotov-75JT 2004

Win                        (9+7)
b) Re1→Rd1 Ph2→h3

N28 Andrey Vysokosov
1st Prize
Chervony girnik XXIX

Draw                       (4+6)

N25 1.Rc7+ Kd1 2.Rd7+ Ke1 3.Re7+ Kf1 4.Rf7+ Kg1 5.Rg7+ Kf1 6.Raf7+ Ke1 7.Re7+ Kd1 

8.Rd7+ Kc1 9.Rc7+ Kb1 10.Rb7+ Ka1 11.Rg1+!! hxg1S+! (hxg1Q h8Q+) 12.Kg3 Se2+ 

13.Kg4(Kh4) Rxa4+ 14.Kg5/i Ra5+ 15.Kh6 wins. i) 14.Kh5!? Sg3+! 15.Kg5 Ra5+ 16.Kh4 

Rh5+ 17.Kxg3 as 18.Kg4 Rh2! 19.Ra7 Kb2 draw. Both sides move systematically with effec-

tive retorts. (Judge: David Gurgenidze) 
N26 1.Sc5 d2/i 2.Bxd2 h4 3.Bf4 Kg2 4.Ke3/ii h3 5.Bh2 Kh1 6.Kf3 Kxh2 7.Kf2 Kh1 8.Se4 

Kh2 9.Sd2 Kh1 10.Sf1 h2 11.Sg3 mate. i) h4 2.Sxd3 h3 3.Bd6 Kg2 4.Sf4+ Kg3 5.Sg6+ Kg2 

6.Sh4+ wins. ii) 4.Sd3? h3 5.Se1+ Kf2 6.Sd3+ Kg2 draw. The square f4 was not available to 
wS.  

N27 a) How to avoid perpetual check? 1.Rf1 Re4+/i 2.Kh3 Rh4+ 3.Kg2 Rxh2+ 4.Kf3 Rh1 

5.Bb7 (zz) Rg1 6.Kf4/ii Rh1 7.Rg4/iii Rg1 8.Kf5 Rh1 9.Rg5 Rg1 10.Kf6 Rh1 11.Rg6 Rg1 

12.Kf7 Rh1 13.Rd6/iv Rxf1 14.Rd8  and 15.Ra8 mate.  Top left. i) 1...Rxf1 2.Rg8 Re1/v 3.Bb7  
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N15 1.f7! (z), 1...b1Q 2.f8S Qxd3 3.Bd5 Qxd2 4.Se6#; 2...Qb3 3.Se6+ Kc3 4.Rxc3# (2.f8Q? 

Qb4!), 1...b1S 2.f8B Sxa3 3.Bxa3 Kc3 4.Bb2# (2.f8Q? Sxa3!), 1...b1B 2.f8Q Bxd3 3.Qg7 
4.Kxe4 4.Qg4# (2.f8B,S? Bxd3!) A cycle (bQwS-bSwB-bBwQ) of promotions with good 

economie (17 pieces). 

N16 1.Raa5! (2.Rf5#) Sd4 2.Bg5+! fxg5 3.Rf5+! Sxf5 4.Se5! (Sd3#) Rd6 5.Rd5! Rxd5 6.Sg6# 
White sacrifices three pieces while Black self-blocks two squares. 

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw4wdw4w]
[pGpdBdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[kdwdwdwd]
[)w0Ndwdw]
[Kdwdwdp1]
[dRdwdwgw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdbg]
[dK0whwHw]
[w0wdBdw0]
[dp0PHwdQ]
[w)w)k0w)]
[dRdw4wGw]
[wdPdw)qh]
[dwdR4wdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdw0wdwd]
[dwdwdwdr]
[w)w)B0w0]
[dwdwdKdk]
w--------w

W________w
[bdwdwdw1]
[)wdPdwdw]
[w!w0wdp4]
[Hwgpdw)B]
[w0P0w$wd]
[dw0k)wdw]
[wdpdRdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w

N17 Mikhail Marandyuk
1st-3rd Prize
Ural Problemist 2003

#8                        (6+10)

N18 Dolf Wissmann
1st Prize
Gerard Bouma-JT 2004

#5                       (14+14)

N19 Jan Mostert
1st Prize
The Problemist 2002

#12                         (4+6)

N20 Marcel Tribowski
1st Prize
H.P. Rehm-JT 2004

#5                      (11+12)

N17 1.Bb3+? Kb5 2.a4+ Kxb6!; 1.Bb3+! Kb5 2.Bf7+ Ka4 3.Bf2! (first sacrifice) Bxf2 4.Bb3+ 

Kb5 5.Be6+ (switchback) Ka4 6.Rb6! (second sacrifice) Bxb6 (self-block) 7.Bb3+ Kb5 8.a4# 
Logical oneliner. 

N18 1.Sf3! (2.Sd2+ Kxd4 3.Sf3+! Ke4  4.Rd4+! cxd4 5.Sd2#; 3...Kc4 4.Rd4+), 1...Sxf3 

2.Bf5+ Kxd5 3.Be6+! Ke4 4.Qd5+! Sxd5 5.Bf5#; 3...Kd6 4.dxc5#), 1...Sf1 2.Qe5+ Kxf3 
3.Qh5+! Ke4 4.f3+! Q/Rxf3 5.Qe5#, 1...Qxf2 2.Qe5+ Kxf3 3.Qxf4+ Ke2/Kg2 4.Qxf2+ 

Kxd1/Kh1 5.Rb1/Qxh2#, (1...cxb4 2.Sd2+ Kxd4 3.Se4+ Kc4 4.Rd4+ Kxd4 5.Rxb4#; 

3...Kxe4/Rxd1 4.Rxb4#) Theme: a King clears a square that is subsequently occupied by an 
enemy piece. 

N19 1.Bg4/Bc4/Ba6? Rg3/Rh5/Rh7!; 1.Bb5! Rh6 2.Be8 (3.Bf7 Rd6 4.Bh5 Rf6 5.Bg4 Rf8 

6.Bd7 Rf6 7.Bc8) Rf6 3.Bh5 (4.Bg4#) Rf4 4.Be2 (5.d3 a3 6.bxa3) d3 5.Bd1 (zz) Rf8 6.Bg4 a3 

7.Bd7 Rf6 8.Bc8 Rb6 9.Bf5 Rb4 10.Bh3 Rg4 11.Bxg4 ~ 12.Bf3# (5...a3 6.bxa3...11.a8Q/B+). 

A Bishop Rundlauf. 

N20 1.Qa6? (1...dxc4 2.Qxc4#) Bb7 2.Sxb7 dxc4!, 1.Qb5? (1...dxc4 2.Qxc4#) Bc6 2.Sxc6 

dxc4 3.Sxb4+ Bxb4 3.Qf5+?; 1.Re1! (2.Bxe2+ Kxe3 3.Rf3+ Ke4 4.Bd1#) 1...Rxh5 2.Qa6! 

Bb7 3.Sxb7 dxc4 4.Sxc5+ dxc5 5.Qxg6#, 1...gxh5 2.Qb5! Bc6! 3.Sxc6 dxc4 4.Sxb4+ Bxb4 

5.Qf5# 

W________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[dkdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[$wdwdwdw]
[w4wdwdwd]
[dpdwgwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Gw$wdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[Biwdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdb]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdrdwd]
[0QdwdwIw]
[N0wdwdwh]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wHqdwdwd]
[dndwdPdk]
[wdwdpdpd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dPdwdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dNdwdwdK]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dwdkdwdw]
[rdwdwGwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dBdwdKdw]
w--------w

N21 German Umnov
1st Prize
Chekhover-90MT 1999

Win                         (4+4)

N22 Andrei Vysokosov
Prize
V.I. Kondratev-MT 2002

Win                         (5+6)

N23 David Gurgenidze
1st Prize
Kricheli-MT 2000

Draw                      (7+6)

N24 Gamlet Amiryan
1st Prize
Shahmatna Misl  2000-01

Win                         (4+3)

N21 1.Rb1 (Re1? Bb6) b2 (Bb6 Rd5) 2.Bxb2 (Kg8? Bb6) Bd4+ 3.Kg8/i Rb6/ii 4.Ra7+/iii Kb8 

5.Ra2 Kb7/iv6.Kf7/v Bc3 7.Ke8 Be5 8.Ke7/vi Rb5 9.Kd7/vii, with: Rd5+ 10.Ke6 Rb5 11.Ra5 
wins, or Rb6 10.Rba1 Bxb2 11.Ra7+ and mates, or Kb8 10.Ra8+ Kb7 11.Bxe5 Rxbl 12.Rb8+ 

wins. i) "3.Kh7 is a loss of time." ii) Kb6 4.Bxd4+, or Bxb2 4.Ra2, or Rxb2 4.Rxb2+ Bxb2 

5.Rb5+, iii) "Win of a tempo, using bB's vulnerability. Not 4.Ra2? Be5,  when White's position  
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N31 1.Sxe5? (2.Sf7+ Bxf7#) c2!, 1.Sxg5? (2.Sf7+ Bxf7#) gxf2!; 1.Qb5! (2.Qd3+ Sd5 

3.Qxd5+ Bxd5#), 1...Sb2 2.Sxe5! Ra8+ 3.Qb8+ Rxb8#; 2...Sxf5 3.Qd5+ Bxd5#, 1...Sxf2 
2.Sxg5! Tries repapering as second moves after Black closes critical lines. 

N32 The main plan 1.Rxc4+ Kxc4 2.Se3+ fails to Kb5. 1.Bh7! (2.Re2+ g6 3.Re3+ Sxe3#), 

1...g5 2.Bg1 (3.Re3+ Kd4 4.re2+ Se3,Sf2#) Qxd7 3.Bc5! (4.Re2+ Qxh7/Qf5 5.Re3+ Sxe3#) 
Qb5 4.Rxc4+ Kxc4 5.Se3+ Sxe3# 

W________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdw4rdw]
[bgwdwdwd]
[dwhwhpdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwdPHPdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwiw1w]
w--------w

W________w
[BGwdw!qd]
[dwdwdRdw]
[wdwdw$rd]
[0wdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdPd]
[4wdwiwdK]
[wdndw0wd]
[dwdwdwdb]
w--------w

W________w
[wgwdwdr1]
[dwdwdw0Q]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdwGPd]
[dw)wdBdw]
[NdP)P)NI]
[dwdkdrdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[pdwdwdwi]
[)wgndwdw]
[pGw)pdwI]
[dwdwhwdw]
w--------w

N33 János Csák
1st Prize
Orbit 2003

h#4  b) Pe2→f2 (4+11)

N34 Jean Haymann
1st Prize
Israel Ring Tourney 2001

h#2   2 sols.            (7+9)

N35 Andrey Lobusov
1st Prize
Zadachy i etyudi 2002

h#2   2 sols.         (12+7)

N36 F. Abdurahmanović &

Zdravko Maslar, 1st Prize
Die Schwalbe 191-TT 2004

h#5½                     (5+8)

N33 a) 1.Sxf3 Sxf5 2.Kf1 Sxe7 3.Se1 Sd5 (Sf5?) 4.Rf2 Se3#, b) 1.Scxd3 Sxc4 2.Kf1 Sxb6 

3.Se1 Sd5 (Sc4?) 4.Be2 Se3# A double white Knight’s Rundlauf. 
N34 1.Rxf6 Rc7 (Rb7?) 2.Kf4+ Rc3#, 1.Qxf7 Rc6 (Rd6?) 2.Kf3 Re6# Zilahi, dual avoidance 

and pin-mates. 

N35 1.Qxh7+ Kg3 2.Qxc2 e4#, 1.Bxf4+ Kh3 2.Bxd2 e3# A nice find with interesting battery 
play. 

N36 1...Ba1 2.Ba5 Bh8 3.Bb6 cxb6 4.a1Q b7 5.Qxh8 b8Q 6.Qh5 Qg3# Tempo moves and two 

Queen’s promotions. 
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Re4+ 4.Kh5 Re5+ 5.Kh6 Re6+ 6.Kh7 Re7+ 7.Kh8 wins; or Rd1 2.Rd3 Re1 3.Re3 Rd1 4.Kh3 

Rxf1 5.Re2 Ra1 6.Rxf2 wins. ii) The systematic maneuver begins. iii) 7.Rc3? Rxf1 8.Rc2 Ra1 
9.Rxf2 Rf1 draw. iv) 13.Rg7? Rg1 14.Kf8 Rxf1 15.Rg2 Ra1 16.Rxf2 Rf1 draw. v) 2...Rh1 

3.Rxa8 Rxh2+ 4.Kg4 Rg2+ 5.Kh3 Rg8 6.Bc8 mate. b) 1.Rh2? Rd2 draw. 1.Rc3? f1Q 2.Rxf1 

Rxf1 3.Rc2 Rf4+; or 1.Rg2? Rxh1 2.Rxf2 Rxh3+ perpetual check. So: 1.Rf1 Rd4+/i 2.Kg5/ii 
Rd5+ 3.Kf6 Rd6+ 4.Ke7 Re6+ 5.Kd7/iii Re7+ 6.Kc8 Re1 7.Rxf2 Re2 8.Rg1 Re8+ 9.Kb7 

Rb8+ 10.Ka7, and mate bottom left. i) Re1 2.Re3 Rd1 3.Re4 ~ Rxf1 (Re1 Re2) 4.Re2 (Ra1 

5.Rxf2 wins. ii) 2.Kh5? Rh4+ 3.Kg5 Rh5+ 4.Kf6 Rh6+ 5.Ke7 ~ Rh7+ 6.Kd8 Rh8+ 7.Kd7 
Rd8+ perpetual check. iii) 5.Kd8? Re8+ 6.Kd7 ~ Rd8+, draw.  "From a) we encounter evasion 

from desperado bR, systematic maneuver, and an interesting checkmate. In b), there is also a 

desperado evasion and another checkmate. The richness of the pieces is spread generously over 
the chessboard. An excellent achievement!" (Judge: Aleksei Kotov). 

N28 WR has to retreat along the second rank, but how far, precisely? 1.Rh2/i b2 2.Bg7+ Kb3 

3.Bxb2 Kxb2 4.Kxd6 c4 5.Kc5 c3 6.Kb4/ii Bg4/iii 7.d6 Kb1 8.Rh1+ Bd1 9.d7 c1Q 10.d8Q 
Qb2+ (c2 Qd4) 11.Kc5 Qa3+ 12.Kc6 Qa4+ 13.Kc5 Qa3+ (c2 Qb6+) 14.Kc6 Qa6+ 15.Kc5 

drawn. i) Thematic try: 1.Rf2? b2 2.Bg7+ Kb3 3.Bxb2 Kxb2 4.Kxd6 c4 5.Kc5 -- wK must 

keep the Pawn under constant threat -- c3 6.Kb4 Bg4 7.d6 Kb1 8.Rf1+ Bd1 9.d7 c1Q 10.d8Q 
Qb2+ 11.Kc5 Qa3+ 12.Kb5 (Kc6,Qa6+; -- square fit!) Qb3+ l3.Kc5 c2, and a second black 

Queen will arise. ii) 6.Kc4? Bg4 7.d6 (Kd3,Kb3) Kb1 8.Rh1+ Bd1 9.d7 c1Q 10.d8Q Be2+ 

11.Kd4 Qxh1, and 12.Kxc3 Qc1+ 13.Kb4 Qc4+ 14.Ka3 Qc5+ 15.Kb3 Bc4+ 16.Kc3 Bb5+ 
17.Kd2 Qc1 mate, or 12.Qb6+ Kc2 13.Qg6+ Kc1 14.Kxc3 (Qg5+ Kb2) Qh8+ 15.Qb4 Qd4+ 

mates. iii) Had White chosen g2 for his Rook on move one this would have set up the X- ray 

6...Bb7. " 12-moves-ahead 'foresight' in choice of square on move one." (Judge: Sergey 
Tkachenko). 

W________w
[wdwdr$wd]
[dwdw0ndp]
[wdwdpdbh]
[dpdBdkdp]
[w0w!wdN)]
[0pdKdwdw]
[rGP)Ngwd]
[dwdwdRdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwGB4]
[gwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdRd]
[dwdwdwIp]
[PdNiwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdPdw)wh]
[Hwdw$wdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwIwdb4]
[dQdpdwdp]
[rdwiwdwd]
[0wdw0P0w]
[NdwdB)wd]
[dw0whN0w]
[wdw0w)Rd]
[Gwdndw$w]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwhwdwd]
[dqdRdw0w]
[wdwdwdBd]
[dwGP)wdw]
[p)pdRdwd]
[dw0kdw0w]
[PdpdwdNd]
[dw4nIbdw]
w--------w

N29 Henk Prins
1st Prize
Thema Danicum 2002-03

s#3                      (11+15)

N30 Sergey Smotrov
1st Prize
Probleemblad 1999

s#39           C- (10+6)

N31 Z. Labai & S. Vokal
1st Prize
Springaren 2002

s#3 (11+14)

N32 Camillo Gamnitzer
1st Prize
feenschach 1999-00

s#5                      (10+12)

N29 1.Sh2! (2.Qg4+ Sxg4/hxg4 3.Bxe6+ Kxe6#; 2.Qf6+? exf6 3.Bxe6+ Rxe6!), 1...axb2 

2.Bxb3! ~ 3.Qe5[A]+ Kxe5# (2.Qh8? Ra6!); 2...Rd8 3.Bxe6[B]+ Kxe6# (2...Rxf8/Sg4 3.Qe5+ 
Sxe5/Kxe5#), 1...Rxb2 2.Qh8 ~ 3.Bxe6[B]+ Kxe6# (2.Bxb3? Rxb3+!); 2...Rd8/exd5 

3.Qe5[A]+ Kxe5#. (1...e5 2.Qf4+ exf4 3.Be6+ Kxe6#, 1...exd5? 2.Qe4+ dxe4# and 1...Rd8? 

2.Bxe6+ Kxe6#). Le Grand theme with a heavy construction. 

N30 1.Rd6+! Kc5 2.Rb6+ Kd4 3.Bg7+ Kc5 4.Re5+ Kd4 5.Re8+ Kc6 6.Bf8+ Kd4 7.Rd6+ Kc5 

8.Rf6+ Kd4 9.Rd8+ Ke4 10.Bd5+ Kd4 11.Be6+ Ke4 12.Sd6+ K~ 13.Sf7+ Ke4 14.Bd5+ Kd4 

15.Ba2+ Ke4 16.Re8+ Kd4 17.Sb3+ K~ 18.Sc1+ Kd4 19.Rd8+ Ke4 20.Bd5+ Kd4 21.Be6+ 
Ke4 22.Sd6+ K~ 23.Sc4+ Ke4 24.Bd5+ Kd4 25.Bg8+ Ke4 26.Re8+ Kd4 27.Rd6+ Kc5 

28.Rb6+ Kd4 29.Bg7+ Kc5 30.Re5+ Kd4 31.Re1+ Kc5 32.Bf8+ Kd4 33.Se2+ Ke4 34.Sg1+ 

Kd4 35.Rd6+ Kc5 36.Rg6+ Kd4 37.Rd1+ Ke4 38.Sd6+ Ke5 39.Sf3+ Sxf3# With the white 

Knight on g1 instead of a1, White would be mated in seven moves. In order to achieve that, an 

ingenious play of batteries and guarding of squares is needed. Then, the film is played back-

wards in order to get all other pieces back to their proper spots. (Judge: Koen Versmissen). 


